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Abstract

Supply chains have progressed through time from being limited to a few regional traders to
becoming complicated business networks . As a result, supply chain management systems
now rely significantly on the digital revolution for the privacy and security of data. Due to
key qualities of blockchain, such as transparency, immutability and decentralization, it has
recently gained a lot of interest as a way to solve security, privacy and scalability problems
in supply chains. However conventional blockchains are not appropriate for supply chain
ecosystems because they are computationally costly, have a limited potential to scale and
fail to provide trust. Consequently, due to limitations with a lack of trust and coordination,
supply chains tend to fail to foster trust among the network’s participants. Assuring data
privacy in a supply chain ecosystem is another challenge. If information is being shared
with a large number of participants without establishing data privacy, access control risks
arise in the network. Protecting data privacy is a concern when sending corporate data,
including locations, manufacturing supplies and demand information.

The third challenge in supply chain management is scalability, which continues to be a
significant barrier to adoption. As the amount of transactions in a supply chain tends
to increase along with the number of nodes in a network. So scalability is essential for
blockchain adoption in supply chain networks. This thesis seeks to address the challenges
of privacy, scalability and trust by providing frameworks for how to effectively combine
blockchains with supply chains.

This thesis makes four novel contributions. It first develops a blockchain-based framework
with Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) model to assure data privacy by adopting
a distributed framework to enable fine-grained, dynamic access control management for
supply chain management. To solve the data privacy challenge, AccessChain is devel-
oped. This proposed AccessChain model has two types of ledgers in the system: local and
global. Local ledgers are used to store business contracts between stakeholders and the
ABAC model management, whereas the global ledger is used to record transaction data.
AccessChain can enable decentralized, fine-grained and dynamic access control manage-
ment in SCM when combined with the ABAC model and blockchain technology (BCT).
The framework enables a systematic approach that advantages the supply chain, and the
experiments yield convincing results. Furthermore, the results of performance monitoring
shows that AccessChain’s response time with four local ledgers is acceptable, and therefore
it provides significantly greater scalability.
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Next, a framework for reducing the bullwhip effect (BWE) in SCM is proposed. The
framework also focuses on combining data visibility with trust. BWE is first observed in
SC and then a blockchain architecture design is used to minimize it. Full sharing of demand
data has been shown to help improve the robustness of overall performance in a multi-
echelon SC environment, especially for BWE mitigation and cumulative cost reduction.
It is observed that when it comes to providing access to data, information sharing using a
blockchain has some obvious benefits in a supply chain. Furthermore, when data sharing
is distributed, parties in the supply chain will have fair access to other parties’ data, even
though they are farther downstream. Sharing customer demand is important in a supply
chain to enhance decision-making, reduce costs and promote the final end product. This
work also explores the ability of BCT as a solution in a distributed ledger approach to
create a trust-enhanced environment where trust is established so that stakeholders can
share their information effectively.

To provide visibility and coordination along with a blockchain consensus process, a new
consensus algorithm, namely Reputation-based proof-of cooperation (RPoC), is proposed
for blockchain-based SCM, which does not involve validators to solve any mathematical
puzzle before storing a new block. The RPoC algorithm is an efficient and scalable con-
sensus algorithm that selects the consensus node dynamically and permits a large number
of nodes to participate in the consensus process. The algorithm decreases the workload
on individual nodes while increasing consensus performance by allocating the transaction
verification process to specific nodes. Through extensive theoretical analyses and experi-
mentation, the suitability of the proposed algorithm is well grounded in terms of scalability
and efficiency.

The thesis concludes with a blockchain-enabled framework that addresses the issue of
preserving privacy and security for an open-bid auction system. This work implements a
bid management system in a private BC environment to provide a secure bidding scheme.
The novelty of this framework derives from an enhanced approach for integrating BC
structures by replacing the original chain structure with a tree structure. Throughout the
online world, user privacy is a primary concern, because the electronic environment enables
the collection of personal data. Hence a suitable cryptographic protocol for an open-bid
auction atop BC is proposed. Here the primary aim is to achieve security and privacy with
greater efficiency, which largely depends on the effectiveness of the encryption algorithms
used by BC. Essentially this work considers Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) and a
dynamic cryptographic accumulator encryption algorithm to enhance security between
auctioneer and bidder. The proposed e-bidding scheme and the findings from this study
should foster the further growth of BC strategies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, a brief summary of the research that was done for this thesis is provided.

Additionally, it explains the significance of blockchain technology, the challenges in imple-

menting it in supply chain management, the goals of this thesis and its contributions to

academia. It also provides the thesis’ organizational structure.

1.1 Supply Chain Management

Supply chain management (SCM), which spans various operations that convert raw ma-

terials into finished items, is the handling of the flow of goods and services. It entails

actively optimizing an industry’s procurement operations in order to maximize customer

value and achieve an edge over its competitors. SCM is grounded in the notion that every

product that reaches a customer is a result of the work of several businesses that make up

a supply chain [1]. A supply chain is the network of people, businesses, assets, processes

and technology utilized in the production and distribution of a good or service [2]. The

businesses that make up the supply chain are connected together by means of both phys-

ical and informational flows. Physical flows include the processing, transportation and

management of goods and resources, while information flow aids in the coordination and
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

control of the regular flow of resources and commodities across the supply chain. Most

businesses recognize the value that supply chains can contribute to their organizations.

Modern supply chains, in contrast to earlier ones, are now more focused on managing data,

services and goods than they are on the accessibility, transportation and cost of physical

assets [3]. There is much more that modern supply chain management systems demand

than just the where and when [4].

Supply Chain vs Supply Chain Network

The establishment of the supply network (SN) is a new development in the field of SC

research. A SC is a collection of primarily coordinated operations and connections that

connect businesses in the value-creation process, in order to provide the final customer with

an appropriate worth composition of products and/or services. While SN is described as

a set of active members within an organization’s SCs, as well as inactive participants

to which an organization is related, that can be called upon to contribute to an SC

if a need arises [5]. The SC idea entails cooperating businesses providing input on a

product’s development, design, delivery and commercialization. It stands for a narrowly

concentrated analytical and business practice unit. Some of its success factors are offering a

competitive product/service mix and having operational and market orientations [6]. The

ontological perspective is expanded inside the SN paradigm to take into account, analyze

and prepare for more complicated, dynamic and interconnected phenomena essential to

the business world and managing relationships between trading parties.

Importance of Data Sharing in Supply Chains

SCM has progressed rapidly as a result of advancements in data accessibility, automation

and digital technologies. Supply chains are fundamentally dynamic since they consist of

several tiers of organizations connected globally. SCM can be thought of as the coordi-

nation of distributed decision-making among individuals or organizations regarding the

flow of information, finances, and products throughout the supply chain [7]. Coordination

may result in long-term benefits for everyone involved in SC. For instance, a manufac-

turer might eventually cut costs by re-configuring processes using better information and

2
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retaining consumers by fostering customer loyalty through coordination. A retailer could

minimize inventory and/or increase inventory turns, decrease labor costs, and maintain

operations with an uninterrupted supply of goods [8]. The coordination of supply chains

strengthens when every tier of the chain performs actions that are aligned. Supply chain

coordination necessitates that each level of the supply chain communicates information

and consider the influence of its actions on subsequent stages. The supply chain’s many

stages may have competing aims, or information may move between them slowly and in-

accurately, leading to a lack of coordination. If each stage of a supply chain is owned by a

different party, the goals of the various phases may conflict. Each level strives to maximize

its own earnings as a result, which frequently leads to decisions that lower overall profit

margins in the supply chain [9].

SCM has grown significantly reliant on digitization since the introduction of different

technologies, such as big data, Internet of things (IoT) and blockchain technology [10].

Blockchain technology can have a substantial beneficial influence on a business [11]. In par-

ticular, it could lower business costs while increasing their overall efficiency. The tremen-

dous growth of supply networks and digitization has simplified overall data collaboration

processes. Which in turn, can improve the performance of the entire supply chain by low-

ering inventories and regulating operations [12]. Supply chain performance is the key since

modern competition is not really among businesses, but rather across supply networks.

Data sharing brings many advantages for a supply chain’s partners:

1. Collaboration: Coordination between organizations is facilitated through data ex-

change. One of the key obstacles of SCM is remoteness, whether geographical, tem-

poral or informational [13]. The development of data-sharing tools has now made it

feasible to address this issue and foster trust among SC participants.

2. Risk management: Data sharing allows supply chain participants to evaluate pro-

cesses and regulations to determine if they are efficient and compliant. This reduces

the possibility of fraudulent activity, while also streamlining processes and prevent-

ing performance bottlenecks. Data sharing can assist to decrease delays because

firms will be able to identify any issues early and take rapid action to address them,
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as it provides insights on cutting down on lead time variations and shipment delays

[14].

3. Cost reduction: Information sharing among supply chain participants improves the

efficiency of the management of operations and any resources (financial or material)

[15]. Manufacturers can reduce their inventory and operating costs by having an

accurate knowledge of demand data, production and sales patterns.

4. Quality & production efficiency: If data from each phase of a project’s life cycle is

shared with each supply chain participant, it can contribute to data authentication.

Collaboration in strategic sourcing paves the way for more efficient operations, lowers

costs and quicker response times for enterprises. It also gives participants flexibility

in determining collectively if a disruptive situation arises or to optimize operations

[16]. Furthermore, businesses can assure that the final product fulfills customer

criteria for reliability and efficiency.

Blockchain for Supply Chains

Blockchain technology has the ability to transform supply chains by establishing a more

efficient and transparent approach to monitoring the movement of products.

In a conventional supply chain, several stakeholders typically have siloed and fragmented

information regarding the movement of products. This may result in forecasting errors,

delays and disputes, as well as a lack of accountability and transparency. Blockchain

technology has the potential to solve these issues by creating a decentralized, transpar-

ent ledger of all supply chain transactions. This ledger is accessible by all supply chain

participants and serves as a single source of information for all transactions [17].

Every time a product changes hands in a supply chain powered by blockchain, a new

block is added to the network. Each block holds a digital record of the transaction,

including details on the product, the time and date of the transaction, and the names

of the parties involved. These building elements are connected in a chain to produce an

immutable record of the whole supply chain. This transparency and immutability can
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help to minimize errors, delays, and fraud in the supply chain [18]. It can also enhance

visibility into the movement of goods, allowing for more efficient inventory management

and faster response times to disruptions in the supply chain. Section 2.2.1 contains a more

thorough discussion on this subject matter.

Blockchain vs Distributed Ledger Technology

Blockchain and distributed ledger technology (DLT) are two related concepts, but they

have some key differences. Blockchain is a specific type of DLT that was originally devel-

oped for use in the cryptocurrency Bitcoin [19]. Distributed ledger technology (DLT) is

a broader term that encompasses all types of decentralized databases that are distributed

across a network of nodes. DLT can include technologies such as blockchain, but it also in-

cludes other types of decentralized databases that do not use a blockchain structure. One

of the key differences between blockchain and DLT is that blockchain is a specific type of

DLT that uses a particular structure to record and validate transactions. In contrast, DLT

is a more general term that refers to any type of decentralized database that is distributed

across a network of nodes. Additionally, blockchain is typically more secure than other

types of DLT because of its use of cryptographic hashing and consensus algorithm. Among

DLT, blockchain is one particular kind that is intended to keep track of transactions or

any digital communication and give businesses the transparency, efficiency, and security

they were looking for [20].

1.2 Motivation

Blockchain is the foundation of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin [19] or Ethereum [21], how-

ever, they can be utilized for a variety of services, including administrating supply chain

management and delivering financial services. Therefore, the ownership of physical assets

can be handled via blockchain technology. Large volumes of data are involved in supply

chains, particularly when items are transported across international borders. It might

be challenging to identify the root cause of issues while using conventional data-storing
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techniques. As a result, the privacy of the digital data of physical assets and events in

blockchains is becoming more and more difficult. This section highlights the need for

additional research on the subject while identifying the fundamental problems with the

state-of-the-art.

1.2.1 Challenges in Adopting Blockchain in SCM

Blockchain technology is an appealing proposition for SCM security and scalability because

of the many advantages it offers. However, the following challenges must be overcome in

order to successfully adapt the current blockchain design to the SCM environment.

1. Latency

Latency sometimes referred to as "Block time", is the amount of time needed to cre-

ate the next block of transactions on the blockchain. In comparison to current Web2

standards, most existing blockchain networks are extremely slow [22]For instance,

one transaction on the Bitcoin network takes over ten minutes, whereas confirma-

tion on the Ethereum network might take up to 30 seconds or more depending on

the network load. The latency issue with blockchain is one of the most significant

roadblocks to wider adoption.

2. Throughput

In the blockchain, the amount of transactions that can be stored per second is

referred to as throughput. The transaction throughput of a decentralized network is

determined by the consensus algorithm used by a blockchain network. For instance, a

proof-of-stake (PoS) [23] network like Cardano has a higher throughput than a proof-

of-work (PoW) [19] blockchain like Bitcoin. For instance, with a typical blockchain

implementation, confirming a transaction might take up to 30 minutes for Bitcoin

and 5 minutes for Ethereum. Likewise, Bitcoin has a throughput of 7 transactions per

second (TPS) while Ethereum has a throughput of 30 TPS. The quantity of supply

chain events fluctuates along with the frequency of trade in a supply chain. With
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a higher trade frequency, the increasing transaction load may consequently result in

increased network latency and decreased throughput. The block size, traffic, storage,

number of nodes and complexity of transactions on a blockchain, are other elements

that influence throughput.

3. Privacy

A blockchain-based transaction is immutable and tamper-proof and transparent to

the whole network. However keeping track of every user transaction on a blockchain

would threaten the security of user privacy [24]. If a trade secret is revealed in the

supply chain, it could give a business an edge over its competitors and the privacy

of stakeholders could be compromised.

4. Scalability

Scalability is the ability of a system to manage resources and handle increasing

workloads. In a traditional blockchain network, every node receives and verifies

every block. This is a significant challenge since network congestion and computing

overheads grow with network node size. Hundreds of stakeholders may be involved

in supply chain operations on a regular basis. There’s a potential that a single

blockchain system would not be able to handle the growing number of transactions.

A scalable blockchain network should be able to accommodate an exponentially

growing number of participants, without compromising system performance.

5. Resource intensive consensus algorithms

It is ultimately the consensus mechanism that defines a network’s security level,

throughput and scalability. Compared to a traditional database, an energy-intensive

consensus algorithm like PoW needs a huge amount of power. All miners compete

to be the first to solve a mathematical puzzle in order to validate a transaction.

This raises the price of blockchain-based transactions and significantly burdens the

ecosystem with carbon emissions. On the other hand, alternative blockchain consen-

sus approaches, such as Proof-of-Stake (PoS), require significant resources from the

network participants, which is considerably more than what the majority of SCM

stakeholders can provide.
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6. Access Control

In computer security, access control systems are used to control who has access to

resources. Access control policies are often used to indicate a subject’s entitlement

to access such resources. Typically, a permissionless blockchain allows anybody

to join and allows users to log transactions anonymously. Many characteristics of

permissionless blockchain systems are not appropriate in the case of supply chains

as supply chain stakeholders are trusted business partners. In contrast, with a

permissioned blockchain, everyone can see trade flows and so it would breach data

privacy. Therefore, some access control is required in order to establish rules defining

who is permitted to read and write data on the blockchain.

7. Trust

Blockchain technology is sometimes referred to as a "trustless" technology since it

substitutes the requirement for a central authority with a system of publicly verifi-

able proofs [25]. Lack of trust among partners is a significant barrier to blockchain

adoption. Since supply chain organizations may not trust other participants in a

public blockchain network, whereas, in a private blockchain network with no anony-

mous users, businesses can experience better levels of trust. Platforms like Trade-

Lens [26], a global logistics permissioned network, shows what may happen when

businesses work together to find solutions to common problems in order to boost

consumer trust. TradeLens is a blockchain-based platform for global trade that was

developed by IBM and Maersk, a leading global shipping company. The platform

was launched in 2018 with the goal of providing more efficient and transparent sup-

ply chain management for the global trade industry. The TradeLens platform is

designed to streamline the supply chain management process by eliminating many

of the manual and paper-based processes that are currently used in the industry.

By doing so, it can reduce delays, errors, and costs, while improving transparency,

security, and efficiency. Since its launch, TradeLens has attracted a growing number

of participants from across the global trade industry, including shipping companies,

ports, customs authorities, and more. Today, it is one of the leading blockchain
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platforms for global trade, and it has the potential to transform the way that goods

are shipped and managed around the world.

1.3 Thesis Objective

These evident facts serve as the driving force behind this thesis’s overall objective, which

is to develop an efficient, scalable and secure blockchain models for supply chain man-

agement. To achieve the main objective of this study, the following sub-objectives are

considered:

• Finding an SCM model that meets the requirements of the research;

• Analyzing the effect of the various features of the blockchain technology on supply

chains, like the consensus algorithm and encryption/decryption algorithms;

• Developing an efficient access control model to depict viable solutions for data pri-

vacy;

• Proposing a real-time data sharing model that fosters trust among supply chain

participants;

• Proposing a secure consensus algorithm capable of scaling while maintaining high

accuracy;

• Developing an e-auction framework that works well for open bid auctions and offers

efficiency and security;

• Testing each of the models that have been proposed:

• Evaluating how the developed frameworks perform in comparison to previously de-

signed networks.
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1.4 Contributions

This thesis makes a substantial contribution to the adoption of blockchain technology in

supply chains, by addressing the issues raised earlier in Section 1.2.1. In particular by

achieving scalability and privacy objectives. The subsequent sections provide an overview

of the specific contributions this thesis has made.

1.4.1 AccessChain: An Access Control Framework to Protect Data Ac-

cess in Blockchain-Enabled Supply Chain.

Due to the concern over compromising sensitive information, supply chain stakeholders

are hesitant to share information via blockchain. AccessChain attempts to address the

issues of access control, data privacy and scalability. In this contribution, a two-tiered

framework is proposed that provides scalability for handling transaction load by integrat-

ing several regional blockchains while protecting data privacy by limiting access privileges

to competitive partners. The proposed model considers the use of business contracts and

an ABAC policy to restrict access to data on the blockchain. When a stakeholder attempt

to access data, the design ensures that only users who are members of the same business

contract can see trade flows.

A quantitative and qualitative analysis has been conducted in order to evaluate Access-

Chain. AccessChain’s resistance to relevant threats is demonstrated through quantitative

security and privacy analysis, which also suggests countermeasures. According to the find-

ings of simulations, AccessChain offers high performance, better data accessibility, data

privacy and scalability compared to existing blockchain frameworks.

1.4.2 Blockchain-coordination for SCM

This thesis proposes an information-sharing, permissioned framework to reduce the bull-

whip effect in a complex retail supply chain. While AccessChain solves issues with data
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privacy and scalability, it does not resolve the trust issue related to the data source. The

secrecy of trade secrets cannot be guaranteed, even when permissioned blockchains re-

strict read-only and write access to the ledger to approved supply chain stakeholders. The

contribution of this framework is twofold: (a) investigating the effects of complete informa-

tion sharing on reducing bullwhip effect, inventory variance and costs; and (b) proposing

a trust mechanism that takes data authenticity into account and allows stakeholders to

communicate information effectively in a trust-enhanced environment. A security analysis

is performed on the significant threats, and defenses are recommended. When compared

to traditional blockchain configurations, the suggested framework’s customized implemen-

tation reduces the bullwhip effect by 99% and the inventory cost by up to 75%.

1.4.3 An Efficient and Scalable Consensus Algorithm for SCM Applica-

tions.

A reputation-based proof-of-cooperation (RPoC) consensus mechanism is proposed in this

thesis work, which randomly selects consensus nodes from a large pool of nodes based on

their reputation score and willingness to stake their identity in order to organize them

into clusters. This process involves breaking down the huge mining effort into manageable

segments and helps RPoC increase scalability and efficiency while retaining peer trust in

the system. RPoC increases the scalability of the blockchain by grouping supply chain par-

ticipants into clusters and assigning sole responsibility for blockchain management to the

cluster master nodes. The maintenance of blockchains entails the verification of individual

transactions or blocks of transactions. A transaction is referred to as the communication

primitive for transmitting business events between nodes. A block is created by combin-

ing transactions, and that block is then added to the blockchain to create the distributed

ledger. The proposed consensus mechanism is more effective, decentralized and scalable

since it engages all network nodes, instead of a few as mining candidates.

Several sets of experiments are conducted to evaluate RPoC. Quantitative security and

privacy studies demonstrate RPoC’s resistance to relevant attacks. According to simu-
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lation data, RPoC performs better than existing blockchain configurations, in terms of

latency, processing time and scalability.

1.4.4 A Tree Structure-based Improved Blockchain Framework for a

Secure Online Bidding System.

A secure private blockchain-based open-bid platform has been proposed in this work in

order to address the key problems with high performance and privacy in blockchain that are

detailed in Section 1.2.1. Then, a novel protocol is proposed that ensures high efficiency

in searching and processing by replacing the old linear data structure with a tree data

structure. A data structure is an approach to collect, organize and manage data and

allows users to access, add, update and search the data stored within it. Since blockchain’s

linear nature makes it more suited for sequential or single-user processes, its data structure

has been modified. The goal of modifying the data structure is to develop a solution to

improve searchability.

The privacy, anonymity and security of open-bid auctions are challenging. This is due

to the fact that it must offer a way to conduct a secure e-auction and protect the data

and anonymity of the auctioneer. Additionally, coalition, anonymity and linkability of

the digital world may contribute to a lack of trust in the network. In order to improve

security and privacy in open-bid auction systems, an Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC)

technique with a dynamic accumulator design is developed to address these issues. To

establish strong authentication mechanisms, the proposed architecture takes advantage of

dynamic accumulators. In the bidding process, the bidder creates the key pair and the key

accumulator gathers the keys for authentication and verification. The key accumulator

confirms the bidder’s identification once the bidder sends an encrypted bid. The auctioneer

scans the signature, decrypts the bid and seeks to verify the tender. At that point, the

identification of the auctioneer is confirmed by the key accumulator. The bid is approved

by the auctioneer and recorded on the blockchain if there is no authentication error. The

implementation result demonstrates that the suggested framework improves the security,
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privacy and performance of auctions. The proposed framework is proven to be resilient to

a variety of threats through security analysis.

1.5 Thesis Organization

Following is an outline of the thesis:

Chapter 1: This chapter presents an introduction about this thesis which includes mo-

tivation and scope of research and contribution to scientific knowledge.

Chapter 2: This chapter includes the background and literature review of related re-

search.

Chapter 3: This chapter introduces AccessChain, a fine-grained access control framework

that protects data access and solves the scalability bottleneck.

Chapter 4: This chapter presents a blockchain-coordinated framework, a permissioned

blockchain for information sharing and enabling trust between supply chain entities.

Chapter 5: This chapter introduces RPoC, a scalable, efficient and trustworthy consensus

mechanism for supply chain applications.

Chapter 6: This chapter introduces an online bidding framework, a private permissioned

blockchain to provide a secure bidding scheme with a new protocol by replacing its usual

linear data structure with a tree data structure to improve performance.

Chapter 7: This chapter summarizes the thesis and explores potential future research

directions.
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Chapter 2

Background Study and Review

This chapter provides background knowledge on blockchain technology and explores re-

lated studies from the perspective of its utilization in supply chain management. We

begin by outlining a comprehensive overview of blockchain technology in Section 2.1. In

the following section, we emphasize the most cutting-edge blockchain-based solutions for

SCM scalability, privacy and trust and each section is concluded with a summary of the

reviewed approaches. A thorough examination of existing consensus algorithms in the

blockchain is provided in Section 2.2.2 and section 2.2.3 evaluates the existing research

on privacy preservation in blockchain-enabled frameworks. The trust-focused blockchain

solutions discussed in Section 2.2.4, provide a measurable statistic of the level of trust in

the data stored in blockchain-supported systems. Finally, Section 2.3 provides an in-depth

analysis of the e-auction research.

2.1 Blockchain Overview

Blockchain technology has gained widespread adoption for the variety of advantages it of-

fers. In general, blockchain technology is characterized by decentralization, accountability,

immutability and security [27]. In 1991, the notion of "blockchain" was first introduced, to
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prevent backdating or editing of electronic data, a group of academics set out to develop

a program that timestamps data. Later, Satoshi Nakamoto refined and innovated Bitcoin

[19], a blockchain-based project, that was the first cryptocurrency and peer-to-peer pay-

ment system ever established. A blockchain can be characterized as a collection of blocks

that are linked together and carry particular information in a safe and authentic manner.

In other words, blockchain is a collection of interconnected computers, rather than a single,

centralized server, making the entire network decentralized. Through this decentralized

network, data security, trust and transparency are all guaranteed. Although commonly

used in the finance industry, blockchain technology is also expected to have applications

in a broad range of other industries, such as supply chain, healthcare and the internet

of things. Blockchain is a list of linked blocks where each block is made up of two main

components: the block header and transactions, as shown in Figure 2.1. The transmission

of any sort of payment or data between nodes is documented in a blockchain transaction.

Depending on the kind of blockchain, a block may include different types of data. For

instance, transaction information such as sender, recipient and currency, are stored on

the Bitcoin blockchain. A transaction has as its unique identifier, Transaction ID, which

is a hash of all the fields in a transaction. prev TID stands for the previous transaction

ID and connects any prior transaction done by the same node. The initial transaction

in each ledger is known as the genesis transaction. There could be dependencies between

transactions, where particular fields created in one transaction’s outputs, are referred to

as inputs in another transaction. The Input/Output fields store the inputs and outputs.

A public key is used for the identification of each transaction of a node. It is generated in

order to enhance anonymity. The H(PK) field contains the hash of the public key. Lastly,

the Sign field keeps the signature of the node that generated the transaction.

Apart from the transaction, the block header structure also varies depending on the

blockchain type, as shown in the top portion of Figure 2.1. The block header contains

an identifier called Block ID, which represents the hash of all the information in a block.

H(Prev block) is the hash of the preceding block, thereby generating a chain between them

and keeping the blockchain immutable. So, a block header carries the hash of the block

itself and the hash of the previous block, like a fingerprint, a hash is always unique and
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Figure 2.1: Blockchain structure, where H=hash, ID=identifier, TID = transaction ID,
PK= public key, sign = signature.

identifies a block and all of its contents. A block’s hash is determined after it has been

produced. Any modification to the block will lead to modifications to the hash. This

essentially establishes a chain of blocks and contributes to the security of a blockchain.

The Timestamp field indicates the time the block was created. The block’s Merkle root

is also included in the block header. A Merkle tree [28], also known as a binary tree, is

employed to effectively compact a massive amount of information into hash values. In

a hash tree, each leaf node is labelled with the cryptographic hash of a data block and

each non-leaf node is labelled with the cryptographic hash of the labels of its child nodes.
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Although most hash tree designs are binary, there could be a large number of child nodes.

Figure 2.2: Merkle tree structure.

Figure 2.2 depicts a basic Merkle tree with four transactions, Tx W, Tx X, Tx Y and

Tx Z. Afterwards, each of these transactions is subsequently hashed. The first step is to

calculate the hash of each transaction, producing the values H(W), H(X), H(Y) and H(Z).

Then the hashes are rehashed in consecutive pairs, yielding H(WX) and H(YZ). Lastly,

H(WX) and H(YZ) are hashed once more to provide H(WXYZ) Merkle root. Merkle roots

are fundamental to the processing needed to maintain cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin,

in operation [29].
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2.1.1 Mining

The process of adding new transactions to the ledger that is shared by all blockchain nodes

is known as mining. Mining, as used in reference to cryptocurrencies, denotes the process

through which networks of specialized machines produce and distribute new coins, as well

as authenticate new transactions [30]. The network nodes, known as miners, authenticate

transactions after they are generated and broadcast to the network. Coins are rewarded

to network miners in exchange for their services. A mining process ensures that new

coins are generated on the blockchain, and keeps the miners motivated to preserve system

security. All validated transactions are placed in a transaction pool, and miners are in

charge of putting all of the pending transactions together into a block. Finally, this new

block is appended to the blockchain by utilizing a consensus algorithm. The consensus

algorithm is a technique that helps all network nodes to agree on a single ledger state.

The consensus mechanism guarantees randomization among the miners and consistency

of the blockchain among network participants. Randomness enhances blockchain security

by preventing fraudulent miners from mining blocks. Section 2.2.2 will further explore the

consensus mechanisms utilized in the blockchain.

Mining is crucial to the security of any blockchain, in addition to adding new coins to

circulation. It authenticates and protects the blockchain, enabling cryptocurrencies to op-

erate as a peer-to-peer decentralized network without the need for third-party supervision

[31]. Additionally, it encourages miners to offer their computing capabilities/resources to

the network.

Blockchain Forks

Forks in a blockchain network are basically partitions in the network. The blockchain

may be split into two different versions if there is Unanimous consensus [32]. Forks are

connected to the fact that all nodes follow the same consensus method in order to preserve

the blockchain’s record. Due to the blockchain protocol’s backwards compatibility and the

time at which a new block is created, two different sorts of forks can happen. They include

the following types:
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1. Soft fork: A soft fork is a fork in the blockchain that can happen when out-of-date

network nodes do not comply with a protocol that is agreed to by the more recent

nodes. This could lead to unnoticed out-of-sync situations or old nodes accepting

data that seems wrong to newer nodes.

2. Hard fork: When there is a hard fork, a new currency is created along with the

original currency, as happened with Ethereum (original: Ethereum, new: Ethereum

Classic) and Bitcoin (original: Bitcoin, new: Bitcoin cash). The nodes that decide

to upgrade their software are given an equivalent amount of currency, preventing

any monetary losses. It is up to each full node to decide whether to join a certain

chain. Newer transactions must be made legitimate in order for a node to join the

new chain; otherwise, it will continue to operate normally.

2.1.2 Symmetric and Asymmetric Encryption

Blockchain technology has been created using a variety of different cryptographic princi-

ples. In the blockchain, cryptography is primarily employed to maintain data integrity

and secure user privacy and transaction data. Cryptography is a collection of protocols

that shields information from unauthorized individuals during a communication process

[33]; symmetric and asymmetric encryption are two of the fundamental methods of cryp-

tography. Since the time of the Roman Empire, symmetric encryption has been one of

the most popular and oldest methods of encrypting confidential and sensitive data. It

encrypts and decrypts data using a single, secure cryptographic key. A symmetric encryp-

tion algorithm reads the plain text and a key before starting to encrypt it. To encrypt

the original sensitive information, the key collaborates with the algorithm to convert a

plain text to cipher-text. This is effective for storing data that has to be decrypted at

a later stage. When utilizing symmetric encryption to send and receive data, senders

and receivers must both be aware of the secret key. However, the use of a single key for

encryption and decryption raises concerns, because if the key became compromised, all

the data it has encrypted would also be at risk. The Data Encryption Standard (DES),

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and TLS/SSL protocols are popular instances of
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symmetric encryption.

Asymmetric encryption provides a solution to the single secret key problem by utilizing

a key pair for encryption. Asymmetric encryption, commonly referred to as public-key

cryptography, employs mathematically linked public and private key pairs to encrypt and

decrypt sensitive data. The mathematical relationship between the keys is that the private

key cannot be determined from the public key, whereas the public key can be obtained

from the private key. The private key is kept hidden, while the public key serves as the

owner’s identification, allowing them to demonstrate ownership of the private key. This is

due to the fact that encryption uses the public key, whereas decryption uses the private

key. The sender will receive the recipient’s public key, which will be used to encrypt the

data which guarantees that only the receiver can decode the data using their own private

key. Similarly, a sender can encrypt data with their private key and then anyone with

their public key may decrypt and read it.

Different situations necessitate the deployment of symmetric or asymmetric encryption.

Symmetric encryption, which employs a single key, is best suited to data-at-rest appli-

cations. On the contrary, data transmission between nodes through the internet should

be encrypted using asymmetric protocols. To further strengthen the security of the data,

these encryption algorithms are combined with other techniques like digital signature,

which we will discuss further in the following section. In order to ensure the integrity and

security of the blockchain, cryptography is crucial since it plays a vital role in keeping

the public network secured. The use of cryptography in blockchain technology has a wide

range of advantages, including immutability, security, scalability, non-repudiation and pre-

vention of hackers [34]. Blockchain employs asymmetric cryptography, which uses digital

signatures for verification. Every transaction that is recorded to a block is signed by the

sender using a digital signature, ensuring that the data is not compromised. The Rivest-

Shamir-Adleman (RSA) [35] and Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithms (ECDSA)

[36] are asymmetric encryption algorithms that are frequently employed in blockchain

technology. They are further explained in the section below.
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2.1.2.1 ECC

In 1985, N. Koblitz and Miller [36] used an elliptical curve for implementing their elliptic

curve cryptography algorithm. ECC is a sort of public key cryptography, with each user

having a pair of keys, a public and a private key. ECC’s mathematical operations are

distributed over an elliptic curve. A public key is a point in the curve, and a random

number is a private key. The public key is generated by multiplying the private key in the

curve with a generator point G. G is the base point or can be called a generator point.

Before starting the ECC algorithm, the two parties who wish to exchange information

must first approve the use of a curve and its parameters, such as the coefficients of A and

B, and a base point G to be used. The elliptic curve is defined by the constants a and b

used in its defining equation. The elliptic curve equation can be written as

Y 2 = X3 + AX + B (2.1)

where 4a3 + 27b2 �= 0.

This condition means the curve on the actual axis does not have a cusp or double point.

That is also called Weierstrass. The addition of two points on an ecliptic curve is defined

according to a set of sample rules (e.g. point 1 plus point 2 is equal to point 3). The

addition operation in an ecliptic curve is the counterpart to modular multiplication in

public-key cryptocurrency and multiple additions are the counterpart to modular expo-

nentiation [37]. Furthermore, elliptic curve cryptosystems are efficient because they use

smaller key sizes, and have low computational power requirements. ECC’s time complex-

ity is(O√
X), and so has a low growth rate [38]. ECC has stronger resistance to attack,

lower CPU and content use [39], lower network consumption and faster encryption com-

pared to other encryption algorithms [40]. Algorithm 1 is ECC algorithm for encryption

and decryption [41].
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Algorithm 1 ECC Algorithm
Global Public Elements

Step I. Eq(a, b) elliptic curve with parameters a, b, and q, where q is a prime or integer

of the form 2m.

Step II. G point on elliptic curve whose order is large value n

User Alice Key Generation

Step I. Select private key nA;nA < n

Step II. Calculate public key PA

Step III. PA = nAG

User Bob Key Generation

Step I. Select private key nB;nB < n

Step II. Calculate public key PB

Step III. PB = nBG

Calculation of Secret Key by User Alice

Step I.K = nAPB

Calculation of Secret Key by User Bob

Step I. K = nBPA

Encryption by Alice using Bob’s Public Key

Step I. Alice chooses message Pm and a random positive integer ‘k’

Step II. Ciphertext: Cm = kG, Pm + kPB

Decryption by Bob using his own Private Key

Step I. Ciphertext: Cm

Step II. Plaintext: Pm = Pm + kPB − nB(kG) = Pm + k(nBG) − nB(kG)
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2.1.2.2 RSA

RSA, proposed by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman [35], is one of the most

influential public key encryption algorithms. This algorithm is based on the incredibly

difficult decomposition of large entities and can be used for both key encryption and

digital signature. One element, namely the public key, can be published as the encryption

key and the combination of two large prime numbers can be set as the private key. The

difficulty of getting the plain text message back from the cipher text and the public key

depends on the difficulty of factoring the massive product of two prime numbers [42].

Algorithms 2 and 3 are RSA’s encryption and decryption algorithms respectively [41].

Algorithm 2 RSA Encryption
1: Input: RSA public key (n ,e), Plain text m ∈ [0, n − 1]

2: Output:Ciphertext c

3: Compute c = me mod n

4: Return c:

5: End

Algorithm 3 RSA Decryption
1: Input: Public key (n,e), Private key d, Ciphertext c

2: Output:Plain text m

3: Compute c = cd mod n

4: Return m.

5: End

Digital Signature

To establish user identification and guarantee data security, blockchain combines public

key cryptography and a digital signature technique. This solution eliminates the possibility

of identity theft and fraud by deterring intruders from tampering with data. Digital signa-

tures cryptographically connect an entity to a transaction, much like traditional/handwrit-

ten signatures do, for a certain document. Digital signatures are based on number theory
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principles and are thereby almost impossible to counterfeit. A genuine digital signature

guarantees the receiver that the message was created by the identified sender (authenti-

cation), that the sender cannot repudiate having sent the message (non-repudiation) and

that the data was not manipulated in transmission (integrity) [43].

Digital signatures employ mathematical correlations to link two different keys, a private

and a public key. The key pairs are used in cryptography to encrypt, decrypt, sign and

validate transactions. The steps are as follows:

1. Private key for signing the message: Signing a transaction generates a one-way hash

of the electronic data to be signed. The hash is then encrypted using the private key.

The digital signature consists of the encrypted hash as well as the hashing algorithm.

It is recommended to encrypt the hash rather than the full message, Since a hash

function may transform any input into a set length value with a predetermined length

that is typically much shorter. This saves time since hashing takes far less time than

signing.

2. Public key for verifying the message: There could be two parts in this process: cre-

ating the message’s hash and decrypting the signature. The hash could be decrypted

by utilizing the signer’s public key. If this decrypted hash matches the second com-

puted hash of the same data, it is evidence that the data has not changed since

being signed. If the two hashes do not match, either the data has been manipulated

(integrity) or the signature was made using a private key that does not match the

public key that the signer has provided (authentication).

Non-repudiation, authentication and data integrity are crucial goals that can be accom-

plished with the use of digital signature applications in blockchain [44]. Hashing and

digital signatures have therefore made significant contributions to raising the security

level of blockchain applications.

Hashing Functions
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The distributed ledger features of blockchain technology make it impossible for unautho-

rized users to access the information transferred during a given transaction. It draws

emphasis on a blockchain’s hashing and digital signature while using cryptography to

achieve the appropriate level of security. In the context of blockchain technology, digital

signatures and hashing both plays significant roles.

By obscuring and encoding the original message to a distinctive string, hashes protect

data integrity and essentially function as pseudonyms on the blockchain, while maintain-

ing complete transparency. A hash algorithm is a mathematical operation that converts

an input string (numbers, letters, or media files) of arbitrary size into a defined length

[45]. The result of a hash is always a discrete integer that is typically 32-, 64-, 128- or

256-bits long, regardless of the length of the input data. The output with a fixed length

is known as a hash. The hash function should be collision-resistant in order to be cryp-

tographically strong, which implies that finding two inputs that yield identical result is

almost unattainable. Despite being a cryptographic operation, hashing is not encryption.

Contrary to encryption, a hashing algorithm acts as a one-way process; the original data

cannot be deciphered using only the hash. The identical hash will be generated by anyone

with access to the original message and hashing algorithm. Here, a compression function

(a component of a hashing algorithm) offers the characteristic of maintaining a constant

length of hashing function output. A hashing function is characterized by the determin-

ism principle, which states that the identical message hashed with the same algorithm

will always yield the same hashing result. This is analogous to the blockchain architec-

ture, where new blockchain nodes should first synchronize themselves with the rest of the

operating full nodes.

Hash functions fall into a number of distinct types. Some of the popular classes are RACE

Integrity Primitives Evaluation Message Digest (RIPEMD) [46], BLAKE2 [47] and Secure

Hashing Algorithm (SHA) [48]. The Bitcoin blockchain employs the SHA-256 [49] hashing

algorithm for a variety of tasks i.e. Markle tree makes use of hashing algorithm to ensure

that it is impossible to locate two Markle trees that have the same root hash. The root hash

is kept inside the block header, which contributes to protecting the block header integrity.
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Furthermore, hash functions are essential components of digital signatures that protect

data integrity and are utilized for blockchain transaction authentication. Moreover, every

block in the blockchain carries the hash of the preceding block. This guarantees that it is

not possible to change any blockchain block without being detected. In this context, it can

be stated that hash functions are an essential component of blockchain technology, that

is employed to guarantee the accuracy and immutability of data stored on the network.

How does the SHA algorithm work?

The SHA family consists of the SHA-0, SHA-1, SHA-2 and SHA-3 algorithms. Presently,

SHA-2 is among the most popular algorithms in the field of cryptography. Four versions

of SHA-2 have been released since it was first released in 2001, and these versions have

undergone significant improvements over time. There are four main versions, with SHA-

256 being the most commonly used, along with SHA-224, SHA-512 and SHA-384. The

most recent developments in secure hashing algorithms, such as SHA-3 [50], demonstrate

the significance of hashing in the blockchain. In 2015, SHA-3 was developed and is capable

of substituting for SHA-2 and provides equivalent variations and hash lengths.

The input data is sorted via a loop into 256 or 512-bit (depending upon the SHA-2 variant

being used) big blocks of data, one at a time until the file is expanded. A message will

only be hashed once if it is precisely one block in length. This implies that the hashing

function’s output will only be updated once. More loops are needed if the message is larger

since each loop introduces a new block of data to the hashing operation. Then, looping

data is compressed using a compression function. This data, together with a portion of

the message, is used by the compression function to create another set of "n" values that

are repeated throughout the whole message. A Merkel down guard structure updates the

internal state using a compression mechanism. Padding must be utilized when a message

is too short to fit exactly one 512-bit block. When a block is padded, the remaining space

is filled with a binary notation that indicates the block’s message length. The padding

scheme makes sure that messages with the same length and messages with identical or

very similar endings, don’t share the same padding and consequently, the final hash.
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2.1.3 Permissioned vs Permissionless Blockchain

Blockchain technology falls into three categories: public, private and consortium blockchain.

The architecture of blockchain is established based on the characteristics of its participants

and how rights are assigned to them. Participants’ privileges can be divided into three

categories of reading, writing and validation. Users who have the right to read can look

at transaction history, while those who have the right to write can write transactions to

the ledger and the right of validation allows users to verify transactions [51]. Public (per-

missionless) blockchains are accessible to the general public, which implies that everyone

has the ability to read, write and validate in public settings [52]. The creation of a digital

currency is the principal use case for public blockchains. It is worth mentioning that in a

public blockchain, a participant would not have any motivation to mine in the absence of

a valuable underlying cryptocurrency. Take Bitcoin as an illustration. When the Bitcoin

value increases, the motivation for each blockchain user to mine honestly increases. Which

in turn, increases the security and difficulty of manipulation of the bitcoin blockchain. Al-

though permissionless networks have a number of drawbacks. While networks enable any

participant to join a network, the employed consensus algorithms (PoW, PoS) are ineffi-

cient in terms of both energy and time. One of the major problems with public networks

is their privacy. These networks ensure pseudo-anonymity by assigning a key pair to each

user. Recognizing an entity’s public key entails knowing all of the transactions that the

user has conducted since joining the network.

Unlike public blockchains, private (permissioned) networks are solely managed by autho-

rized users who have received an invitation to participate and only they have the authority

to read transactions [53]. Depending on the dynamics of an organization, only a subset

of participants can have the right to write and validate transactions. The private archi-

tecture can be referred to as a selective network with a hierarchical permission structure,

whereas a public network can be described as a fair network without a centralized power

but instead employing a consensus process. Participation and operations are restricted

in permissioned networks. As a result, there are fewer privacy risks and the network can

handle more transactions. It is possible to use more efficient algorithms (PoC, BPFT) for
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transaction validations since the basic trust in these networks is larger than in a permis-

sionless network. Each user has an assigned role with corresponding permissions, however,

this opens the door of compromising the blockchain’s legitimacy if the network is incor-

rectly configured, i.e. by granting an entity override rights.

A consortium blockchain structure is made up of several organizations. Operations are set

up and managed by the preliminary designated users in a consortium. Only individuals

who have been chosen in advance are accepted, unlike a public blockchain. Therefore, the

nature of blockchain is semi-private, rather than public. One distinguishing feature is that

authority is dispersed evenly among all participants. Although a consortium blockchain

often outperforms a public blockchain, it is less decentralized, which gives participants

more control. Hyperledger [54] is an example of a consortium blockchain. Table 2.1

provided a thorough comparison of these three blockchain architectures:

Table 2.1: Comparison among blockchain systems.

Property Public blockchain Consortium
blockchain Private blockchain

Permission Public Public or restricted Public or restricted

Consensus decision All miners Selected set of
nodes

Within one
organization

Consensus process Permissionless Needs permission Needs permission

Efficiency Low High High

Centralization No Partial Yes

Immutability level High Low Low

2.2 Blockchain for Supply Chain, Access Control, Data Shar-

ing and Scalability

The following sections examine how blockchain technology can be used to provide scal-

ability, access control and data sharing in Supply Chain Management (SCM). Section
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2.2.1 begins by outlining the blockchain system for supply chains. Section 2.2.2 discusses

the existing access control system based on blockchain. Next, Section 2.2.3 discusses

blockchain-based data-sharing trust models. The discussion of the current consensus al-

gorithms and blockchain-based solutions for scalability then follows in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.1 Blockchain for Supply Chains

Blockchain has received a lot of attention for providing security, scalability, resilience and

anonymity to supply chains [55]. Blockchain is a decentralized ledger, that stores and

verifies shared transaction data across numerous participants in the network. It could

be classified as an immutable, auditable ledger of time-stamped blocks that are used for

distributed data storage and sharing and that cannot be manipulated. The recordings of

information on a blockchain are referred to as transactions, and collections of transactions

are packed into blocks. The cryptographic hash value of each block is used to link the

blocks together. Each block has a unique hash as well as the hash of the block before it.

Therefore, the hash is a security measure that demonstrates that the block’s content has

not been altered.

The network nodes known as miners add newly created transactions to a pool of wait-

ing transactions [56]. Each miner organizes the gathered transactions into a block after

the total number of collected transactions reaches a specified threshold, known as the

block size. A new block must adhere to a consensus mechanism in order to be added

to the blockchain. The consensus mechanism makes miners unpredictable and maintains

blockchain security against malicious nodes. Each participant can verify the history of a

transaction and identify flaws since participants have copies of the blockchain. It’s not

possible to alter a transaction, as doing so would require changing all previous blocks

on all shared copies of the blockchain. For supply chains, the objective is to facilitate

high performance while enabling organizations to operate their business operations in a

secure environment. In this regard, blockchain can significantly improve supply chains by

permitting efficient delivery processes, reducing disruptions, enhancing coordination and
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facilitating communication among organizations [57].

Supply networks demand permissioned blockchains, instead of public blockchains with

anonymous users [58]. It is important that each piece of inventory must be connected with

the identification of its specific owner at every stage of the process so that participants

can determine the origin and quality of their product. Therefore, only trusted entities

can be permitted to take part in such a blockchain, which means that organizations need

the authorization to access the network. Furthermore, authorization must be given only

to certain organizations, because data privacy is at risk due to blockchain’s open and

decentralized nature [24]. Any participant can view the data that businesses record on a

blockchain when they broadcast transactions. As data volume increases, there is a chance

that it can be utilized wrongly to monitor competing firms, trade stocks, or forecast market

moves. Therefore, it is essential to ascertain and authorize the blockchain participants for

security purposes.

There are various obstacles to be overcome in order to create a reliable network of partners

who can share data on a blockchain. One of these is the requirement for a governance

framework to establish the rules of the system, necessitating an access control framework,

a data security strategy and instructions on how to preserve user and data privacy, which

will be further discussed [59]. Even though a blockchain is secure, it is still possible for

a fake transaction, or a block, to be approved and recorded into the supply chain, either

accidentally or by a malicious node [60]. Mistakes in data entry can also lead to erroneous

inventory data, which is a threat. Here, a consensus method ensures that all network

transactions are genuine, legitimate and approved by the majority of users (also called

miners). A resource-intensive algorithm can however affect the efficiency and volume

of transactions in supply chains. Therefore, supply chains can be improved in terms of

coordination, better consensus algorithm, data privacy, scalability and security.
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2.2.2 Blockchain and Access Control Management

Numerous research works on blockchain technology focus on providing an access control

system, either in the context of a specialized area, like healthcare or Internet of things

(IoT), or as a general access control system that may be used for a wide range of applica-

tions. The next sections explore access control approaches, blockchain-based data access

and recent research that aims to address the issue of managing data access in distributed

systems built on blockchain technology.

Access Control Models

An efficient access control system must address critical security concerns and be focused

on scalability, flexibility and consistency factors. To solve data security concerns in dis-

tributed networks, numerous access control approaches with distinct objectives have been

developed. Classical access control systems, such as Role Based Access Control (RBAC),

Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) and discretionary access control (DAC) have

been proposed as solutions to the problem of access control in large networks. It is worth

mentioning that in both the DAC and RBAC schemes, validating subjects’ access permis-

sions is often done by a centralized authority, which can lead to a single point of failure.

To overcome this shortcoming, ABAC is used to limit the number of rules, an ABAC

model is made up of a set of rules that define requirements for a set of properties related

to the subject, object or environment. The rules are integrated and they must be satisfied

in order for access permission to be given. ABAC is gaining popularity since it has the

potential to combine the demonstrated benefits of DAC and RBAC, while also overcoming

several of their flaws. There have been several proposals for the ABAC model, such as the

Usage Control (UCON) [61] model. UCON is attribute-based, but instead of focusing on

core ABAC principles, it concentrates on advanced access control capabilities, including

modifiable attributes, continuous enforcement, liabilities and restrictions.

Capability-based access control (CapBAC) is a potential option for distributed networks

[62]. CapBAC-based schemes assign access rights to subjects, based on the concept of
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capability. An access right is a transferable token of authorization that defines a set of

access permissions for every subject [62]. Access Control List (ACL) and Capability are

often used in access control management [63] because it is a centralized solution to enable

administrative activities with improved traceability. The link between capabilities and

access control lists (ACLs) is quite symmetrical: in the capabilities model, authorities

are bound to objects requesting access; in the access control list model, authorities are

bound to objects being guarded. Therefore if the objects were arranged in a table with

the access-seeking items across the top and the security-seeking objects down the side, the

columns would stand for sets of capabilities and the rows would stand for individual access

control lists. Each object in the ACL model has an access control list that saves subjects

and their object access privileges. However, ACL cannot handle complexity and is prone

to system failure due to its centralized management feature. Similarly, each subject in

the capability model has a capability list that specifies its access privileges to all objects.

Skinner et al. [64] presented a CapAC model for implementing access control policies for an

IoT network. However, the CapAC approach relied on a centralized authority and failed to

consider lightweight requirements for smart devices. Furthermore, numerous models were

presented to address these challenges (e.g. capability propagation and revocation, such

as Secure Identity-Based Capability (SICAP), Capability-based Context-Aware Access

Control (CCAAC) and Distributed Capability-based Access Control (DCapAC)). Existing

access control approaches have some drawbacks, since they are user-centric and ignore an

organization’s relationships. To address these points, the access control system should

be distributed to avoid single points of failure, adaptable and scalable to handle a large

number of users, dynamic, trustworthy and must be capable of protecting the privacy,

integrity and anonymity of members of the network [65].

Blockchain-based Data Access

With the evolution of blockchain technology, services were created with the goal of fa-

cilitating and strengthening supply chains [66]. Blockchain is a distributed, transparent,

traceable and immutable ledger in which blocks are added in chronological sequence [67].

However, due to the decentralized nature of blockchain, it is critical to ensure reliable
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access control of sensitive information. Therefore, access control is a vital mechanism for

ensuring data access is not manipulated or compromised. Given the security concerns sur-

rounding access control in SCM networks, blockchain technology, which is decentralized

and tamper-proof, can be utilized to effectively store access control policies. The idea of

using blockchain to store access control policies has also recently attracted a lot of interest.

Maesa et al. [68] proposed a framework for distributed auditability, which prevents a third

party from refusing privileges granted by an enforceable policy and employed blockchain

technology to create and manage access tokens and allows distributed transfer access across

network users. However, their approach continues to rely on an external centralized policy

database to manage access rights based on blockchain linkages and experimental results

were not presented. Moreover, they mainly offer an implementation strategy and do not

implement it in a specific case.

FairAccess [69, 70] is a blockchain-based access management framework for IoT networks.

All interacting entities are identified by addresses that resemble bitcoins in order to ensure

pseudonymity and access control measures are specified in smart contracts before being

recorded on the blockchain. In addition, endorsement tokens are a form of unique identity

that are utilized by blockchain to show connection authorization for access to a certain re-

source. To prevent token fraud and reuse, transaction integrity checks and double spending

detection mechanisms are used. The proposed scheme alleviates the difficulty of managing

a tremendous amount of admission control data from restricted IoT devices. The resource

owner can set access policies and create access tokens for any peer. Additionally, by at-

tempting to transfer a token, a token owner can delegate access to a new owner. The

sender incorporates access control restrictions in the transaction output’s locking scripts

while transmitting a token. The receiver must first unlock the locking script to verify

the provenance of the token. Although using locking scripts for access control is a good

option, the computational capabilities of locking scripts are restricted. Other drawbacks

with FairAccess include the fact that if a token expires or is revoked, the subject must

contact the owner to obtain a new token. Moreover, for this access framework, at least

two blocks must be mined to the blockchain for a new token to be effective, making it
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expensive and time-consuming to gain access.

Zhang et al. [71] presented an access control framework based on smart contracts to

automate access control. Several Access Control Contracts (ACCs), one Judge Contract

(JC) and one Register Contract (RC) are used in a smart contract-based architecture to

construct distributed, dependable IoT access control systems. Each ACC provides a single

access control mechanism for a subject-object pair, including both predefined access right

validation and dynamic access right validation based on the subject’s activity. However,

the implementation specifics of access control are not covered.

Ding et al. [72] proposed an attribute-based access control system for IoT applications

by leveraging elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) to generate public and private key pairs

for IoT devices in accordance with their identity or abilities and then encrypting the

corresponding characteristics onto the blockchain. For access policies, access is shared

using a symmetric key technique and the properties provided on the chain serve to verify

the access authority. But creating a one-to-one link unavoidably drives up the cost of

communication.

Liu et al. [73] provided a decentralized, fine-grained and dynamic access control framework

to allow effective attribute management for large-scale IoT systems enabled by blockchain.

The ’Fabric-IoT’ solution is built on the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain platform and makes

use of an ABAC mechanism. In this paradigm, access control restrictions are managed

and controlled by smart contracts, which apply to both administrators and end users.

Device Contract (DC), Policy Contract (PC) and Access Contract (AC) are the three

smart contacts. DC offers a mechanism to assist in storing the distinctive URLs of chosen

resources produced by certain IoT devices. PC is in charge of overseeing and implementing

ABAC regulations for admin users and AC includes the primary access control measures

utilized by end users. The processing time was calculated by simulating simultaneous

access to three smart contracts using clients with multiple threads. However, Fabric-IoT

processing time is significantly impacted by network disturbances at the concurrent node’s

location.
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Sun et al. [74] proposed an attribute management system for IoT access control that is

supported by ABAC. This proposal divides the IoT system into many functional units.

Then, for each of the units, a local blockchain ledger is created. Unit entities, such as

characteristics and access choices, are recorded in the local blockchain ledger. This will

make it possible for more IoT devices to act as blockchain nodes. Each serves cross-domain

access requests made by authorized users from each IoT unit using an identity-based

signature. However, modelling the access across several units causes laborious decision-

making and communication. Moreover, there is an issue with unauthorized data access

since the judgment mechanism for the repeated membership of the same node in a unit is

not taken into account throughout the access request procedure.

Algarni et al. [75] presented a blockchain-based access control mechanism for IoT. This

offers a compact and decentralized secure access control system for implementing access

control privileges with smart contracts. The main goal of the given architecture is to

enable trustworthy implementation and safe communication between edge IoT devices,

enabled by the underlying blockchain’s scalability, auditability and transparency features.

To provide more fine-grained authorization enforcement at various levels of access (such

as at the user level and blockchain level), a private hierarchical blockchain structure is

taken into account. Cryptographic procedures are employed at the user level. Lightweight

consensus algorithms are employed at the blockchain level to impose permissions based on

different IoT needs for access control. However, the authors solely presented a research

analysis without any implementation or evaluation to establish the solution’s applicability

and efficacy. Li et al. [76] combines the benefits of the ABAC and RBAC models to

provide flexibility in the granular and dynamic administration of privileges and streamline

permission management across the board. However, the model provided in [76] has not

been tested for system scalability; as the data in the blockchain keeps expanding, the

strain on the blockchain system will gradually increase.

Recently, the processing capabilities of blockchain have been used for access control in

[77]. The authors proposed a framework for identity management and access control

that combines some benefits of both conventional banking and blockchain technology.
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The architecture creates a trustworthy personal information transaction security control

platform using smart contracts and a stateless authentication mechanism. The prototype

implemented the self-sovereign identification concept in the open banking domain.

Summary

The summary of the above-discussed approaches is presented in Table 2.2. Based on the

literature, it can be stated that blockchain has been investigated as a back-end design

for a distributed access control framework in a number of research works. However, the

majority of research that combines blockchain technology and Access Control is focused

on one of three fields: IoT, health care or cloud storage. The state-of-the-art retains the

following research gaps: explicit access criteria for supply chain participants in terms of

accessing blockchain data, and a supply chainable blockchain architecture that can support

higher transaction volumes. In Chapter 3, AccesChain presents a solution that takes into

account the aforementioned challenges and conducts in-depth evaluations of network cost,

throughput, latency and scalability, in addition to security and privacy.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of access control approaches in blockchain-enabled applications.

Article Identifier Use-case Mechanism Platform Access control Scalability Data privacy

Maesa et al. [68] General
Script language

implements ABAC
policies

Bitcoin blockchain ABAC � �

Ouaddah et al. [70] IoT devices

Judgment
mechanism for
passing access

token

Bitcoin blockchain N/A � �

Zhang et al. [71] IoT devices
Smart contract

based
implementation

Ethereum N/A � �

Ding et al. [72] IoT devices
Smart contracts

obtain the on-chain
attributes

Hyperledger Fabric ABAC � �

Liu et al. [73] IoT devices
Smart contracts
implement ABAC

policies
Hyperledger Fabric ABAC � �

Sun et al. [74] IoT devices

ABAC and an
identity-based
signature for a
cross-domain AC

Hyperledger Fabric ABAC � �

Algarni et al. [75] IoT devices
Enforcing access

control using smart
contracts

N/A N/A � �

Liao et al. [77] Open banking
Digital identity
integration and
data sharing

Ethereum N/A � �

Li et al. [76] Medical equipment
supply chain

Combining the
RBAC and ABAC
to manage AC

Hyperledger Fabric RBAC & ABAC � �
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2.2.3 Blockchain-based Data Sharing Trust Models

This section examines blockchain-based data-sharing methods, with a focus on reducing

the bullwhip effect. Blockchain technology has the potential to minimize BWE and boost

partner trust, in order to facilitate the sharing of data. A considerable amount of work

has been undertaken to measure the effects of BWE.

Costantino et al. [78] assumed that the root cause of BWE is lack of information sharing;

in addition, the conditions that generate BWE are erroneous forecasts and elevated inven-

tory. However, as a modelling assumption, this analysis limits the allowance of negative

customer demand and replenishment orders. Another major factor is lead time; it can be

split into two categories: physical lead time and information lead time [79]. It is common

for SCs to encounter delays in the transmission of information and resources due to order

handling because when an order is made by one business entity, it enters an upstream

provider after an information lead time. As a result, there is a production time involved,

usually known as physical lead time, as the component is made and the order is shipped.

Problems arise in the efficient management of an SC when the demand for goods shifts

from the time the order is placed to the time the material is delivered. The literature indi-

cates that another major contributor to BWE is batching [79]. Batching has been shown

to have a significant impact on the performance of SC, not only amplifying the bullwhip

effect but also making these systems less efficient when satisfying consumer demand.

Modern SCs are decentralized in nature, and corporations are often unwilling to share

sensitive data with other partners. Therefore, partial, or only a restricted amount of

information, is shared. According to the literature, partial information sharing in SCs

occurs when information is disseminated asymmetrically among SC members or exclusively

among some members of the SC [80]. The effect of information sharing on the performance

of an SC was evaluated by Tan [81]. That study analyzed how different information-sharing

strategies work within different mechanisms of an SC and demand patterns. One of the

results of the study was that, under volatile demand, a hybrid information-sharing policy

increases SC efficiency. A number of studies in the literature [82] suggested that partial
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information sharing may perform much better than full information sharing due to the

investment and technical limitations (trust) of full information sharing.

Cachon and Fisher [83] analyzed the importance of sharing information with different

retailers in an SC. In this case, to better distribute inventory among retailers, a supplier

may take advantage of full information sharing. They believed that it is more important

to incorporate information technology to accelerate and smooth the physical movement of

goods through an SC than to use information technology to expand information flow. They

assume that information is always shared truthfully, although their model is reflective of

several specific SCs, hence the conclusion was restricted to this context. In particular their

model has predictable demand, identical retailers, one source for inventory, no capacity

restrictions, no incentive conflicts and rational ordering practices by businesses.

Dominguez et al. [84] examined the influence of adopting different strategies to implement

partial information sharing on SC performance. Although they have examined several

information sharing (IS) situations in a four-echelon supply model based on various oper-

ational aspects in an agent-based framework, they have not yet taken into consideration

agents’ logical autonomy in making cooperative choices. The authors concluded that cross-

retailer information exchange had a significant impact on SC performance, particularly in

stores with a wide variety of products. However, the scope of the research was restricted

to the deployment of information sharing at retailers.

Moghadam and Zarandi [85] focused on managing BWE in a four-tier agent-based supply

system by focusing on information sharing among parties, by providing a proper context

to facilitate automated negotiation; the solution to this system is given by providing

a modern agent-based architecture for BWE management by conducting an automated

negotiation between retailer and manufacturer agents, in order to decide on the supply

system’s ordering policy. However, a lack of trust might lead to less productivity in

negotiations.

Jiang [86] considered the various attributes of supply chains from the perspective of sup-

ply chain vulnerability and evaluates the existing bullwhip effect problem and information
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collaboration model in supply chains based on existing theory. This study combines the

benefits of Big data (BD) and IoT to investigate the key factors that affect the Bullwhip

Effect in SCM. Additionally, they looked at cloud computing as a potential answer to the

difficulty of IoT data collection. In this study, a simulation model is created, based on the

bullwhip effect’s mathematical model. Although coordination has a beneficial effect on in-

formation sharing, as is necessary to minimize BWE in SC, trust is still necessary to lower

the risk of opportunistic behavior and shared understanding between suppliers and con-

sumers, which is lacking in this study. van Engelenburg et al. [15] examined the feasibility

of BC technologies in terms of minimizing BWE and discussed the key requirements in

establishing an architecture for information sharing. The study also raises concerns about

data privacy. In this work, the authors simulated that a retailer embraces blockchain tech-

nology and adds significant demand forecasting data to a blockchain network. Because the

data is encrypted by design, the provider must first decode the data before they can access

it, ensuring the privacy of the retailer’s data. When the retailer wishes to communicate

private demand information with the supplier, they can do so by first sharing the key to

the necessary data with the supplier, after which the supplier can access the data. Due

to the high cost of tampering, the retailer will not arbitrarily alter the blockchain record;

instead, the supplier may confirm the validity of the private demand information supplied

by the retailer. However the study lacked a prototype implementation, which would have

provided more information.

Ghode et al. [87] developed a shared ledger for a particular SC where all relevant informa-

tion was shared and it included the following four stakeholders: manufacturer, distributor,

wholesaler and retailer. Only ordered quantity data was communicated in this BT-based

SC. However, the model is quite simple; it is important to take into account that there are

numerous stakeholders present at each echelon in order to validate the performance of the

blockchain on the BWE. The research only considers the flow of ordered data, but in a

real-world setting, there are also other transactions such as transfer, produce and financial

transactions.

Hrušovskỳ and Taudes [88] suggested using homomorphic encryption (HE) or secure multi-
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party computing (SMC) to calculate and exchange average order/inventory levels without

exposing the sensitive information of SC participants. To demonstrate that the bullwhip

effect is also lessened in the context of limited information sharing, they integrate data

into a beer game supply chain model. Each actor receives a demand/order signal that

is enhanced with knowledge about the previous orders of SC actors. In order for each

SC actor to get the right signal on the average order quantity, the approach makes the

assumption that all parties are operating honestly, in accordance with the model’s princi-

ples. However, the evaluation does not specify how the system provides security or privacy

in the event of malicious actors.

Generally, to address SC challenges, there have been many trust and reputation models

(see Section 2.2.4). Most of these models are user-driven trust models that are based

on the feedback of others via user ratings. BC’s underlying philosophy is the consensus

algorithm and considering data storage as a network. For instance, Malik et al. [89] has

developed a BC-based approach to increase trust among participants in an SC. The au-

thors indicated that the overall trust score of an entity is calculated based on an overall

reputation score and consumer feedback. However, their hypothesis of low-trust settings

and the corresponding necessity for advanced privacy security are contradicted by their

expectation of trustworthy participants. Similarly, [90] suggested a blockchain-based trust

and reputation model for IoT. It uses a dynamic evaluation mechanism that employs two

algorithms, of dynamic evaluation windows and reputation hierarchical decay, to improve

a network’s security. Putra et al. [91] offered a decentralized framework for blockchain-

based SCM that aims to address challenges with participant trust in data and behavior.

The author designed a tiered architecture, consisting of the physical, data, blockchain

and application layers. In the physical layer, trust is derived through sensor observations,

while in the blockchain layer, trust is derived from adherence to trading agreements. In

[92], a blockchain-based decentralized and modular trust management system is proposed

for assessing trust in extremely large P2P networks. To quantify and analyze the trust-

worthiness of peers and identify malicious peers, a multi-dimensional trust and reputation

model is used to represent trust and reputation scores in a single value obtained from

many parameters with suitable weightings.
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Summary

Table 2.3 summarizes the above-discussed approaches with respect to data-sharing trust

models. The studies presented above highlight the significance of sharing information.

However, one main drawback of the preceding research is that they consider partial infor-

mation exchange in linear SC scenarios. It is critical to have a framework for incorporating

new technologies into the SC network so that all stakeholders effectively share demand

information with upstream tiers. It is apparent that building trust in SCM is difficult

since stakeholders are often rivals. The trust mechanism is not addressed in any of the

discussed approaches.

Our proposed data-sharing solutions (see Chapter 4) address the above-mentioned chal-

lenges. Thus our work is distinguished from previous studies as follows: (i) For both

traditional and BC-based information-sharing configurations, a four-echelon multistage

SC has been studied, in which all echelons are subject to demand variation and either BC

is or is not applied. (ii) Each stakeholder can share demand data with other partners,

who can then use it in their inventory control policies. (iii) Furthermore, since SC opera-

tions are frequently subjected to uncertainty, stochastic demand and lead time approaches

have been utilized to provide more realistic findings. (iv) Nevertheless, another significant

limitation of the studies mentioned above is that they neglected to consider establishing

trust relationships among stakeholders, which is a critical component of a comprehensive

information-sharing framework. Therefore, the suggested trust-based consensus mecha-

nism, by reusing a PoA algorithm, is a significant component of our framework, as it

assures that participants are motivated to share sensitive information without reserva-

tions. In the proposed solution, extensive performance evaluations are carried out and a

detailed security and privacy analysis is also provided.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of data sharing and trust based approaches in blockchain-enabled supply chain.

Article Name Mechanism Data sharing BWE Trust Security Analysis Digital
Technology

Dominguez et al. [84]

Information
sharing practice
on heterogeneous

retailers

�(partial) � � �
Conventional

method

van Engelenburg et al. [15]

Addressing the
key requirement
in developing an
architecture for IS

� � � � Blockchain

Jiang [86]

Combination of
BD and IoT to
investigate the
key factors that
affect the BWE

� � � � IoT and big data

Ghode et al. [87]
A shared ledger
for a particular

SC
� � � � Blockchain

Moghadam and Zarandi [85]

A negotiation
situation is

designed between
manufacturer and

retailer

� � � �
Conventional

method

Hrušovskỳ and Taudes [88]

To avoid
exchanging direct
data and instead
determine average

values for
inventory/orders
using SMPC/HE

approaches

�(partial) � � � Blockchain
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2.2.4 Blockchain for Scalability

The value proposition of blockchain technology for enhancing supply chain scalability is

thoroughly examined in this section. More precisely, a number of consensus algorithms

that are widely used in the existing blockchain solutions are examined, along with many

scalability solutions for blockchains.

As discussed in Chapter 1, scalability is a critical requirement in SCM. Despite all of the

potential applications for blockchain, there are still significant drawbacks, one of which

is scalability. Scalability continues to be a significant barrier to blockchain’s adoption in

supply chain environments [93]. In fact, the volume of transactions in a supply chain

tends to increase as a network’s nodes increase, resulting in low throughput. This is due

to the fact, that all nodes must process every transaction on the network. Blockchains

are regarded as scalable when their communication costs per transaction are O(N), where

N is the number of network nodes [94]. Consequently, their throughput can fluctuate in

response to an increase in nodes or transactions.

The scalability bottleneck has been addressed in the literature by introducing different

strategies, such as using the block size, handling off-chain transactions and on-chain meth-

ods (i.e. sharding) [95, 96]. Sharding is viewed as the most promising way for enhancing

the scalability of blockchain networks. The main idea behind sharding is to divide the

network evenly and randomly into small chunks called shards. Instead of having the en-

tire network process the same set of transactions, each shard will only process its own

transactions. This enables the network to grow along with the number of shards, resulting

in improved throughput and storage efficiency.

Wan et al. [97] uses a similar hierarchical sharding technique to increase throughput per-

formance. Using Blockchain technology and a decentralized, hierarchical identity-based

signature mechanism, HIBEChain (Hierarchical Identity-based Signature Scheme) offers

an alternative to current IoT identification techniques. To create a hierarchical design,

the system combines a number of private blockchains; each private blockchain serves as a

node in the overall tree structure and will control a specific group of devices. As a result
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of decentralizing and sharing the management of device identities among various nodes,

its hierarchical layered design appears to provide a serious risk for scalability concerns.

However, the authors do not specify what kind of blockchain would be appropriate or what

would be the validator nodes, thus the idea still remains mostly theoretical and requires

careful implementation. Additionally, the environment in which the devices are expected

to operate is not taken into account by the approach.

OmniLedger [98] provides statistically representative shards for permissionless transaction

processing and delivers great throughput and resistance against corruption by up to 1/4

of all participants. In order to choose validators at random for every shard, it employs

a verified random function and a public-randomness protocol. OmniLedger is based on

two layers of epoch-based Byzantine agreement procedures, with the shard level being

in charge of intra-committee consensus and the network level being in charge of epoch

randomness generation. A global identity blockchain is adopted at the network level, and

only the leaders of the network can expand it. A Sybil-proof identity setup process must

be used by each node that wishes to join a committee in order to register to this global

blockchain. All nodes with verified credentials are obligated to carry out an interactive

consistency procedure at the start of each epoch by exchanging a "ticket" based on a gossip

protocol. The header of the identity blockchain and the node’s address is hashed to create

the ticket. The network-level leader will be chosen by the node that produces the lowest-

value valid ticket. The leader must execute a verifiable random function and provide a

global random string with credible proof.

Another two-level BFT system, called "RapidChain", is suggested in [99] for complete

sharding. In order to start the creation of shard-level committees, RapidChain needs a

reference BFT committee to execute a distributed randomness generation protocol and

produce a public random string. To maintain operability throughout the committee transi-

tion, RapidChain’s shard-level committee reconfiguration only rearranges a portion of the

committee’s participants at each epoch. The established identity of a node is transferred

to a random location in the range [0, 1] during the initialization phase in a network of n

nodes by using a hash function. The range is then divided into n=k regions with a fixed
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committee size of k, and the shard-level committees are then constructed based on this

region division. RapidChain refers to the set of the first half-shard level committees with

the most active members as the "active committee set" during the reconfiguration stage.

New nodes are consistently and randomly assigned to the active shard-level committees by

the network-level committee. After then, it randomly reassigns a certain number of mem-

bers from each active committee to other committees. RapidChain mandates that each

BFT committee member runs the distributed randomness generation protocol and creates

a local random string at the shard level. When the usual PoW problem based on the local

random string is solved, the committee members conduct a fight for the leader’s election.

By communicating their votes with signatures to one another, the members choose the

node with the shortest PoW solution. That node will then take the lead in guiding the

BFT protocol to the intra-shard consensus for transaction commitment.

Consensus algorithms are critical for improving and automating business and vendor cus-

tomer logistics between various stakeholders in SCM. It is critical in accelerating the

delivery of a manufactured product with greater performance while reducing costs and

time. According to the literature, most consensus algorithms are created specifically for

cryptocurrency [100]. However the trend is shifting and SCM is embracing blockchain for

a variety of reasons, including traceability, efficiency, security and trust.

Proof of Work (PoW) [19] is the most widely used consensus algorithm in the blockchain

[101]. In PoW, miners do many calculations in order to solve a mathematical puzzle, and

the puzzle is solved using a Hash algorithm such as SHA-256 [102]. A typical PoW block

consists of a hash of the previous and current blocks, a transaction record and a nonce. To

reach consensus, miners seek hash values that are equal to or lower than a "Target hash".

Whenever a miner finds a solution, it announces the block to the entire network, where all

other miners check the hash value to verify it. If the block is validated, the miner gets the

reward for mining and every other node in the network will add this block to their chain.

Although the PoW algorithm has a high level of decentralization and security, it confronts

challenges with the mining process, as well as resource and time consumption. In addition,

the speed and success rate of the hash function are largely dependent on the processing
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capabilities of the hardware of the miners. Because of the aforementioned limitations, it

is unsuitable for big networks like SCM, which require great efficiency.

Delegated proof-of-stake (DPoS) [103] is an improved and optimized version of Proof of

Stake (PoS), where nodes are allowed to choose validators to validate blocks by voting. The

following is how DPoS works: Miners are referred to as delegates and selected delegates are

rotated through the network from time to time, and they deliver blocks in a predetermined

sequence. However, there’s a chance that delegated clients will be fraudulent and there’s

no way to punish malicious nodes in the system. When there are fewer delegates in the

network, it is easier for them to organize themselves according to the designated time slot.

When delegates publish invalid transactions, the rest of the token holders vote them out

and new delegates are chosen. Users may delegate their voting power to other users they

trust to vote for them. Since the number of validators is small, the network can be easily

organized and validators can decide when is the best time to publish blocks. However,

restricting the number of validators would result in a centralized network. Despite its

scalability, energy conservation and low-cost transactions, its application in SCM is limited

because of its semi-centralized nature.

According to the PoS paradigm, a node’s ability to mine block transactions is proportional

to the number of coins they own [104]. This strategy incentives miners to save their coins

rather than spend them, while making the rich richer. Another concern with this is that

nodes would accumulate as many coins as possible to reap the benefits of block formation,

so this behaviour concentrates capital and reduces transaction activity. Proof of Impor-

tance (PoI) [105] is an advanced consensus mechanism that eliminates the disadvantage

of the wealthy being even wealthier. With PoI, each node is assigned an importance value

and nodes are chosen for mining based on that value. So each node’s ’importance scale’

decides which nodes are qualified to add a block to its blockchain. This approach main-

tains blockchain’s decentralization while also striking a balance between channelling funds

in wallets and circulating them out. PoI enables certain nodes to mine blocks that support

the chain’s infrastructure, rather than focusing solely on computational and value aspects.

Since no mining is needed, the PoI algorithm is fast, energy-efficient and secure.
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In Proof-of-Capacity (PoC) [106], a miner’s storage is prioritized over hashing power. The

PoC technique allows mining devices to validate transactions using their available hard

drive space, instead of by energy consummation. PoC works by saving a list of solutions on

a hard drive before it starts mining. It can produce several large datasets (known as plots)

on a hard disk during work. The more plots a node has, the more chances it has to match

the required hash value, resulting in a higher possibility of winning the mining reward.

If a hard drive solves the previous block’s problem the fastest, it wins the block. PoC is

scalable, efficient and cost-effective, however, with the rise of cloud providers and large

corporations, the mining process is becoming increasingly centralized and monopolized

[107].

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) [108] is a scalable multi-layer PBFT con-

sensus mechanism that hierarchically arranges nodes into different levels and restricts the

amount of communication within a group. However, ensuring data consistency among

nodes requires a significant amount of communication resources. The PBFT algorithm is

fast at processing transaction requests, but the overhead of communications limits its scal-

ability [99]. In order to keep the system secure, PBFT requires 3f+1 nodes in its system,

where f is the maximum number of faulty nodes that the system can tolerate. Therefore

for the group of nodes to make any decision, approval from 2f+1 nodes is required. The

whole process can be divided into three phases: pre-prepared, prepared and commit. A

primary will be chosen according to certain rules in each round and in each round, a new

block is decided. In each round, a node advances to the next phase if it receives votes

from more than two-thirds of all nodes. As a result, when running the PBFT algorithm,

the nodes in the entire network must be specified [109]. However, a constant number of

nodes in an SCM application is not guaranteed. The PBFT algorithm cannot be a perfect

alternative for SCM due to the unknown number of network nodes. Unlike other con-

sensus algorithms, this approach does not require any asset to be staked and thus allows

for faster and more cost-effective consensus. Its advantages include energy efficiency and

high throughput, while its drawbacks include a lack of scalability and storage latency due

to the network’s need to wait for all nodes’ votes. Following it, a great deal of work was

done into improving BFT [110, 111]. Another Byzantine-based consensus mechanism is
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HoneyBadgerBFT [112], the first asynchronous BFT consensus system created specifically

for a blockchain. However it leads to a significant increase in communication complexity

and some financial scenarios are vulnerable to latency and scalability, demanding more

in-depth analysis to resolve the situation. Moreover, HoneyBadgerBFT has a larger cryp-

tographic overhead than PBFT. Hyperledger Fabric [54] and Zilliqa [113] are two projects

that presently employ PBFT. Yin et al. [114] introduced HotStuff, which uses a three-

phase commit mechanism to allow the protocol to establish agreement at the speed of

actual network latency. Nevertheless, such techniques are difficult to scale up and suffer

from trust difficulties created by botnets [115].

Ripple [116] divides network nodes into two types: servers and clients. Servers are respon-

sible for the consensus process and clients can only move funds. Each server contains its

own list of nodes, which are called Unique Node Lists (UNLs). The importance of UNL

to the server is large. When deciding whether to pack a transaction into the ledger, the

server queries the UNL nodes and if the received agreements exceed 80%, the transaction

is packed into the ledger. The ledger for a node will thereby remain correct as long as the

number of defective nodes in a UNL is less than 20%.

Proof of Trust (PoT) [117] calculates a node’s trust based only on the total number of

transactions they’ve completed, the number of times they’ve participated in validation

processes and the number of times they’ve received complaints from other nodes during

those operations. Giving service coins to reward honest behavior and assigning a low trust

value to dishonest activity are among its incentive and penalty mechanisms. However such

rewards and punishments are often excessively biased. Additionally, the procedure of PoT

consensus algorithms is similar to that of classical techniques, besides the selection of

trustworthy nodes. Work has been done to improve PoT [118] by classifying nodes as

accounting, validating, or propagating, based on their trust values. However because

nodes are treated differently based on their trust scores, the system cannot lead to total

decentralization.

Integrating a reputation system with blockchain has received a lot of attention in the

last few years, and is still being investigated. The reputation mechanism is primarily
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used to facilitate delegated consensus, which reduces message complexity and resource

usage by reducing the number of consensus participants [119]. Gai et al. [120] presented

Proof-of-Reputation, a reputation-based consensus method for permissioned blockchain

that only relies on reputation incentives and relies on trustworthy registries for quick

bootstrapping. During each round, the node with the best reputation is allowed to compile

and publish transactions into a block. There are three key steps to this process, which

are as follows: (i) Broadcasting transactions: At the completion of each transaction, the

service requester generates feedback and broadcasts it. (ii) Building block: As soon as

the volume of transactions hits a certain point, the nodes begin compiling a ranking list

based on the ratings of each service provider. To publish a block, a node must have the

greatest reputation on this list. (3) Block verification: nodes that receive a block verify

the ranking list. Aside from that, if a miner’s unethical behavior is identified by the

network, the releases of their reputation transactions are restricted by it. Unfortunately,

only reputation revocation is able to stop a miner from exploiting the blockchain network.

Some nodes can also work together to perform tasks for the requestors and build up their

high reputation. Since the authors make no assumptions about the conduct of the nodes,

fraudulent behavior can undermine the consensus.

Yu et al. [121] presented RepuCoin, a reputation-based weighted voting consensus method

that incorporates reputation into a PoW consensus process. In RepuCoin, the consensus

is carried out by a group of miners with a high reputation score. Each vote cast by a

member of that group carries a certain weight. The proportion of a member’s reputation

determines how much weight that member’s vote has. The member’s vote is weighted

based on both qualitative (honest behavior) and quantitative (the total quantity of that

minor’s contributions to the blockchain) grounds. However, RepuCoin is still classified as

PoW, which means it has all of the same shortcomings as PoW, such as power inefficiency,

probabilistic consensus and low throughput [122].

Zhuang et al. [123] proposed a reputation-based consensus process that is both leaders- and

vote-based, where the node with the highest reputation gathers transactions from trans-

action blocks and broadcasts them to the top 20% of nodes with the highest reputation in
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each round. These nodes check the received transaction block’s signature and cast votes for

it. Each vote cast by an individual from that group carries a certain value and the propor-

tion of a member’s reputation contributes towards a vote’s weight. Three factors—node

age, social interaction and consensus participation—are used to determine each node’s rep-

utation. This approach enhances the security of the blockchain by allowing nodes to lose

their reputation in the event of misconduct. Since the voting consensus of a reputed node

increases the security of the protocol, the competence of the proposed system depends

heavily on the leader selection. Additionally, as it is a hybrid reputation/leader-based

consensus algorithm, it is prone to all of the flaws of leader-based consensus algorithms,

such as access fairness and denial of service attacks.

A permissionless hybrid reputation/proof-of-reputation-X consensus mechanism was pro-

posed by Bou Abdo et al. [122]. This technique substitutes a new registration process

for the trusted identity database in proof-of-reputation-X in order to make it compatible

with permissionless blockchain, while maintaining a reputation mechanism and named it

PL-PoRX. New miners initially obtain a walletID created by other miners, after which

they may finish the registration process. The authors showed that the proposed technique

reduces the number of blocks produced by malicious miners by contrasting its performance

with proof-of-reputation-X. However, the algorithm is centralized as user registration is

handled by a third party.

Fortino et al. [124] presented a two-phase group creation approach to support their rep-

utation model in an IoT setting. In this study, the concept of modelling each agent’s

reputation was enhanced, such that rather than using a constant value, the features of

IoT devices were used to determine the number of groups and the reputation threshold

for merging with a group. As a result, in the first phase, the k-means clustering algo-

rithm selects the number of groups based on the reputation scores of the agents. Each

agent switches from one group to another during the second phase, which is repeated on

a regular basis.

Mohsenzadeh et al. [125] proposed a consensus model, known as the fair reputation-based

consensus model (FRCM), for the equitable selection of community members’ transactions
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and the only factor used to choose the target trustee is the history of the trustees’ behavior.

Pre-consensus and consensus are the two primary stages of FRCM, which execute both

of these phases for each time period. Each trustee signs the transactions they receive

from the community during the pre-consensus phases and distributes them to x additional

randomly chosen trustees. Then these trustees merge the transactions data they obtained

with the transactions they acquired from other trustees, and transmit it to x more trustees

who were chosen at random. This procedure continues until the time period ends. The

transactions that each trustee may execute and record in the current block are announced

during the consensus phase, when all trustees have an equal chance to do so, regardless of

the transaction context. Following this, the reputation of each trustee is determined.

Summary

Table 2.4 summarizes the discussion of the state-of-the-art consensus algorithm in the

blockchain. Nevertheless, existing algorithms rely on resource-based or voting-based mech-

anisms, which increase communication costs by requiring several interactions. Moreover,

some reputation-based algorithms achieve security and scalability while reducing fault

tolerance or being semi-centralized.

The proposed PRoC consensus algorithm addresses the aforementioned issues (see Chapter

5). Despite the fact that its terminology is built on a reputation mechanism, it has

significant distinctions. Firstly, a consensus process that maintains peer trust is proposed,

where instead of selecting a few nodes for mining, all network nodes participate and

collaborate in the consensus mechanism, making it scalable, efficient and decentralized.

Second, a high reputation score is not only a metric for consensus nodes; in order to

be chosen for mining, they must put their identity at stake. Moreover, to minimize the

communication overhead, rather than relying on a voting mechanism to verify new blocks,

the proposed work relies on signature verification.
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Table 2.4: Comparison of state-of-the-art consensus algorithm in blockchain.

Article Identifier Mechanism Applicable
blockchain type Platform Security Scalability Fault tolerance

PoW [19] Resource-based Permissionless Bitcoin High High <=25%

DPoS [103] Voting Permissioned BitShares High Moderate <51%

PoI [105] Vested coins Permissionless NEM Moderate Moderate <25%

PoC [106] Hard disk space Permissionless Burst Low High <25%

PBFT [108] Voting Permissioned Hypereldger Fabric High Low <33.3%

Ripple [116] Voting Permissionless XRP High Low <20%

Bitcoin-NG [126] Resource Permissioned Bitcoin core Moderate High 50%

PoR [120] Reputation Permissioned Python Moderate High Not specified

Trust [118] Trust Consortium
Blockchain Ganache Ethereum Moderate High 40%

PoR [123] Hybrid
reputation/leader

Permissionless/
permissioned Not specified Moderate Low Not specified

Repucoin [121] Hybrid
reputation/resource Permissionless BFT-SMaRt High Low <33.3%

PL-PoRX [122]
Hybrid

reputation/proof-
of-reputation-X

Permissionless Not specified Moderate High Low

FRCM [125] Reputation Permissionless/
permissioned Python Low Moderate Not specified
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2.3 Blockchain for E-auction

Several user privacy solutions have been proposed in the literature for modern online mar-

ketplaces. Most of these solutions address user privacy by hiding the identity of the bidder

on the blockchain, while others focus on bid security. The identity of bidders should be

secured in an English auction; hence bidder privacy is important. The subsequent subsec-

tion explore numerous approaches in the literature that use BC technology to establish a

secure online bidding system.

Online Bidding System

Electronic auction research started in the mid-1990s and has become an e-commerce hot

spot. Stubblebine and Syverson [127] suggested an open-bid auction scheme that is based

on a hash chain technique. They presented an online English auction in which bids are

assessed equally and the auction closes reasonably without specialist trusted parties. How-

ever bidder anonymity was not satisfied by this scheme. This scheme is often questioned

[128] because the scheme has a single auctioneer (which could be corrupted) that ensures

against the selective blocking of bids on the grounds of their volume and the early selective

termination of an auction.

Nguyen and Traoré [129] proposed an open-bid auction, which holds a bidder’s privacy

using a slightly changed group signature scheme. This protocol thus suffers from the

following limitations in group signature systems: (i) a group manager (GM) operates as

an auction Manager (AM) in their scheme, and a group member corresponds to a bidder.

Anonymity is the second challenge; (ii) as GM has a special authority, the party signature

does not fulfill GM’s confidentiality; (iii) it is very challenging to withdraw a bidder because

each bidder is distributed with a membership credential.

A similar study can be found in the work of Omote and Miyaji [130], in which they pre-

sented a bulletin board for reducing the computational load for both bidding and verifying

a bid. However, for security reasons, their method did not publish any bidder information

because of potential security breaches to privacy issues. As the system would not disclose
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any bidder information for security purposes, it would violate the purposes of anonymity,

fairness and unlinkability among various auction rounds, and other characteristics that are

required in an English auction protocol [131]. Unlinkability refers to the inability to find a

relationship between two observable system entities, so it should not be possible to tell if

multiple transactions are from a single user, since it is simple to infer other details about

the user once all the transactions related to a user can be connected. Anonymity relates

to the state of being unidentified and anonymous. Although the Bitcoin BC guarantees

pseudonymity by providing pseudo-identity as a support for the anonymity of a user’s

identity, it doesn’t provide users with non-linkability security for their transactions [132].

Some auction schemes are built with the assumption that trusted third parties (TTP)

exist [133]. Such schemes have considerable advantages when it comes to computation

and communication loads, but the shortcoming of this type of scheme is that it is difficult

to create a fully reliable TTP. Huang et al. [134] proposed a privacy protection scheme,

using Paillier encryption to encrypt bids and calculate cipher text by a third-party agent.

Another secure auction system was proposed by Chen et al. [135] that uses a secret sharing

scheme, resulting in secure auctions that do not disclose other information than auction

results. All the above schemes incorporated a third-party agent to assist the auctioneer

to complete each auction. But it is unknown whether the third party is credible. The

auctioneer and an agent may collude to make an unfair profit from an auction. The schemes

have risks to security and cannot guarantee the successful execution of their auctions.

Blockchain for bidding systems

BC has been facing numerous challenges in large database structures and industry data

due to its linear data structure. Its sequential nature makes it a single-user operation

which affects its performance [136]. The existing chain structure has been widely used

in almost every BC, except for a few industry projects, for example, the directed acyclic

graph (DAG) that was proposed by DagCoin and IoTA [137]. According to a survey

[138], DAG and tree structures are different. The main difference is that in DAG a

node can have more than one parent node. Additionally, the presentation of data in a

tree structure gives a representation of the overall system in a manner that is easier to
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understand and communicate. As there are challenges with using a system representation

of graphs, especially if the graph is complex, presenting information in a data tree reduces

this problem. Groß et al. [139] is a scalable local grid system for smart communities that

makes use of a blockchain with tangled data structures to get around problems like high

transaction fees and constrained throughput. However, since it differs from the linear data

structure of the conventional blockchain, there are still many unanswered questions about

this blockchain.

A new protocol of BC is suggested in [136], where the authors argue that merely tweaking

BC parameters is not sufficient to significantly improve the performance and scalability of

BC. Nonetheless, due to the advantages of BC’s decentralized nature and accountability

properties, several bidding protocols have recently been deployed on top of BC, as with

the aid of a BC framework it is easier to eliminate vulnerabilities introduced by a third

party and the data on the ledger can be reviewed and validated by everyone.

Blass and Kerschbaum [140] implemented a bidding auction on BC, where they developed

an algorithm for two-party comparisons, which was conducted between any pair of bids to

determine the outcome of the auction in cipher text. However the computation overhead

is very large for individual users.

There is a lack of transparency in traditional bid management systems [141]. Usually, a

third party publishes the bidding rules, bidding time periods and the time to announce

the winner. All the interested parties submit their bid price within a certain time. After

a period, a third party announces the winner. It is difficult for bidders to fully trust the

third-party intermediary, as the third party may leak sensitive information or misconduct

the procedure for their self-interest [135].

In recent times, online auctioning has taken on a considerable interest in the community

of security researchers. Franklin and Reiter [142] were amongst the first to discuss the

security of an electronic auction. They covered many fundamental topics and merged

cryptographic primitives, such as secret sharing, digital cash and multi-casts and imple-

mented their own primitive verifiable signature-sharing scheme. This primitive allows a
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signed message holder to share their signature with a group of users. The signature can

be restored only by group members, even when some of the group members are unreliable.

The only downside to this strategy was that at the end of the bidding cycle, all bids were

open.

Later Harkavy et al. [143] proposed a solution to this issue. Bids included in their protocol

were not released but were contrasted with the highest bid by using distributed multi-party

computation. However their work only considered the sealed-bid auction scenario. That

may be due to the belief that sealed-bid auctions face more technological challenges to

protect the privacy of bids than open-bid auctions. In addition, the existence of online

commercial auctions appears to blur the lines between different auction types. For exam-

ple, eBay auctions are primarily English-style auctions. The involvement of proxy bidding

and a fixed auction termination time reflects the Vickrey style [144]. However the latest

auctioning model of eBay now conceals the identity of each bidder, which further de-

tracts from what people consider a typical auction [145]. Nonetheless, little work has been

done on the security of open-bid auctions and thus open bid systems and their security

components, have been a challenging and new opportunity for study [146] [147].

Recently Opensea [148] provided an auction system based on BC. However Opensea suffers

from the following drawbacks: all the bids are public, bidders may bid on any sum, not

necessarily higher than the maximum bid and sellers can terminate the auction at any

time. This system does not guarantee non-cancellation of bids, neither that the highest

price always wins.

Braghin et al. [149] demonstrated how various types of auctions can be built on top of

Ethereum BC and analyzed the implementations in terms of cost and time efficiency.

They did not apply any formal testing methods to identify possible bugs and flaws in their

proposed framework. Moreover, security and privacy issues were not addressed.

Later Lafourcade et al. [141] proposed an open-bid auction and illustrated that a bid-

der’s privacy in a blockchain-based e-auction protocol is a significant concern, as every

transaction inside the blockchain system is visible to everyone and may be examined and
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analyzed to link actual identities. The Ethereum-based English auction system known as

Auctionity uses ECDSA and non-fungible tokens to enhance security and anonymity.

Tso et al. [150] designed a distributed e-bidding system with smart contracts. The study

highlights that BC can be used to improve the transparency of user information and

transaction data. Moreover they explored different encryption schemes to satisfy secu-

rity requirements. They used Ethereum smart contract and utilized Proverif to evaluate

Auctionity security. However this protocol does not provide privacy for bidders.

According to Martins et al. [151], customer bargaining and electronic procurement can be

offered through a decentralized market. They suggest a decentralized e-commerce platform

powered by blockchain, where users can place orders in supply chains. They developed

a smart contract architecture that includes listing, aggregation and auctioning processes,

as well as contracts that employ tracking tokens for listing interaction. Reverse auction

bids are used as the pricing method, which is inappropriate for the context of food and

agricultural output from underdeveloped nations.

Omar et al. [152] suggested a solution based on the Ethereum blockchain that makes use

of Ethereum smart contracts, decentralized storage systems and a trusted Oracle to record

interactions between auctioneers and bidders in order to guarantee data transparency and

integrity and to eliminate financial intermediaries.

Nodehi et al. [153] proposed an extensive Enterprise Blockchain Design Framework (EBDF),

together with a design for an ecosystem, for a group of European e-Procurement platform

providers headed by the business Vortal. The proposed blockchain ecosystem, which is

still in the design phase, would support the users of the current platforms by enabling

communication between buyers and sellers on various platforms. They demonstrated the

advantages of the proposed framework with a proof of concept implementation using Hy-

perledger Fabric.

Summary

The literature on open-bid auctions using BC is small. Although there are several works
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that describe the use of BC bidding systems, there is a common limitation with many

academic works on enterprise blockchains, because many projects are still in the very early

stages or at the proof of concept implementation. As a result, an appropriate formulation

for fulfilling these gaps is required to build a transparent, non-repudiative e-bidding system

with high throughput and an efficient searching mechanism.

The aforementioned challenges are addressed by the proposed privacy-preserving solution

(see Chapter 6). The concepts of a tree data structure, Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem

(ECC) and dynamic accumulator have been proposed for an open-bid auction system in

order to achieve high performance within auctions. The tree data structure makes the

system more efficient, ECC provides strong security and the dynamic accumulator will

secure the privacy of bidders. A thorough security and privacy analysis are also provided

for the proposed solution, along with extensive performance evaluations.

2.4 Summary

This chapter offers a comprehensive introduction to blockchain technology, encompassing

the block structure, transaction structure, mining, cryptographic primitives and blockchain

types for in-depth technical discussions in the subsequent chapters. Afterwards, the liter-

ature on blockchain solutions for access control, data sharing and scalability problems is

reviewed. The requirement for fined-grained access control solutions for SCM is highlighted

by the fact that the existing solutions mostly suffer from data privacy and scalability issues

while sharing demand/order data. In the following section, the key consensus algorithms

deployed in current blockchain systems are discussed, with an emphasis on SCM require-

ments. Solutions for blockchain-based data-sharing models in supply chain management

have also been covered. Following that, the blockchain’s potential for e-auction, with a

focus on open bidding systems, is examined. At the end of each intermediate section, there

is a comparative analysis of the existing literature utilizing tables. Finally, the challenges

and limitations in the reviewed literature are compared and covered in detail in chapters

3 through 6.
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Chapter 3

AccessChain

In this chapter, AccessChain is developed, which aims to address the data privacy challenge

as outlined in Sections 1.2.1 and 2.2.4. AccessChain is a supply chain management (SCM)

access control framework, that is based on an attribute-based access control (ABAC)

model that restricts access to competing parties while allowing for network scalability.

Despite the fact that some blockchains can restrict participants to read and write data,

the blockchain’s transparency makes protecting sensitive data challenging. This proposed

AccessChain model has two types of ledgers in the system: local and global. Local ledgers

are used to store business contracts between stakeholders and the ABAC model man-

agement, whereas the global ledger is used to record transaction data. AccessChain can

enable decentralized, fine-grained and dynamic access control management in SCM, when

combined with the ABAC model and blockchain technology (BCT). This chapter’s exper-

imental results illustrate that high throughput can be achieved in a large-scale request

environment while maintaining data privacy and sustaining a scalable network.
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3.1 Introduction

A blockchain is defined as a series of blocks that hold tamper-proof data transactions.

Nakamoto [19] first proposed blockchain as a way to store and share Bitcoin transactions.

Each blockchain offers a decentralized information exchange without the need for a me-

diator. Apart from digital currencies, blockchain can be utilized in a variety of SCM

applications [154], and in doing so, it has established a new paradigm for supply chain

data integrity and transparency. The decentralized framework of blockchain can be used

to provide reliable data transmission for SCM. Because supply chain operations typically

involve multiple stakeholders (e.g., suppliers, manufacturers, third-party vendors and re-

tailers), having a transparent, immutable operational ledger may be advantageous. By

introducing BCT into an SCM, stakeholders can gain competitive advantages through en-

hanced data visibility, automated purchasing and payment processes, lower risk of errors

and protection of a supply chain against counterfeiting.

The data on a blockchain can be divided into two categories: user identification and

transaction records. However transactional data (i.e., manufacturing records, supplier

information and consumer demand data) are valuable assets for any SCM; thus their en-

cryption or privacy is vital [155]. It is established that on a public ledger, transaction data

is accessible to all participants, whereas on a private ledger, read and write permission is

determined by a permissioned blockchain. Participants who may share resources and have

reading and writing privileges can be restricted by using a consortium blockchain. Despite

the fact that these features have increased the technical acceptability of blockchains in the

supply chain sector, data privacy remains a concern. In some cases, regardless of the fact

that access to the ledger is restricted, anyone that matches the accessibility criteria can

still access data from the ledger. Thus businesses’ objectives may be jeopardised if data

is shared with a huge number of participants without data privacy [156]. Limiting the

network to members that are part of a specific production structure is an option, but this

limits the supply chain’s flexibility. Thus this work emphasises protecting data privacy

by employing a fine-grained access control framework when transferring business data,

such as locations, manufacturing materials and demand data. To enhance data sharing
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in a supply chain, a balance between data accessibility and data privacy is essential [157],

as the possibility of data breaches makes participants more reluctant to share personal

information. In addition, inappropriate data sharing can also significantly cost a business,

in the form of fines for privacy invasion.

However since data is exchanged across several stakeholders, finding this balance is ex-

tremely challenging. Such businesses are diversified, which means they operate in various

ways and employ various data models. To make things work, they must first agree on who

has access to their data and how they can trust one another before publishing it. There

has been a significant amount of research on supply chain data privacy. For example,

Ferdousi et al. [158] proposed a distributed ledger that provides pseudonymity. However

due to persistent user IDs and a one-to-one mapping of business operations to publicly

accessible transactions, their approach is vulnerable to correlation. Data ownership and

the privacy of sensitive data are issues that must be addressed; therefore data access is

a crucial concern. The subject of access control is important in SCM, along with other

security concerns. Access control is a critical resource restriction tool that has been widely

used in a variety of applications, such as in the internet of things (IoT) [155], healthcare

data [159] and cloud Computing [160]. Access control can be considered a kind of secu-

rity to ensure that only permitted businesses with access control policies can access the

required information. A robust access control framework typically covers three major se-

curity concerns: Accountability, Authorization and Authentication [161]. Access can be

enforced through many types of access control models: discretionary access control (DAC),

mandatory access control (MAC) and Role Based Access Control (RBAC), which are ex-

amples of traditional access control models. These models can give fine-grained access

control over resources. However their nature is extremely centralized, with the drawbacks

of single-point failure, difficulty in scaling and low throughput for large-scale dynamic

frameworks. It is challenging to fulfil AC needs in an SCM framework with centralized

AC. Section 3.2 further explores these models. To overcome these challenges, attribute-

based access control (ABAC) is used to enforce access restrictions based on the attributes

of the subject, resource, action and environment involved in an access event. ABAC, also

known as policy-based access control, first separates the user, resource, permission and
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environment attribute, then fuses their relationships and eventually converts permission

management into attribute management, resulting in a fine-grained and dynamic access

control framework. Despite blockchains having several advantages, scalability remains a

major bottleneck when it comes to implementing one in a supply chain setting. Yet it

seems to be critical for blockchain acceptance in large-scale networks with large numbers

of participants, such as SCM. As a matter of fact, as the number of nodes in a net-

work grows, the transaction volume in its corresponding supply chain also tends to grow.

Several research works have addressed the scalability problem by using various scaling

approaches, such as Sharding, Directed Acyclic Graphs and Lightning Network [162]. The

concept of sharding is one of the most promising approaches to the scalability challenge.

Sharding [163] is a method that divides a blockchain into numerous shards and allows

participating nodes to execute and store transactions from only a few of the shards. To

maximize throughput, several shards can process transactions in parallel. High flexibility,

high throughput and high scalability are just a few benefits that come with this division.

The Scalability Trilemma [164] is the widely held notion that, at any given time, decen-

tralized networks can only provide two of three benefits: decentralization, security and

scalability. Achieving these three features simultaneously in current blockchains is quite

challenging.

3.1.1 Chapter Contributions

The following are the major contributions of this work:

• A multi-blockchain data privacy-preserving framework called AccessChain is pro-

posed to control read and write access to the blockchain using a tiered architecture.

• Addressing the challenge of data privacy, the local access ledger has been abstracted

into a business contract to provide fine-grained data access control.

• To maximize scalability, two distinct global and local ledgers are used to store busi-

ness contracts and business operations, respectively.
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• The architecture’s performance is evaluated in terms of time cost, latency, through-

put and scalability. The experimental results show that the proposed architecture

can effectively be used to ensure a secure, scalable and efficient data exchange among

supply chain entities.

3.1.2 Chapter Organization

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 details relevant background

knowledge. In Section 3.3, the proposed AccessChain model is presented, and details of

experimental evaluation and the threat model of the proposal are in 3.4. Finally, Section

3.5 gives the conclusion.

3.2 Preliminaries

In this section, a few widely used access control models are briefly discussed. Additionally,

it provides an overview of the ABAC model, which forms the basis of the proposed data

access control.

3.2.1 Access Control Models

Access control systems can be used in a range of areas and at various levels in software

and hardware. This section presents a literature-based argument for choosing ABAC as a

framework over RBAC and DAC. There are a variety of access control models to choose

from, however all types of access control can be traced back to one of the three basic

models: DAC, RBAC and ABAC. To regulate how users access resources, each model

employs a different set of techniques.

• DAC: is a type of access control that allows or limits user access depending on an

access policy set by the resource’s owner. A DAC framework is established using
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user credentials, such as login information. DACs are discretionary since each user

can provide other users access to authenticated resources or data. To put it in other

words, the user determines their own resource access privileges.

• RBAC: grants access to users depending on their responsibilities or roles within a

network. Users are only given access to critical data. Numerous characteristics, such

as authority, responsibility and job expertise, can determine access. Furthermore,

access to resources might be restricted to certain operations, such as reading, writing,

or updating.

• ABAC: offers access to users based on a collection of attributes. Permissions can

be based on the user’s type, location, department and other attributes allowing for

a more straightforward control structure that reflects the physical aspects of the

network [165]. ABAC simplifies the expression of a comprehensive, sophisticated

access control policy, by examining a user’s attributes information that is already

known and frequently kept in a system.

DAC vs RBAC vs ABAC: Although DAC is easy to implement, it has significant draw-

backs that make it unsuitable for use in a complex SCM environment. The main difficulty

is that due to the enormous number of generated log entries, monitoring is challenging.

Despite the fact that RBAC is a popular choice for organizations, the RBAC technique has

a number of limitations, including the inability to construct rules using parameters that

are unknown to the framework [166]. Furthermore, because the RBAC paradigm is pri-

marily focused on static organizational roles, RBAC designs provide issues with dynamic

demand access control frameworks. No multi-factor decisions are supported by RBAC.

The ABAC approach, on the other hand, offers significant advantages that are tailored to

the approach in this chapter, such as ABAC may automatically modify authorization and

once everything is set up, there is less overall management required [165]. When properly

configured, it is also reliable. Most importantly, ABAC facilitates access control actions

without the user’s prior comprehension of each resource [166] and has been widely used

in the literature [73, 167, 168]. RBAC and ABAC differ significantly in terms of their

static versus dynamic nature. RBAC is more static and employs role-based access con-
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trol, whereas ABAC is more dynamic and uses relationship-based access control. ABAC

is based on attributes, which can change frequently, but RBAC is based on roles, which

are usually quite static inside a network. RBAC allows one to define access controls in

broad strokes, whereas ABAC allows for greater refinement. An RBAC system grants

access to all employees, whereas an ABAC policy only grants access to administrators in

some specific department or region. Table 3.1 provides a comparison that takes relevant

parameters into account, although it is not a detailed list of all of the required charac-

teristics for configuring the models, but rather highlights the key criteria that come from

each model. The models are contrasted in terms of scalability, performance, granularity,

flexibility, security and custom permissions, which are the primary needs of any access

control mechanism. A detailed description of the comparison criteria can be found at

[169, 170]. This table can be used to draw the conclusion that ABAC is the appropriate

access control technique for the supply chain application since it prioritizes scalability and

flexibility. Access control for supply chain systems should be scalable, flexible, efficient

and trustworthy and must be sufficient to secure the supply chain and its components’

privacy and integrity. Usually, a supply chain’s applications involve multiple stakehold-

ers, like manufacturers, producers, transporters, retailers and customers, and it is critical

to developing trust between these entities. When it comes to maintaining participants’

identities, the ABAC approach offers a lot more freedom and is useful for supply chain

access control because it allows stakeholders to remain anonymous. Furthermore, ABAC

allows supply chain managers to apply access control policies to an unlimited number of

participants without having any prior knowledge of them. One of the biggest benefits of

ABAC is that it makes it simple to add new users.

3.2.2 ABAC Model

ABAC is a type of logical access control that includes access control lists, role-based ac-

cess control and its own method for granting access based on attribute analysis. ABAC

regulates system resource access by comparing policies to user properties, such as subject

(user), object (resource) and environment. When making ABAC decisions, both subjects
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Table 3.1: Comparison of access control models.

Characteristic DAC RBAC ABAC

Scalability Yes No Yes

Performance Low High High

Granularity High Low High

Flexibility Yes Yes Yes

Security level Low High High

Custom
permissions Yes No Yes

and objects have attributes and the conditions of the environment may be taken into

account. In essence, this means that it may utilize key-value combinations, like Role =

Production Manager and Category = Manufacturer, to define rules in eXtensible Access

Control Markup Language (XACML).

ABAC is defined as follows:

• Attributes are traits of a subject, an object, or the conditions in which they exist.

A name-value pair provides information for attributes.

• Subject is a user, it can be a human or a device, who makes requests for access

to execute actions on objects. One or more qualities are given to subjects. Assume

that subject and user are synonymous for the purpose of this article.

• Object is a system resource. It can be any requested resource as well as anything

that a subject can use to complete an operation; including data, services and devices.

• Environment is the context in which an access request is made. The time, date,

location and currency risk are examples of environmental features that are indepen-

dent of the subject or object.
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3.3 AccessChain Framework

AccessChain, is a blockchain-based access control framework for SCM. As shown in Figure

3.1, it consists of two key components: access point ledger and global ledger. Each key

component is explained below.

3.3.1 Architecture

A blockchain-enabled supply chain model consists of suppliers, manufacturers, distribu-

tors, retailers and end users, which records supply chain transactions like production and

sales on a blockchain. A retail supply chain has been considered to demonstrate our access

control framework. As a result of large supply chain networks and the massive amount of

big data they produce, scalability has been a major issue in the integration of blockchain.

To boost scalability the suggested underlying network is built on shards that run in par-

allel and are responsible for scaling the blockchain while keeping security guarantees. The

two main components of the framework’s sharding are depicted in Figure 3.1, as follows:

(1) The global chain; (2) the local access point ledger. Our framework organizes shards

based on geographic zones. Each of these local chains, called Access ledger, is a public

blockchain network with administrators in charge of registering the business contracts of

participants. A supply chain entity must first register with its region’s certification au-

thority (CA) and get an identity, which verifies its digital profile on the ledger. In access

point ledgers, each participant’s access privileges are defined using the ABAC model. Af-

ter they have established their identities and business contracts, the participants send a

join request to the global ledger administrator. The stakeholder must authenticate their

trade identities without disclosing them. The global ledger administrator validates and

approves the stakeholder’s registration request in global ledger. The stakeholder can then

log business transactions on global ledger. For the purpose of evaluating AccessChain, the

retail business network being developed includes:

• Participants: Include primary supplier, manufacturer, distributors and retailers.
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• Business Contract: A business contract is a legally binding written agreement be-

tween two or more stakeholders in a business. These contracts specify terms, such as

when a task will be accomplished, what products must be supplied and when pay-

ment for goods or services is due. For this proof of concept, two business contracts

were utilized.

• Contract Owner: A contract owner is the one who owns the contract and can utilize

it to establish business relationships. In the prototype, each stakeholder can own a

contract; for example, a retailer can have a short-term contract with other retailers.

• Validator/administrator: A Validator captures all business contracts and access rules

for read and write access from businesses, authenticates them and authorizes them

to be added to the local blockchain.

• Certificate Authority: When a stakeholder first registers, the certificate authority

issues digital certificates for a private key-public key pair established by the stake-

holder. The certificates ensure that the key belongs to the stakeholder.

For each subject, a subject ID(IDuser) is retained, as well as a set of its attributes and

values and the same for Object attributes. The Attribute ID field is essential for storing

attributes in a business contract and retrieving them later for authorization decisions. For

any business contract access policy, having subject (user) attributes and object (resource)

attributes, the subject must have a valid access right to the resource, have a valid Identifier

(ID), be in an active status and the subject location must match with the resource location.

The access permission will be declined if one of the subject’s attributes does not match

the policy requirements.

3.3.1.1 Access Point Local Ledger

Access point ledger is committed to providing business contracts and access control poli-

cies to all participants. The IDs on access point ledger can be verified by a centralized

authority. In blockchain-based frameworks, public-key cryptography is frequently used to
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Figure 3.1: AccessChain framework

authenticate users in a network. As part of this design concept, cryptographic algorithms

such as SHA256, digital signatures and state of the art elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC)

[171] are used to digitally sign transactions. In access point ledger, business contracts are

created using an approach that is similar to that utilized in the real world. Consider a

retail supply chain, which is made up of several businesses. As discussed in Section 3.3.1,

there is no need to communicate every piece of information among several businesses.

For example, it is not necessary for supplier 1 and supplier 2 to be on the same business

contract. To protect data privacy and security, only the relevant entities required for a
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Figure 3.2: SC-contract: Stakeholders in a blockchain-based data access contract.

swift business transaction are included in the contract. Furthermore, every contract must

contain an expiration date.

Contract → [Policy|IDuser|ExpDate|SigOwner] (3.1)

where policy is the user access model, IDuser is the identifier of the participants, SigOwner is

the signature of the contract owner and ExpDate represents the contract’s expiration date.

Only related businesses are included in a contract and have read/write, update/delete
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permissions. Figure 3.2 depicts a number of businesses in a supply chain that are linked

via contracts. There are two ongoing contracts: in contract 1, the manufacturer has

supplier s1 along with distributor D1 and retailer R1 (S1,M, D1,R1). The Manufacturer

has another ongoing Contract 2 with other businesses (S2, S3, M, D2, R2, R3). There

is no contract path from S1 to D2, this indicates that S1 has no access to data from D2

and vice versa. In summary, access point ledger stores credentials, business contracts and

access control rules that are not accessible to the general public and can only be accessed

with the contract owner’s, i.e. the manufacturer’s, approval.

3.3.1.2 Global Ledger

A global ledger is where the actual business transactions are recorded and it contains

a full history of transactions. When a request to read/write or update/delete is made,

validation is carried out by ensuring that the participant has the required permits and

that the contract is still active before granting permission. The ID of the access point

ledger where the contract for the access is held, must be kept as supplementary data with

each transaction to the global ledger. The global ledger’s transaction structure is defined

as follows:

Transaction → [IDuser|IDledger|Sig|data] (3.2)

where IDuser and Sig is the signature and public key of the participant and IDledger is

the location of access point ledger. The global ledger utilizes the RequestAccess() function

to verify the permissions from the access point ledger before logging a transaction and

the contract’s validity is double-checked using a function known as ContractValidation()

(explained in algorithm 5). Permission is given if both functions produce a positive re-

turn. Otherwise, access is denied through RevokeAccess(). The main function of access

control management is Algorithm 4. To begin, it obtains the attribute set specified by

GetAttribute(). It will provide an error message if the returned result is empty, indicating

that there is no contract to support the request. If the returned result is not empty, it

means that at least one contract will be obtained. Finally, it calls the policy() function to

verify that the desired user ID and permission are in the contract and returns access to
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the user, failing which an exception is returned, where policy() contains the ABAC access

privileges for the specific contract.

Algorithm 4 RequestAccess(): Check user’s privileges.
1: procedure RequestAccess(user, permission)

2: sub, obj, env, opr ← GetAttribute(ABAC)

3: contract ← C1, C2, ..., Cn

4: for all con ∈ contract do

5: if con = null then return error

6: else

7: policy ← getPolicy()

8: if policy ∈ (UIDuser, permission) then

9: Access ← getAccess(UID)

10: grant ← TRUE

11: else

12: grant ← FALSE

13: Access ← RevokeAccess(UID)

14: end if

15: end if

16: end forreturn grant

17: end procedure

Additionally, the global ledger must validate the contract’s validity, as stated in Algorithm

5. To meet the requirements, a legitimate contract must not be expired and not be

cancelled by the administrator.

3.3.1.3 Mining

Mining is the operation of adding new transactions and contracts to the ledger. To au-

thenticate identities and authorize nodes to join/rejoin the network, BFT protocols for

permissionless blockchains like Proof-of-Work (PoW) [19] and Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [23]
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Algorithm 5 ContractValidation(): Check contract validity.
1: procedure ContractValidation(C1, ..., Cn)

2: contract ← C1, C2, ..., Cn

3: valid ← TRUE

4: for all c ∈ contract do

5: if c �∈ (ExpDate, status) then

6: valid ← FALSE

7: end if

8: end forreturn valid

9: end procedure

are widely applied. It is crucial to avoid shard hijacking in order to ensure the security of a

sharded blockchain system. In order to prevent malicious nodes from controlling a shard,

a node cannot be permitted to select the shard it wants to join. Therefore, the concept

of regional chains is provided and joining the network requires utilizing the location prop-

erty. As soon as shards are constructed, PoW consensus algorithms are utilized to achieve

consensus and validate transactions within regional chains. PoW systems have received a

lot of criticism, primarily because of their high energy consumption [172], however they

are used as they help safeguard a blockchain from potential attacks (outside the scope of

the model). It is worth noting that mining in the global ledger is based on the concept of

proof-of-authority (PoA) [173], which relies on trustworthy and recognized validators to

generate blocks, rather than their own computing power. Through mining, the network

creates a tamper-resistant state on the blockchain, which is essential for secure access

control for the SCM network.

3.3.1.4 Storage Consumption

It is not efficient to employ permanent data storage in blockchain as a data storage sys-

tem because it is quite expensive [174]. For instance, Ethereum uses optional data storage

and only retains the information needed for essential operations. Traditionally the cost of
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any computer program is determined by its spatial (the amount of data storage required)

and computational complexity (the amount of computing power required). In order to re-

duce the storage consumption in the AccessChain, local chains have been used, since local

chains can help to reduce the cost of storage on the global blockchain. Thus AccessChain

is a viable approach that uses local chains to provide a cost-effective blockchain framework.

The prototype solution is not built on an enterprise platform (i.e. Ethereum or hyperledger

Fabric), making it impossible to illustrate the costs associated with contracts’ storage and

accesses. In future work, it is intended to do additional real-time testing by deploying the

proposed solution on a test hyperledger network. This offers a more realistic setting to

test the performance of the AccessChain. However, AccessChain’s effectiveness is evalu-

ated in terms of transaction throughput/latency (write/read performance), time cost and

scalability.

3.3.1.5 Cross-shard Transactions

System performance and communication time are both impacted negatively by cross-shard

transactions, which are significant contributors to the overhead of data transmission among

shards. There are two main methods for handling cross-shard transactions in sharded

blockchains. The first solution is to build a full-mesh connection between nodes (for ex-

ample, OmniLedger [98] and RapidChain [99]). While this method eliminates a computing

bottleneck in the main chain and splits out storage, it can also increase communication

costs and bring security risks. Due to the fact that the transactions are broken up into

different chains, if a shard is taken over by an adversary other shards will no longer be

able to authenticate transactions that rely on the targeted shard. The other approach

is to store a global chain, such as Elastico [175] and Ethereum 2.0 [21]. The final block

is recorded in a global ledger after the nodes in each shard finalize and agree upon lo-

cal transactions. In Ethereum 2.0, the global chain ensures that all transactions in all

shards are in sync and eliminates any transaction that has been double-spent. While the
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global chain manages cross-shard transactions, the shards boost parallelism. The system

retains consistency even when one shard is under the control of an adversary and this

strategy minimizes the overhead of data migration when processing cross-shard transac-

tions in comparison to the first approach. Therefore, the proposed approach employs the

Ethereum [21] technique, where each local chain independently manages and processes

separate subsets of transactions, while the global chain preserves the overall sequence of

transactions.

3.3.2 Access Control Model Design

When integrated with the ABAC model and the specifications of data provided by the

contract owners, the ABAC access control policy model is as follows:

policy = {S, O, P, E} (3.3)

S = {IDuser, role, level} (3.4)

O = {data, IDledger} (3.5)

P =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, Denied

1, Granted

(3.6)

E = {timestart, timeend, location} (3.7)

Policy: The attribute-based access control policy can be expressed as S ∧ O ∧ P ∧ E,

thereby indicating the subject’s access control rules for accessing the object. It thus

specifies the set of attributes that must be present in order to access the sensitive data.
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Subject Attribute: It denotes the subject’s attributes, i.e., the subject’s identification

and characteristics that allow them to perform an access request, such as userID (unique

identifying user), role (user role) and level.

Object Attribute: It represents the object’s attributes, i.e., information about the re-

quested resource, such as data and ledger ID.

Permission Attribute: It determines whether or not a user has access to resources. The

values 0 and 1 represent "Denied" and "Granted," respectively.

Environment Attribute: It specifies the characteristics of the environment that are

required for access control. timestart, timeend and location are the three types of envi-

ronment attributes. The attribute timestart refers to the period during which a policy

is established. The attribute timeend refers to the policy’s expiration date. When the

current time is later than the end time, the policy will be expired. The purpose of the

location is to prohibit users from accessing the system from outside the specified region.

3.3.3 Business Contract Design

The fundamental component of the access control implementation is the business contracts

that provide the methods to operate the ABAC policy. The methods provided are as

follows.

• Acred(): A business contract owner defines ABAC for the participating stakeholders

and sends the request for adding ABAC to the validator. Validator encrypts the

data with the public key of the business contract owner and then signs the request

with the private key. The authenticity of ABAC must be verified by validators.

• Addpolicy(): After the validator has confirmed that ABAC is valid, the validator

calls AddPolicy() to add ABAC to the business contract.

• Updatepolicy(): The business contract owner occasionally needs to change ABAC.

The interface for updating the policy is implemented by the method Updatepolicy()
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and the operation record for updating will also be recorded on the blockchain. Similar

to Addpolicy(), the validator calls the Updatepolicy() function to replace the previous

value.

• Deletepolicy(): Each ABAC policy has an expiry date and can be ended by the

administrator. There are two scenarios in which deletion happens. One happens

when an administrator uses this function to knowingly remove a policy. The second

instance takes place when "endTime" is expired.

• Auth(): This checks to see if the user’s access request and ABAC policy are valid.

The user’s private key is used to sign the request data, and then the validator verifies

the signature to confirm the user’s identity by using the user’s public key.

• Attrib(): After the signature has been validated, Attrib() analyses the attribute data

field. A data request includes only subject (S) and object (O) attributes.

• GrantAccess(); In order to request the appropriate ABAC policy in accordance with

S and O, it first obtains the attribute set by Attrib(). If the returned result is null,

indicating that no policy exists to support the request, it will immediately return

an error message. If the returned result does not contain a null value, it proceeds

to evaluate the request to see whether the E attribute matches the E attribute of

the ABAC policy and whether the value of the P attribute is 1. The verification

is successful if each attribute complies with the policy and access is granted to the

user.

Multiple functions have been provided by the framework to help with access control. These

functions primarily consist of registering, updating and deleting a business contract, as

well as adding, updating and deleting a business contract’s access control policy. The

following is a breakdown of how the above-listed functions work.

i Registering a new business contract A number of businesses might agree on a

new business deal, which is then registered by the contract’s owner (i.e., the manu-

facturer) via the steps below.
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• Create a contract for the new supply network (defining access privileges for

each user).

• Register the contract on their local access point ledger and pay a fee to deploy

the newly created contract onto the blockchain.

Notice that in our framework, any stakeholder can create a business contract, as

long as they have a legitimate business deal, for example, a group of retailers may

want to enter into a short-term contract with local stores to reduce shortages.

ii Updating an existing business contract A number of businesses might agree

on updating an existing contract, which is done by the contract’s owner using the

steps below.

• Create a new contract to replace the existing one.

• Register the contract to the local access point ledger. They should not have

to pay the full cost this time, however there will be a small fee to replace the

previous contract on the blockchain with the newly established one.

iii Deleting an existing business contract Businesses can agree to terminate an

existing contract that is due to expire but that they do not want to renew. The

contract’s owner can send a transaction to the local ledger to delete the existing

contract’s details.

iv Adding and updating an access control policy Businesses can agree to add an

access control policy to a newly deployed contract, which is done by the contract’s

owner by sending a request to the contact’s policyAdd service. Similarly the owner

can submit a request to call the contract’s policyUpdate function to update an ex-

isting access control policy for a specific contract. However our framework does not

allow stakeholders to delete a contract’s access control policy. The owner can only

add or update user access privileges; if the owner tries to delete the access policy,

the contract will immediately be nullified.
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3.3.4 Workflow

This section outlines the workflow of AccessChain. The entire framework’s workflow is rep-

resented in Figure 3.3. The framework’s foundation step is the blockchain network’s regis-

Figure 3.3: Workflow of AccessChain.

tration. Credentials for all participants should be created first before joining a blockchain

network. Here, CA is the one that generates all certificates.

CA → Credentialuser (3.8)

Once the stakeholders have their credentials, and they wish to write a business contract

on access point ledger. This is done prior to logging into the global ledger. They create a

business contract as well as an access control policy. This procedure involves the stake-

holder determining and designing the access policy beforehand and then publishing it to

the access point ledger, which is defined based on the subject (user), object (resource), op-
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eration and environment parameters (discussed in Section 3.2.2). Validators are in charge

of saving and managing contracts in the ledger.

Determine(Subject, Object, Operation, Environment) → ABAC (3.9)

Once the access policy is defined in the contract, the validator publishes it to the network.

Publish(ABAC) → SetContract (3.10)

To gain read/write access to the global ledger, a user initiates an access request.

IDUser → AccessRequestread/write (3.11)

The global ledger invokes the access point ledger for that particular contract after receiving

the request.

AccessRequest =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, Denied

1, Granted

(3.12)

If the request is authorized, the user has access to the global ledger and can read and write

to it. If it fails, the user will receive an error status message.

3.4 Evaluation and Results

This section analyses performance statistics to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed

approach. To be more specific, it begins by defining the testing environment. Following

that, performance evaluation is explained and finally, the suggested work’s security and

privacy are investigated. The settings used for the AccessChain prototype implementation

are listed in Table 3.2. In experiments, one to four local ledgers are used (evaluation

results are below). The solution was tested on a Dell (Intel Core i7 CPU operating at

2.21 GHz with 16 GB of RAM) and developed using JDK 15 with multithreading in the

Visual Studio Code experimental setting. Several hashing and encryption operations were

performed utilizing the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) toolkit. By using the Java.net

package, connections between nodes were managed.
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Table 3.2: Experimental environment.

Number of global ledgers 1

Number of local ledgers 4

Consensus mechanism for
global ledger PoA

Consensus mechanism for
local ledger PoW

Number of simulated nodes 200

Block time (average time
needed to mine a new block) 1 s

3.4.1 Performance Evaluation

The following three performance metrics were considered to validate the effectiveness of

the proposed approach:

1. Time cost trade-off

2. Latency and Throughput

3. Scalability

The proposed approach is evaluated and contrasted with a traditional blockchain (bitcoin)

called "Uniform ledger". However the baseline system does not comprise local ledgers for

policies and contracts; rather everything is accomplished in a single uniform ledger. The

framework configuration is as follows:

• Read (get) the ledger and write the ledgers(add, update).

• Various network configurations with node counts ranging from 10 to 200.

• The workload varies between 50 and 1000 access requests in each network configu-

ration.
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3.4.1.1 Time Cost Trade-off

Time cost indicates the amount of time it takes to evaluate an access request and process

it. The access response time T (AR) is calculated by using the following equation:

T (AR) =
n∑

i=0
(ARP t − ARt) (3.13)

where n is the number of access requests, ARPt is the time INTERVAL, ARt is time

INSTANT. Thus, T( AR) calculates differences between INTERVALs and INSTANTs.

The implementation is compared with an alternative uniform ledger implementation that

does not involve the overhead of business contracts and access controls in the BC that

are related to permission validation. Figure 3.4 depicts the average response time for the

total number of access requests for AccessChain and uniform ledger depending on different

numbers of access requests. The requests for access might be for either reading or writing.

Figure 3.4 shows that our implementation has an overhead compared to the uniform ledger.

This ought to be deemed acceptable given the significant additional actions required, such

as the required validation and verification of access control policy and business contracts

to validate stakeholder permissions across various local ledgers.

Figure 3.4: Comparison of time cost of access response for different numbers of requests.
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To examine the framework’s accessibility further, the time required to complete various

read and write requests were calculated, as shown in Figure 3.5. To begin, ten concurrent

requests were initially sent to the AccessChain, then a further ten concurrent requests were

simultaneously added and this was continued until 100 concurrent requests were sent. The

graph illustrates that write requests take longer than read requests.

Figure 3.5: The trend of average cost time of AccessChain read/write operation at
different numbers of requests.

The standard deviations for the read and write transactions are shown in Table 3.3. It

can be observed that in the read transaction, each ledger’s response time is quite similar.

Therefore the standard deviation is modest. This indicates that the read transactions are

more consistent across the ledgers. The RT of each ledger in the write transaction has

significant variability, indicating that the standard deviation is high. This implies that

the write transaction is less consistent during the course of the experiment.

3.4.1.2 Latency and Throughput

Throughput: Figure 3.6 depicts the throughput comparison between AccessChain and

uniform ledger. For throughput computations, the number of access requests was set
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Table 3.3: The average and standard deviation of read/write requests.

Transactions L-01 L-02 L-03 L-04 Average RT Std
deviation.

Read
requests 100 200 400 1000 0.425 0.349

Write
requests 50 190 300 1000 0.385 0.365

between 100 to 1000. The throughput of the uniform ledger is only 5 transactions higher at

800tps, due to the Accesschain’s additional overhead, which is in the range of a few seconds.

Figure 3.6 further demonstrates that throughput increases linearly, as anticipated, up to

a maximum throughput of about 40 tps, before it begins to decline. This denotes the

threshold at which a validating peer can no longer handle the rising transaction rate. The

baseline system exhibits a similar trend, with throughput beginning to decline by about

40 tps.

Figure 3.6: Throughput comparison of AccessChain with uniform ledger.

Latency: Figure 3.7 depicts the average latency comparison between AccessChain and

uniform ledger. As the number of access requests grows, the time it takes to complete the
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request grows linearly until it reaches 29 milliseconds for 650 requests. This reveals that

the delay for processing 1000 requests is around 36 milliseconds, which is quite acceptable.

The graph also displays the latency of a uniform ledger with a similar amount of access

requests. The uniform ledger has a delay of about 50 milliseconds.

Figures 3.7 and 3.6 show that given 1000 concurrent requests, throughput grows linearly to

around 42 tps and afterwards the framework goes beyond this threshold, resulting in lower

throughput and higher latency. The results show that AccessChain can sustain excellent

throughput for large-scale request settings.

Figure 3.7: Latency comparison of AccessChain with uniform ledger.

3.4.1.3 Scalability

The objective of this set of experiments is to see how scalable the network is in terms of

managing nodes. As the number of nodes grows in a network, the communication cost

increases between ledgers. It also adds to the time it takes to verify and authenticate

requests before allowing access to the global ledger. Figure 3.8 compares AccessChain to a

uniform ledger when the network scales up. The average throughput for both frameworks

declines as the number of nodes increases. However the average throughput of Access-
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Chain with 200 nodes rises to 624 transactions per second. On the other hand, a uniform

ledger fails to provide scalability, since throughput decreases significantly as the network

grows up. To give more insight, Figure 3.9 provides the standard deviation (STDev) of

the response value. In the context of performance analysis, the STDev of a transaction

indicates whether or not it is stable throughout a sample. Where a smaller STDev indi-

cates that all iterations of the same transaction have similar response times (RT). So when

the transaction amount decreases, the transaction RT becomes closer and the transaction

becomes more consistent. Hence the STDev of the response times can be used as a metric

to see how response times fluctuate.

Std(xn) =

√
n

∑
x2 − (

∑
x2)

n(n − 1)
(3.14)

where time is represented by x and n represents the response magnitude.

Figure 3.8: Comparison of framework throughput according to number of nodes.

Figure 3.9 presents the response time with the four concurrent transaction amounts of 200,

500, 800 and 1000. The columns show the RT of four local ledgers. It can be observed that

when the number of local ledgers grows, RT grows linearly. However when switching from

one to two local ledgers, the rate of growth is faster than when switching from two to three
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and three to four local ledgers. In the case of having one local ledger, the average RT is

145 and the standard deviation is 7.8. RT was in the range of 141 to 149, 67% of the time.

This is fairly consistent when compared to three to four numbers of local ledgers. However

it becomes evident that RT has a broader range when there are more local ledgers. It’s

Figure 3.9: Response time vs number of transactions.

worth noting that RT is just 65.73 milliseconds, even with 1000 transactions and four local

ledgers. Although sharding ensures scalability [176], the existence of many local chains

increases RT. This is because although different sharding arrangements are possible, the

proposed AccessChain shards are divided into geographical zones. As a result, a global

ledger may need to traverse through one or more of the scattered locations of the shards,

which can result in additional RT. Thus it can be concluded from these early findings,

that our framework scales efficiently, indicating that the addition of numerous local chains

shouldn’t greatly raise RT. Table 3.4 represents the statics from 15 runs of this experiment.

3.4.2 Security and Privacy Analysis

Our threat model is based on the following assumptions:

Access Control and Key Management: A CA certifies each SC participant to confirm their

identity. For key management, the current public key infrastructure (Elliptic Curve Cryp-

tography) is utilized. The CA can provide security support for enrollment and transaction
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Table 3.4: The average and standard deviation.

Number of local
ledgers Average Std deviation

Local L-01 145 7.83

Local L-02 157 31.63

Local L-03 240 45.31

Local L-04 182 65.73

certificates.

System Security: cutting-edge secure encryption and intrusion detection technologies are

used in the proposed framework. All data on the blockchain is encrypted with private-

public key pairs. The data can only be decrypted by the user who has the corresponding

private key and is granted access permissions.

The considered attacks include:

1. Creating multiple Contracts: To put more network strain on the local ledger, an

adversary can create a number of contracts.

Response: There are two controls to mitigate this, all contracts include a deposit,

similar to how most public ledgers demand a minimum fee amount before a trans-

action is allowed. Secondly, for local ledgers, each trader has a contract creation

threshold for a defined time period. Even if an adversary colludes to create multiple

contracts, this can be identified.

2. Violating access token: An adversary or dishonest participant may request a token

for certain data access and after it has been issued, they may try to modify the token

by adding more data privileges.

Response: The access token issued by the local validator ensures that the original

access token is not modified by signing the hash of the token. Therefore modify-

ing a token is impossible without the contract’s owner’s authorization. When an

adversary is identified as attempting to access unauthorized data, a local validator
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has the authority to revoke authorization and remove any privileges assigned to the

adversary.

3. Local ledger Administration: A local ledger validator performs most of the blockchain-

based operations, such as access control and setting contracts, as mentioned in Sec-

tion 3.3.1. It is possible to argue that the system’s over-reliance on an administrative

body increases its security risks.

Response: Local ledgers are public ledgers, therefore pairing public blockchain with

the PoW consensus mechanism makes them extremely secure. Since POW makes

it very challenging to alter any aspect of the blockchain because it necessitates re-

mining all succeeding blocks. Additionally, the high cost of the hardware and the

amount of power needed to perform the hash functions, makes it challenging for a

validator to control the network’s processing power. Furthermore, the blockchain’s

underlying cryptographic primitives, like digital signatures, hash functions and the

data saved in transactions, can demonstrate the integrity of information.

3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, AccessChain is presented. It is a blockchain-based framework with an

ABAC model to assure data privacy by adopting a distributed framework to enable fine-

grained, dynamic access control management for SCM. In order to solve the scalability

issue, the framework helps by offering a two-tiered network design. A global ledger is used

to record transactions, while access policies and business contracts are kept in multiple

local ledgers. The framework enables a systematic approach that advantages the supply

chain, and the experiments yield convincing results. Furthermore, the threat model de-

picts how resilient our framework is against a wide range of threats. The results of the

performance monitoring also show that AccessChain’s response time with four local ledgers

is acceptable, and therefore it provides significantly greater scalability. This work implies

multiple ledgers can support more complex business processes and interactions between

participants in the supply chain. Different ledgers can be used to manage various sorts
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of transactions, which can help to simplify procedures, lower mistake rates, and increase

overall supply chain efficiency. However, stakeholders should be aware of the challenges

and costs associated with using multiple ledgers, and they ought to carefully evaluate their

objectives and goals before deploying a multiple ledger solution.
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Chapter 4

Blockchain-coordination for SCM

In this chapter a blockchain framework is presented to address the data sharing, trust and

privacy challenges of blockchain, as outlined in Sections 1.2.1 and 2.2.3. In this chapter

two frameworks are developed for supply chain application. First, a supply chain bullwhip

effect (BWE) base model is developed. Second, a blockchain-enabled robust information-

sharing framework is simulated. Based on the preliminary results, the proposed model

is extended to find trust among stakeholders, and consequently, an improved version of

information sharing is developed. Information sharing is challenging and SC stakeholders

may not really trust each other and hence be reluctant to share sensitive information.

Considering that, this chapter proposes an improved Proof-of-Authority (PoA) consensus

algorithm that will increase trust in a decentralized SC model. Extensive experiments

are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach and the simulation re-

sults clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of information sharing in a supply chain via

blockchain (BC), as well as that trust between partners tends to increase overall SC effi-

ciency and reduce BWE.
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4.1 Introduction

A supply chain (SC) is a dynamic structure made up of certain entities, such as man-

ufacturers, distributors, retailers and customers, that participate in the production and

selling of a commodity. Supply chain management (SCM) is the preparation, planning,

execution, supervision and tracking of SC operations, to generate profit, develop strategic

infrastructure, optimize global logistics, synchronizing supply with demand and/or im-

prove global efficiency [177]. While the SC industry has tremendous growth potential, it

suffers from a wide variety of SCM problems [178], such as the need for trust among stake-

holders (related to their credibility) [179], the lack of information and traceability that is

increasingly demanded by end users[180] and the difficulty of handling uncertainties [181],

delays or disruptions [182]. The SCM revolution is dependent on accurate and effective

data management so that data gathered from SCs can be processed, incorporated and

recovered, with high quality and reliability.

Trust and information sharing are two key factors for almost every SC [183] [184]. Trust

has been shown to be a strong measure of an SC’s success and to foster revenue growth

and increased efficiency. In assessing trust and information sharing in an SC, studies typi-

cally focus on demand and inventory data [185]. The Bullwhip Effect (BWE) is one of the

most well-known SC shortcomings. BWE refers to the potential of replenishment orders

to increase variability, as its implications are processed through a SC. The information in

such a chain is distorted as smooth final consumer demand trends are turned into highly

chaotic demand patterns for suppliers. BWE is distinguished by order oscillations at each

SC stage and the acceleration of these oscillations away from the marketplace to higher

down the chain. Among the first researchers to identify this effect, then called "Demand

Amplification", was Forrester [186]. MIT’s Beer Game[187] is a very popular and widely

used scenario for bullwhip effect analysis [188]. Lee et al. [79] identified five key reasons

for BWE: demand signalling, order batching, fluctuation in prices, lead times and game

rationing due to supply shortage.

Blockchain technology is one of the most effective approaches to address the aforemen-

tioned issues [189]. Blockchain is a ledger that is distributed and decentralized, consisting
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of an increasingly long list of records, called blocks, chained in a sequential sequence and

operated by a peer-to-peer network [190]. To validate a new block, each node within a

network has a private copy of its ledger and must agree to a protocol. Therefore it is not

necessary that the participating nodes know the identity of each other. In essence, the

addition of a new block is globally managed by a shared protocol to maintain consistency

between different copies. Because of its features, blockchain was originally used for bitcoin

[191]. A blockchain can be public or private, a public blockchain is one in which anyone

can participate and all transactions are recorded publicly, whereas a private blockchain

functions in a closed network. In the context of SCs, many of the intrinsic features of

public blockchain systems are irrelevant. SC stakeholders are authenticated and known

to each other in the majority of effective SCM applications. Therefore in SCM, a private

permissioned blockchain is best for sharing sensitive data [192]. It’s worthwhile mention-

ing that a private blockchain can also be a permissioned network, with different access

levels allowing for different levels of participation, such as Corda Network [193].

A few of the recent technical innovations, such as cloud computing [194], Internet of

Things (IoT) [195], cyber-physical systems (CPS) [196], artificial intelligence (AI) [197]

and blockchain [198] have paved the way for substantial advancements in the SC sector

(see [199, 200, 201]). Cloud computing has lately emerged as a strong alternative for in-

formation sharing and digitizing real-time data in SC [202]. Implementing a cloud-based

platform may assist organizations in better coordinating all SC partners and obtaining

more reliable data for demand forecasts [203]. In comparison to a cloud, blockchain clearly

has the higher ground [204]. A cloud is a virtual space where a user can access data. While

the cloud cannot ensure 100 % integrity and tamper-free data, blockchain provides strong

security by employing a range of encryption and hashing algorithms, blockchain does not

rely on any central third party and data integrity and tamper-free data are guaranteed

[205]. Another factor is cost, cloud computing solutions are less expensive when utilized

on an ad-hoc basis, but when used on a regular basis and with predictable workloads, they

are more expensive [206]. Blockchain has a number of advantages that make it a better

choice for SC businesses [207, 208].
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Furthermore, despite the benefits of blockchain, there are still a number of obstacles to

overcome when it comes to implementing it in SC. Stakeholders are concerned about shar-

ing demand and inventory data on a blockchain with other businesses [15]. As demand

data is confidential, disclosing it could damage a business’ financial and competitive posi-

tion. Businesses are believed to be unwilling to give the data needed to reduce BWE via a

blockchain, without first establishing trust. Therefore one way to improve trust and data

accuracy is by integrating a trust management system into a supply chain blockchain.

One of the key issues of blockchain distributed computing is the problem of consensus

[209]. Each transaction is distributed and verified across a network of nodes running the

blockchain protocol. In the literature, the issue of consensus has been widely explored,

but its application in the blockchain area has given the motivation to develop innovative

ideas for blockchain systems architecture [210]. Owing to its decentralized existence, the

proof-of-work (PoW) [211] consensus algorithm is commonly used in blockchain frame-

works. Conventional consensus algorithms, such as PoW, takes more time and energy,

resulting in excessive latency and low throughput. An alternate consensus approach that

is gaining momentum, is called “Proof of Authority” (PoA) [173], where transactions are

validated by validators and participants can gain the right to be such validators. As a

result, without the need to spend large amounts of computing power and energy, PoA

achieves the same mining effect as the usual PoW approach.

The existing PoA algorithm may not be a suitable choice for a larger network because of

its static nature. PoA encourages network monopolization and centralization, making it

unsuitable for SCM applications. As there is no competition for the few authority nodes

who obtain the privilege to validate blocks, this results in a mining monopoly [25]. To

prevent this monopolizing a decentralized consensus mechanism, based on a trust score is

proposed, which inherits the advantages of PoA in terms of energy and transaction effi-

ciency, but can better select validators. It is challenging to apply since the uncertainty that

leads to inaccurate selection is implicit: the algorithm could overlook competent miners

without knowledge of the mining skill of unknown candidates. And when facing appli-

cants who were previously chosen due to their unpredictable actions, the algorithm can

nevertheless make incorrect choices, such as being inaccessible due to energy shortages or
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malicious attacks. To overcome these challenges, a consensus algorithm based on random

selection is proposed, along with a scoring mechanism. The selection process is intended

to randomly select miners with high trust scores and availability.

Despite the potential, the study of establishing a full information-sharing SC model based

on BCT and trust has not been addressed earlier. Therefore understanding how to build

trust among partners is critical to ensure that all information is communicated in real-time

and thereby reduce demand and inventory amplification. From a strategic perspective, it

is evident that sharing full information with more businesses in a more explicit manner

may result in greater advantage, as well as a greater risk. This research attempts to inves-

tigate certain fundamental concerns in order for businesses involved in an SC to strike the

optimal balance between minimizing BWE and inventory costs and sharing information.

4.1.1 Chapter Contributions

To achieve that, this chapter makes the following contributions:

• An information-sharing model is implemented based on a private permissioned blockchain

for a complex SC scenario. The implications of full information sharing on minimiz-

ing BWE, inventory variance and costs are investigated.

• A trust system is proposed, which takes into consideration the authenticity of data.

To eliminate monopolies, authority is kept decentralized while identities remain

anonymous.

• The correlations between the proposed blockchain-based framework and its manage-

rial implications are discussed.

4.1.2 Chapter Organization

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces an SC data-sharing

model and its components. In Section 4.3, the proposed blockchain-based SCM model is
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presented with the improved trust consensus protocol. Section 4.4 describes the details of

the experimental evaluation of the proposal. Finally, Section 4.5 gives the conclusion.

4.2 Data Sharing in Blockchain-based Supply Chains

A supply chain analysis framework has been created to carry out a "what-if" case as-

sessment to quantitatively analyze the advantages that businesses would achieve in a

blockchain-enabled supply chain. This captures the network of the manufacturer, sup-

plier, distributor and retailer, the distribution of products and information between them

and all the major processes of an organization, production and distribution.

Let us consider a conventional four-echelon SC consisting of a supplier, a manufacturer, a

distributor and a retailer, as shown in Figure 4.1. In each period t, each echelon I accepts

orders from its downstream partner I − 1, fulfils these orders from its own stock and then

issues an order O to echelon I +1. The observed demand at the end of period t is denoted

by dt. The retailer has met the customer’s demand dt at time period t. The retailer then

assesses its inventory and places an order with the distributor to replenish it. The replen-

ishing lead time from the distributor to the retailer is denoted by l4. This order will be

delivered to the retailer at the start of the time period t+1+ lr. The distributor perceives

the retailer’s order as a demand, and it keeps an eye on its inventory levels. It will place

an order from its upstream echelon if there isn’t enough stock. The replenishment lead

time from the manufacturer to the distributor is denoted by l3. Thus the distributor will

get the order at t+1+ ld. When the manufacturer receives the order from the distributor,

it examines its inventory level as well. If there is not enough stock, the manufacturer must

place an order with their supplier to restock their inventory. Similarly, the lead time from

the supplier to the manufacturer is denoted by l2. Hence, the manufacturer will receive

the order at time t + 1 + lm. An echelon’s lead time L is defined as the period between

placing an order and receiving it, and it is considered to be stochastic, independent and

uniformly distributed. As a result, each time an order is generated, a random integer L is

assigned to it, which corresponds to the number of periods required for it to arrive. After
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L time, the order is accomplished and returned to the previous echelon at the beginning

of period t + L. When placing an order, it is assumed that no fixed order costs would be

incurred and that unit inventory holding costs and shortage costs will continue to remain

constant over time.[212].

Let dt, where t = 1, 2,..., be the demand process at time t.

Dt = d + pDt-1 + q (4.1)

where d > 0 is a prior estimation of average demand at period 1; −1 ≤ p ≤ 1 and

−1 ≤ q ≤ 1 are constant coefficients representing the correlation between current demand

and previous demand and retailer action, respectively; Following is a description of the

retailer’s net inventory level:

It = It-1 + qt-L − dt-1 (4.2)

where It is the net inventory at the beginning of time t, which is on-hand inventory,

whereas a negative value of net inventory indicates a back-order condition on customer

demand.

Figure 4.1: A multi-echelon SC with demand and lead time variations.
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4.2.1 Assumptions

The following assumptions are provided in the SC model.

• The retailer follows the end customer’s demand and uses the (Q, R) inventory policy

(explained in the next subsection) to establish orders at the upper tier.

• The manufacturer has an infinite capacity for any amount requested by the retailer

to be produced.

• Unfulfilled orders are not lost at any stage due to being out of stock, rather they

become backlogs, to be completed as soon as the inventory is restored, as the backlog

is more cost-effective than lost sales [213].

• Orders are either positive or zero, cancellations are allowed.

• The actual demand is not known in advance.

• Only a single product is considered.

• Information delay is simulated as a shift in the time dimension of information con-

cerning demand.

• The cost of transportation, production and transportation lead time are not consid-

ered.

4.2.2 Inventory Policy

An inventory system is a set of rules that are used to manage inventory levels under con-

trol. The two most common replenishment policies are the Continuous Review Policy

and the Periodic Review Policy. The Continuous Review Policy is a policy that checks

inventory on a regular basis and orders Q quantities when the inventory level reaches the

reorder point R [214]. On the other hand, the Periodic Review Policy monitors the physi-

cal supply of inventories at regular intervals and places orders for a maximum quantity of
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inventory [215]. The periodic review policy involves calculating and recording inventory

over a specified period of time, but the continuous review policy necessitates calculating

and recording each item from the time it was removed from the inventory.

For a variety of reasons, the Continuous Review Inventory Policy is chosen over the Pe-

riodic Review Policy for the proposed framework. A continuous review strategy has the

advantage of allowing for real-time inventory counts, making it easier to decide whether

or not to restock items. Furthermore it facilitates accurate accounting calculations. A pe-

riodic review could save time when reviewing inventory levels, but there could be errors in

determining the amount of inventory at times of high sales volume, which has a significant

impact on accounting inaccuracies. [216].

4.2.2.1 Continuous Review Inventory Policy

Each echelon is presumed to follow a continuous review (Q, R) inventory policy to handle

their inventory. The two parameters to be determined under the policy are replenishment

quantity, Q and reorder amount, R. As the on-hand stock level crosses level R, Q is

ordered from the next upstream echelon. If there is an adequate inventory on hand for the

upper echelon to satisfy the requirement, the order lead time would be limited, as it only

requires transport time. Otherwise there would be more delay as the lead time requires

the production time plus the transportation time. If the lead time is constant, the reorder

point (ROP) is determined as the amount of demand during the lead time plus the safety

inventory [217]:

ROP = d̄ × Lt + σ2
Demand ×

√
Lt (4.3)

where

d̄ – average demand

Lt – lead time (assumed to always be the same)

σ2
Demand – standard deviation of demand

Here it is assumed that demand is a random variable with a normal distribution and that

the average and standard deviation are the same every day.

The simplest method to determine safety stock (SS) when dealing with uncertainties and
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multiple variables, is to utilize standard deviation to determine supply and demand vari-

ances.

SS = σd ×
√

Lt × Z (4.4)

where σ2
d is the standard deviation of demand,

√
Lt is the deviation of lead time and Z

is the desired service level. The service level factor refers to determining the appropriate

service level for a given product by balancing inventory costs against stock-out costs [218].

The higher the desired service level, the more safety stock is required. The objective is to

maintain a standard service level of 90% to 95% in the suggested framework.

4.2.3 Performance Measures

Three of the most often employed metrics are used to evaluate performance in the litera-

ture, due to their practical importance [219]. The goal of this analysis is to examine the

effect of the sharing of blockchain-enabled information in a multi-echelon supply chain,

in terms of the amplification of demand fluctuations and the subsequent inventory and

cost performance across the supply chain. Three efficiency metrics are considered for this

purpose: BWE ratio, inventory variance ratio and system cost.

4.2.3.1 Quantifying the BWE

The BWE ratio reflects the expansion of demand variability in the supply chain [220]. The

coefficient of variation, variance, or standard deviation will calculate this variability. The

order rate variance ratio (OrVr) and stock variance ratio, are the most common measures

to calculate BWE. The variance ratio of the order rate is given by the variance of the

order size, divided by the demand variance.

OrV r =
σ2

Orders

σ2Demand
(4.5)

The larger OrVr is, the stronger is BWE. It is also called BWE variance amplification

(BwVA) [221]. The purpose of simulating a traditional SC model is to examine the fluc-

tuations in demand variability due to lead time at each tier. The uncertainty in the SC
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can be calculated by taking into account the demand placed on the next echelon from the

previous echelon and the order. As the demand is variable and varies during each cycle,

it is possible to measure the mean and standard deviation. The standard deviation of

demand is calculated at each echelon and then this ratio is used to measure BWE between

each echelon.

4.2.3.2 Inventory Variance Ratio

The second metric is called the ratio of inventory variation, which was introduced to mea-

sure the degree of inventory consistency [222]. This quantifies the net inventory variations

σ2
NI relative to the fluctuations in the variability of demand σ2

D. The spike in inventory

instability can also be calculated as the supply chain steps up. An increased inventory vari-

ation ratio will result in a higher cost of keeping and backlog, reduced quality of operation

and increased total cost per cycle of inventory.

InV r =
σ2

NI

σ2D
(4.6)

4.2.3.3 System Cost

In order to quantify the system’s efficiency, system cost also needs to be measured. Moti-

vated from the work of [223], the overall cost over time t is:

Costt = B.Ib(t) + Hs.Is(t) + Hr.Ir(t) (4.7)

where B is the cost of back-order as demand arises but is not fulfilled, Hs is the cost

of keeping the serviceable inventory, Hr is the cost of holding the recoverable inventory.

Ib, Is and Ir are the back-orders, serviceable inventory and recoverable inventory during

time t, respectively. Serviceable inventory includes finished products that are ready for

sale, while recoverable inventory includes no longer needed used products returned to the

manufacturer, which is considered for re-manufacturing (see e.g., [224, 225] among others).

Often items are returned to recoverable inventory after a consumer has used an item and

is unsatisfied. Customer demand is met by a serviceable inventory that can be replenished
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through manufacturing or re-manufacturing. Transportation costs and lost sales are not

considered in the proposed framework.

4.3 Trust in Blockchain-based Supply Chains

The Byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) [226] algorithm plays a crucial role in the blockchain

ecosystem and is a powerful candidate in permissioned environments. BFT-like algorithms

have been studied extensively with the objective of replacing PoW while maintaining

sufficient fault tolerance.

PoA [173] is a new family of BFT algorithms that has recently gained interest because

of the efficiency and fault tolerance offered. The core PoA impression is that it waives

decentralization and allows more powerful centralized systems. Although this makes PoA

an appealing option for broad logistical businesses, it does carry some concern [227]. PoA

systems do have high throughput but as elements of immutability come to the forefront,

such as censorship and blacklisting, these can become a problem. Another limitation is that

PoA validators’ identities are transparent to all and this could possibly lead to exploitation

by third parties. For example, if an opponent tries to compromise a PoA-based network,

they can attempt to influence publicly known validators to behave dishonestly. Although

PoA is less energy-intensive, when compared with PoW and will validate blocks in a shorter

period, the following limitations make it unsuitable in the corporate sector.

1. Lack of decentralization.

2. Censorship and blacklisting

3. Visible Identities of validators.

4.3.1 Improved PoA Consensus Algorithm

Thus during the consensus process, the biggest drawback of this consensus algorithm

is the possibility of centralization and monopoly. However a centralized aspect can be
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avoided to restrict the conduct of autocracy in a network and to resolve single-point-of-

failure problems [228]. The algorithm to do this is presented in this section, it has been

optimized to improve upon the problems above.

4.3.1.1 System Initialization

To join a network, all network nodes should have their identities verified by the CA.

Each participating node has its own public and private keys, as well as encryption and

decryption certificates. The identities of each node have been kept private to maintain

anonymity within the framework.

4.3.1.2 Trust Contact

The major purpose of the suggested algorithm is to evaluate the SC participants’ cred-

ibility. To give a quantitative metric of trust, each node in the SC network is given a

trust score. The trust contract is used to compute the trust of the node for a trade event

happening between two nodes that occurs at time t. At the time (t0), when a node joins

the network for the first time, it has no previous trust score (TNode0). Therefore the

initial trust score is assigned to the node (TNode0 = TrustMin), which is the least trust

score that each node must retain in order to continue participating in the network. The

validator’s trust is based on their previous encounters with each other. Each transaction

steadily builds the node’s trust score. The trust values of nodes fluctuate depending on

their actions. Their trust values fall if they conduct themselves badly; otherwise, they

grow. Stakeholders can provide a rating to a transaction based on their individual expe-

riences. This can be accomplished by expressing satisfaction with a transaction (with 0

denoting dissatisfaction and 1 denoting complete satisfaction). The equation is:

T Score = Esuc \ Etot (4.8)

where T Score denotes the score for the transaction experience; and Etot is the total number

of interactions; Esuc is the number of successful interactions. Trust scores are calculated
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on a continuous basis and stored in the profiles of stakeholders. For the framework, Zou

et al. [117] the proposed trust management is adopted. To generate the overall trust score

Trust(Δn) for a stakeholder at time Δt, the trust scores are applied to the current and

past SC events as follows:

Trust(Δt) =
t=i∑
t=0

TrustNode(t) (4.9)

where TrustNode(t0) is the initial trust score of the stakeholder and TrustNode(ti) is the

current trust score of the stakeholder, happening at Δtt.

The consensus mechanism is built on a fair balance of trust and accountability across all

network participants. The most significant characteristics of any network are transaction

and business activity, which are represented by trust scores.

4.3.1.3 Validator Selection

When it comes to selecting authority nodes, the algorithm selects a fixed number of au-

thority nodes based on their highest trust scores (TrustMax= 2000 ). In order to decrease

the predictability of the authority nodes and ensure that the chosen node has more cred-

ibility (trust score), randomization in the selection of the authority nodes is proposed.

By default, three nodes are picked as authority nodes each round; however the number

of authority nodes can be changed as the network grows. Often network congestion and

node synchronization issues may cause transactions to be lost or delayed [229]. However

PoA takes less time to synchronize since only authority nodes need to validate transac-

tions. Additionally validation is completed in a single round [230]. Therefore in the event

of network congestion, the number of authority nodes can be increased to a substantial

percentage of validators without jeopardizing transactions. The selection and consensus

processes of validators in the enhanced PoA algorithm, are unaffected by network expan-

sion because of the inherited characteristics of PoA. Furthermore, the proposed approach

is considered to be a better alternative, since it provides trust, as opposed to PoA which

promotes network monopolization and centralization. The workflow for the improved PoA
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algorithm is given in Figure 4.2. Whenever an authority node conducts an attack by mak-

ing fraudulent verification and/or packaging false transactions into a block, their trust

scores decline as a result of their negative conduct. This study uses a trust-based selection

mechanism, where authority nodes are chosen based on the combination of randomness

and trust scores. Therefore there is no way to predict which node will be picked as a

validator. The nodes with the highest trust scores have an equal probability of being

selected. How to select authority nodes correctly and effectively is key to the algorithm.

According to their trust scores, consensus nodes are chosen randomly from many nodes.

4.3.1.4 Consensus Process

All the transactions are obtained and validated by the validator nodes when a block is

created and distributed through the network. Finally a block is mined by the authority

nodes and synchronizes data to other nodes for validation and clarification. Other nodes

can obtain and validate the block by checking the authority node’s trust score. Every

authority node has the authority to mine 100 blocks (Authduration = 100 blocks). After

mining 100 blocks, the algorithm replaces the current validator with another validator.

Note that the authority nodes do not remain in place indefinitely, their position changes

according to their reputation score. This will strengthen the decentralization of the system

and eliminate monopolization of validation. If an authority node fabricates a block, it will

get a lower trust score and will be downgraded by losing the right to be an authority node

for further rounds. Through dynamic selection, the algorithm regulates the network nodes

such that the number of nodes involved in the consensus remains constant and each node

has an equal opportunity to become an authority node.

4.3.1.5 Trust Score Update

Note from section 4.3.1.2, that in order to participate in the network, each node must

maintain a certain degree of trust score. However when a seller’s reputation improves or

deteriorates, this trust value must be revised. Therefore when a round of consensus is
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Figure 4.2: Working of enhanced PoA algorithm.

completed, each node’s new trust value is updated and recorded in their profile on the

blockchain, where it can be viewed and validated by other nodes. A trust score can be
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positive or negative, solely based on their transactions and the responses from other nodes.

Therefore a node’s trust score influences its chances of becoming a validator node during

the validator selection phase. The trust score has a range of [0, 1].

In addition to the trust score, various application-specific variables, such as customer

experience, could have an influence on a node’s trust score. Thus the trust score of a node

can be calculated as:

TrustNode = Trust(Δt) + Qn (4.10)

Where Trust(Δt) is the overall trust score of a stakeholder and fn is the quality score from

a customer. The enhanced algorithm also preserves the benefits of the BFT algorithm,

such as low latency and high throughput. Since blockchain is a decentralized environment

without overarching control, to derive their current trust scores, the nodes are constantly

reassessed. All transactions are given the trust score of the initiator of the transaction

(trust score of the sender node).

4.4 Evaluation and Results

In this section, a detailed description of the proposed model is explained, along with the

system components and critical considerations.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed framework was tested on an Intel Core i7 64-bit, 3.4 GHz machine with

an 8 MB cache and 16 GB of RAM running Windows, and simulations were performed

using Python 2.7. For analysis, modelling and simulation, a variety of python libraries

were utilized, e.g. the NumPy package made the simulation run faster by assisting with

various types of scientific calculations. Two scenarios are considered for this research:

• In the first scenario, referred to as Scenario 1 (traditional SC without blockchain ),

due to low trust, no information about demand data and lead times is exchanged
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between tiers.

• In the second scenario, known as Scenario 2 (blockchain-enabled Information Shar-

ing), information about demand data and lead times are exchanged by each stake-

holder in real-time and are accessible to all.

4.4.2 Certificate Authority (CA)

The proposed framework assumes that each SC entity is a trusted SC participant who

has been issued a public/private key pair by a trustworthy CA. It makes use of existing

public key infrastructure (PKI), in which a certificate authority (CA) acts as a trusted

third party to issue public-key certificates for the verification and validation of a user’s

public key [231, 232]. Based on the X.509 standard [233], the PKI is a hierarchical tree

structure of CA’s with a CA that creates, distributes, verifies and revokes users’ public-

key certificates. A CA also documents the relationship between stakeholders and their

individual identities. If necessary, a CA can disclose the real identities of the stakeholders.

4.4.3 Proof of Concept Implementation

The following steps and Figure 4.3 define the blockchain-coordinated SCM framework:

1. Initially, using the original identity, each stakeholder who wants to access the network

is registered with a CA. A certificate for each stakeholder is created by the CA after

verification. As they are registered in the blockchain, all operations undertaken by

a CA are transparent.

2. The stakeholders entering the network for the first time (without a prior reputation

score) will be given a minimum trust score.

3. The stock inventory is initialized when an order arrives at the retailer. The demand

quantity is recorded in the blockchain, to evaluate the demand deviation. Next,

depending on the existing volume of inventory, the retailer evaluates if the demand
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quantity can be fulfilled. The demand quantity is then excluded from the inventory

if the inventory is greater than or equal to the demand quantity. Alternatively,

the demand quantity becomes backlogged and the order will be sent to the upper

echelon.

4. An order is put at the next upper echelon when the relative inventory volume is lower

than or equal to ROP. The information sent to the next upper echelon includes order

ID and order quantity. Information on the lead time of this order is sent back from

the next upper echelon and information regarding the order, including order ID, date

of release, lead time and order quantity, is also recorded on the blockchain.

5. When the delivery date arrives, an order is shipped. Information about order ID

and actual delivery date will also be submitted to the upper echelon. The current

level of stock is changed and the order is discarded from the order receipt list.

6. As the lower echelon gets the order distribution details from the next upper tier, the

replenishment quantity is added to the existing inventory. Afterwards the estimated

lead time is revised in case it is different from the order lead time.

7. In order to calculate the variance of the order placed and the demand received

to measure the BWE ratio, the received order quantity is also recorded on the

blockchain and calculated according to Equation 4.6.

8. Inventory review is conducted to check whether the relative level of inventory is

less than or equal to ROP. If relevant, the order quantity is put on the next upper

echelon.

9. The retailer receives its order and gives a rating score to the supplier based on

the service level. Furthermore, the trust score is stored in the blockchain with the

associated profile.

10. Steps 1-9 are repeated for other stakeholders when they get a demanded quantity

from their next lower echelon.
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11. Based on the corresponding trust scores over time t; a stakeholder is awarded au-

thority.

Figure 4.3: Blockchain coordinated SCM framework.

4.4.4 Security and Privacy Analysis

The proposed private permissioned blockchain for fair data sharing meets all the key secu-

rity standards, including single registration, encryption and stakeholder anonymity. The

model is also predicated on two main assumptions: a completely trusted permissioned

network and access control. The suggested architecture employs cutting-edge secure en-

cryption and intrusion detection technologies. In this section, the proposed architecture’s

security was evaluated in order to demonstrate that it satisfies security standards and is

both attack-resistant and compliant.

• Whitewashing attack: A whitewashing attack is performed by a stakeholder when it
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rejoins a network with a new identity and thereby acquires a new trust score. If the

adversary’s registration is revoked and it attempts to register again, it would fail in

the proposed scheme. Since all stakeholders are registered in the approved network

by a CA, who are all called reputable entities, the likelihood of a whitewashing attack

is considered negligible.

• Privacy Preserving: Every stakeholder gets its unique identity from a CA after a

successful registration. The events are initiated and checked by the stakeholders

using their identities. CA keeps track of the identities (pseudonyms) of the par-

ticipants and their original identities. Using the ECDSA signature technique [234],

stakeholders’ anonymity is maintained. Because of the pseudonyms, an adversary

would be unable to link the data to the original identities of the stakeholders and so

this is how it prevents bad-mouthing attacks. Since the identities of the participat-

ing nodes are not known to each other, identities are protected. Thus a node cannot

submit negative feedback to an honest node in order to damage its reputation.

4.4.4.1 Cost Analysis

Cost is the relative metric of BWE and for businesses, this measure is more important

since the goal of each business is to increase their benefits, rather than reduce BWE. The

cost consequences of sharing were analyzed in both scenarios. The overall costs of the two

scenarios are listed in Table 4.1. The cost is given in USD. It is obvious from the table

that with blockchain-enabled information sharing, SC costs are significantly reduced.

Table 4.1 illustrates a clearer picture of total inventory cost savings in the SC after the

introduction of blockchain. For both of the scenarios examined, no costs were associated

with transportation or lost sales. The simulation reveals that blockchain-based data shar-

ing delivers very good efficiency with a cumulative cost reduction of 75%. The total cost

consists of an inventory-keeping cost of 97.3% and a back-order cost of 2.7%. The average

performance across tiers is close, but performance enhancement is more noticeable as the
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the overall system cost.

Cumulative cost in $

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Retailer 2500 1160

Distributor 6066 1324

Manufacturer 6779 1308

Supplier 5075 1275

Total 20,420 5,067

upstream is spread over longer lead times than downstream. It is also important to note

that the costs involved with BWE have a larger influence on upstream SC parties (e.g.,

manufacturers), while the costs associated with the accumulation of total stock would

mostly affect the downstream tiers (e.g., retailers). It’s obvious from the table statics that

with complete visibility, the upstream tiers had significant cost reduction.

By providing stakeholders with access to demand data throughout the SC, it is straightfor-

ward for them to minimize costs, reduce BWE and improve inventory planning. Blockchain

negates the need for an intermediary, allowing distributed data to be shared directly with

entities, reducing information asymmetry, lowering costs and increasing trust, resulting in

high data integrity and robustness.

4.4.5 Performance Evaluation

4.4.5.1 Scenario 1 Analysis

In scenario 1, a four-echelon linear SC is simulated: retailer, distributor, manufacturer

and supplier. For each echelon, the assumption here is that the replenishment lead period

is 1 week. The run length of the simulation model was set for 40 weeks. The inventory

holding cost is 0.50 per week per unit of inventory, the backlog cost is 1 per week per

unit of inventory and the starting inventory equals 15 units for each node. After ob-

taining raw data from simulations, statistical analysis was used to measure the proposed
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research objectives. Simulation data can be accessed at https://research.unsw.edu.

au/projects/cross-disciplinary-optimisation-under-capability-context.

4.4.5.2 Scenario 2 Analysis

In scenario 2, the behavior of another blockchain-enabled SC model has been studied. This

experiment considers a dynamic SC with several uncertain parameters, the same as in sce-

nario 1. Blockchain, as an encrypted digital ledger, can serve as a centralized database and

provide real-time access to all records, as well as transparent and synchronized updates.

All entities produce their predictions from the same information and demand data, thus

further minimizing variations in production down the SC. With blockchain, entities have

increased visibility across the SC, i.e., when data is added by a downstream entity, the

upstream entities will immediately have the same degree of access to it, regardless of the

number of other entities in between them.

The validation of the above statement was carried out by comparing the results of the

simulation obtained in scenario 2 with the results of the amplification of BWE variance

and order’s standard deviation obtained from the base model. In the simulations with the

blockchain-enabled SC, information lead time is not eliminated, but there can be a phys-

ical lead time. To address this problem, the same tier has multiple stakeholders, allowing

the retailer to immediately place a new order with a different supplier in the event that

an existing order is cancelled.

From Figure 4.4, it is obvious that in scenarios 1 and 2, BWE continues (i.e., BWE >1) and

cannot be absolutely prevented. However with the blockchain-enabled SC (i.e., scenario

2), BWE is substantially diminished. Scenario 1 reveals the largest BWE influence with

a geometrically increasing ratio as it travels from retailer to supplier. Scenario 2 reflects

that the demand variance has no effect and the effect only comes from physical lead time

(as we have no information on lead time with blockchain ). A substantial decline in the

impact of bullwhip occurs with shared demand information for the supply chain (bullwhip

decreases by 99% for retailers ’R3, R2, R1’, 98% for manufacturers ’M2, M1’ and 97%

for suppliers ’S3, S2, S1’). This is attributed to the reduced loss of supply provided by
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the ’M’ manufacturer. Therefore incorporating blockchain in an SC is an efficient way to

manage BWE and enhance the efficiency of SCM.

After the implementation of the blockchain-enabled SC, the upstream SC members can

Figure 4.4: BWE ratio comparison.

immediately consider the demand data of the downstream members and can quickly re-

spond to the orders of downstream members, the demand of downstream companies is also

rapidly known. There is only a very low risk of unknown variations, so there is no need to

retain a high degree of inventory in the SC to avoid out-of-stock situations. From Figure

4.5, performance in terms of the inventory variance ratio (InVr) largely parallels BWE in

Figure 4.4. The lack of information sharing contributes to a significant rise in inventory

variance going upstream in the SC. Blockchain collaboration has a local and global effect:

the inventory variation ratio falls from 20.38 to 12.19 at the distributor (local effect) and

from 7.38 to 5.19 at the supplier (global effect).

In this set of experiments, a Continuous Review Inventory Policy [235] is utilized and it

is obvious from the graph that the inventory level dropped 75% for the suppliers. As the

retailers always face the demands of end consumers and address them in a timely man-

ner, the retailer should coordinate the actual demand information so that the upstream

companies in the SC can have real-time downstream market information. So the inven-

tory strategy is implemented without needing to hold unnecessary inventory to satisfy the

demands of downstream companies.
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Figure 4.5: Average values of inventory variance ratio for scenario 1 and 2.

4.4.5.3 Impact of Order Lead Time

In this analysis, many stochastic variables in the dynamic SC, including consumer demand

and lead times, act as random sources. Thus it is crucial to identify the behavior of

the system under various settings of stochastic factors and their consequences. Previous

research has looked into the effect of lead time on BWE; however, there is no blockchain-

based solution in the existing literature [236, 237]. Therefore the goal of the blockchain-

enabled data-sharing architecture is to explore the effect of lead time on demand variance.

In addition, the trust consensus was improved and experiments with and without data

sharing were conducted.

The results can be seen in Figure 4.6. The graph clearly shows that demand increases as it

moves from consumer to supplier, which reflects a higher BWE. Variation is very small at

the retailer, as its nearest to the demand. So it should be easier to observe and estimate

demand at this level. However the instructions sent to the distributor influence the order

variance of the distributor. Owing to the rise in demand variation, the upper echelon would

have higher demand variance. The combined effect of the lead time variation, on the other

hand, tends to strongly influence the upper echelons, especially the manufacturer. Due

to the lead times of the corresponding stages, a disparity in the peak is also induced. It

can be seen that the magnitude of BWE is significant relative to lead time e.g., for the
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distribution when demand variance is 250 then BWE is 4.59 and without variance is 3.59.

In other words, when the lead time is greater, BWE is more apparent.

Figure 4.6: Demand variance, with and without lead time.

4.4.5.4 Impact of Order Cancellations

Uncertainty in development environments plays a significant role in evaluating expected

customer order lead times. Many of these uncertainties are due to complex development

processes and have large effects on efficiency. A significant step in increasing the robust-

ness of production preparation is the integration of these considerations into the collection

of expected lead times. Many areas of costs and management are influenced by lead time

instability. When a retailer cancels an order because the upper echelon is unable to meet

the order on schedule, then lead time increases and the holding cost of the upper echelon

increases and BWE worsens. On the contrary, when a customer wishes to cancel their

order because of stock out, they have probably found an alternative source for their prod-

uct. Many businesses would ensure that their main products have more than one point of

supply; thus buying from an alternative could be better than waiting for an order to be

completed.

Tan [81] believed that bullwhip’s impact is caused by the cancellation of customer orders.
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They find that cancellations are a significant source of distortion of inventory information

that raises overall system costs. A cancelled order can be expensive for the manufacturer,

not only in missed sales but also in the procurement of raw materials or components car-

ried out for a cancelled order of a client. Outdated, slow-moving, or unsalable products

cost money, not just due to their purchase price, but also in inventory carrying costs. In

Figure 4.7 it can be observed that when an order is cancelled due to increased physical

lead time [238], that the system cost increases proportionally. In this set of experiments,

manufacturers must deliver under the time they pledge in their contract. So if a retailer

has been waiting for an order to come for a long time and it still has not been delivered

after the stated time period, the retailer can cancel the order and simultaneously place

the order with another manufacturer who is able to deliver their order on time.

With blockchain information sharing, the retailer can identify how many units of item

inventory the manufacturers have and the volume they will need to generate for the man-

ufacture of their goods at the time of order placement. As a result, the retailer’s lead

time is less than it would be if there was no sharing of information. The system’s cost

is further reduced by allowing retailers to make their own decisions. The experiments

show that blockchain can help solve this challenge by allowing multiple stakeholders to

share inventory and availability for upcoming orders, saving time and improving system

performance.

Figure 4.7: Analysis of order cancellation in terms of increasing cost with lead time.
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4.4.6 Supply Chain Costs

By providing stakeholders with access to demand data throughout their SC, it is straight-

forward for them to minimize costs, reduce BWE and improve inventory planning. A

noticeable distinction between the two scenarios can be observed in Figure 4.8, where in-

ventory holding and shortage costs appear to be linearly linked to the total stock variance.

Also BWE, total stock amplification and variability costs (that arise from unpredictable

scheduling) are linearly linked to order variance. From the analysis, the lowest total costs

are in scenario 2, a result that was anticipated considering the efficiencies presented in

the first framework. The different tiers have lower costs of inventory, cost back order and

total cost as compared to the traditional SC. In scenario 1, shortages and backlog order

costs for the supplier are quite high, while in scenario 2, they are zero, which means that

all orders have been met. The shortages and back orders are minimized from high to

zero, ensuring that the supplier never goes out of stock and can meet all the orders issued

by the retailers, as the latter provides accurate information about lead time and demand

via the blockchain. This demonstrates that using the proposed framework stimulates cost

savings, while also increasing profits for supply chain participants. The blockchain supply

chain’s holding costs have been lowered. This is due to the effects of data sharing in real-

time. While scenario 2’s inventory level is high to mitigate shortages at the retailer and

distributor stages, and this raises the overall inventory level and thus the holding cost,

this is still lower than for scenario 1. The results demonstrate that blockchain technology

is a cost-effective method to solve problems of coordination and trust in an SC and to

minimize the negative impact of data asymmetry on an SC’s levels.

4.4.7 Comparison of PoA and Improved PoA Algorithm

The improved PoA incorporates a trust-based selection mechanism, in which authority

nodes are picked using a combination of trust scores and randomization, based on their

transactions and the responses from other nodes. On the other hand, PoA will consider

predetermined validators for mining, without including their current behavior in the eval-
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Figure 4.8: Cost analysis of both scenarios.

uation. The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate how trust evolves when adopting

the improved PoA algorithm, versus the PoA algorithm without a trust score.

In this experiment, nodes act honestly in a block cycle in order to raise their trust scores.

After a round of consensus, such nodes’ new trust scores are updated and recorded in

their profile. Figure 4.9 shows that the improved PoA detects the validators’ changing be-

Figure 4.9: Trust score evolution.

havior more quicker. Bad behavior is discovered through dynamic scoring, and malicious

peers are demotivated to continue their behaviors because it results in a lower trust score

(downgrade) and less acceptability in the network. Furthermore the malicious node is

demotivated to behave passively in the network because it has no possibility of improving
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its trust score. The improved PoA algorithm urges the nodes to stay active in all rounds.

On the other hand, since the reputation rankings are known in the PoA algorithm and

no rating is used, validators can act maliciously and may overlook honest transactions.

Therefore the improved PoA algorithm urges the nodes to stay active in all rounds and

instills trust throughout the SC, assisting the use of accessible data and data sharing.

4.4.8 Sensitivity Analysis

This section examined the model’s performance under various parameters and discuss

their impact by relaxing a few assumptions. In this analysis, stochastic variables in the

complex supply chain’s structure, including consumer demand and lead time functions, are

considered as random sources. To keep the computational effort reasonable, the impact

of lead-time and demand variance on BWE ratio, inventory variance ratio and cost were

concentrated. Changes to the demand parameter’s value are made while using a lead time

range of 10 to 20 days and considering the resulting costs. Such varied lead times increase

the uncertainty in an inventory environment between the demand obtained and orders

placed. Analysis of the order fluctuations reveals that due to the stochastic lead period,

even a slight deviation of mean demand will induce an increase in the variability of the

imposed orders. This represents that order heterogeneity greatly relies on lead time. If

lead time is stochastic, it is necessary to set the reorder point higher, which then involves

order quantity adjustment at each echelon. Therefore it is anticipated that the longer the

lead time, the stronger the effect on the inventory variance ratio and the order rate will

become more oscillatory under the same demand input.

Figure 4.10 clearly indicates that lead time has a major impact on inventory variance.

Since higher BWE raises inventory, this is not surprising, but also contributes to higher

costs. Subsequently, lead time often plays an important role and leads to a large rise in

overall costs.

Figure 4.11 demonstrates BWE, InVr and cost behavior under different values of demand

variation with lead time in order to determine the impact of demand variance. BWE tends
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(a) BWE. (b) Inventory variance
(InVr). (c) Cost.

Figure 4.10: The impact of the lead time parameter.

(a) BWE. (b) Inventory variance
(InVr). (c) Cost.

Figure 4.11: The impact of the consumer demand variance.

to increase slightly with the growth in demand variance, however, it has a huge impact

on cost. It does affect the InVr of all stakeholders, however, upstream participants face

larger effects. The research findings suggest that the rise in lead time leads to volatility in

inventory and thus will increase system cost. When businesses exchange their inventories

on a blockchain, this enables each business to make their own choices, based on shared,

comprehensive data and this would improve inventory visibility across businesses and make

lead times more predictable. Blockchain can significantly decrease lead times and increase

the profitability of many businesses by speeding up transactions, quickly locating logistical

issues and providing comprehensive data. Therefore blockchain can be a suitable candidate

for eliminating information lead time (which eventually reduces the physical lead time to

an extant) along with BWE.

BCT’s stability lies in the distribution structure of its shared records. The "mining" process

is established, such that an adversarial node must recalculate the cryptographic hash of

the whole blockchain if it tries to tamper with its data. Therefore if the entire SCM uses

a blockchain network, it ensures its integrity.
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4.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter focuses on merging data visibility and trust while exploring the adoption of

blockchain technology to reduce BWE in SCM. First, BWE is observed in SC and then

a blockchain architecture design was used to minimize it. Full sharing of demand data

has been shown to help improve the robustness of the overall performance in a multi-

echelon SC environment, especially for BWE mitigation and cumulative cost reduction.

It is observed that when it comes to providing access to data, information sharing using

a blockchain has some obvious benefits in an SC. Furthermore, when data sharing is

distributed, parties in the SC will have fair access to other parties’ data, even though

they are farther downstream. Sharing customer demand is important in an SC to enhance

decision-making, reduce costs and promote the final end product. This work also explores

the ability of blockchain technology as a solution in a distributed ledger approach to

creating a trust-enhanced environment where trust is established so that stakeholders can

share their information effectively.

The findings have managerial implications, as they can allow businesses to exchange real-

time data through BCT. Firstly, the research aids in identifying the key elements for

boosting BWE in supply chains, as well as how a blockchain-coordinated SC helps for BWE

minimization. With the use of BCT, the cost-efficiency of a supply chain would improve

in many aspects, such as reducing the need for third-party mediators, reducing processing

costs and eliminating system failures. The proposed model further improves the system’s

overall trustworthiness, such as data authenticity, by keeping authority distributed while

identities remain anonymous. Regardless of the consistency of existing coordination and

communication in an SCM, managers should look more closely at BCT. The findings

suggest that information lead time can be eliminated within a blockchain and thereby also

decrease physical lead times.

The proposed framework provides insights into the significance of SC information col-

laboration in reducing the bullwhip effect. In the event of a disruption in an SC, SC

coordination helps to minimize the bullwhip effect. The inventory level in the proposed
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framework stays below ROP throughout the period, avoiding queues and lowering inven-

tory costs. Furthermore the trust component gives stakeholders the confidence that they

can safely share their data. Our framework does have some restrictions, though, in that we

only take consumer demand and order data into account for BWE mitigation. However,

when information like inventory levels and work-in-progress levels are also accessible, and

all stakeholders can base forecasts on the same data, thus offering better visibility and

reducing BWE.
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Scalable blockchain for SCM

In the previous chapter, a blockchain-coordinated framework was developed to address the

data sharing, trust and privacy challenges of blockchain. The conducted research in the

preceding chapter demonstrated the effectiveness of blockchain-based information sharing

in supply chains, as well as how trust between partners tends to boost overall SC efficiency

and lessen the bullwhip impact. Note that the consensus algorithm, which can enhance

system efficiency, security and trust, is a crucial component of blockchain technology.

Since the existing consensus algorithms lack the scalability and computational efficiency

necessary for SCM, this chapter focuses on developing those deficiencies . In this chap-

ter, a Scalable Blockchain consensus algorithm is proposed to address the limitations in

the existing blockchain solutions, as proposed in Sections 1.2.1 and 2.2.2. The growing

interest in blockchain technology has gained a lot of attention in supply chain manage-

ment (SCM) and sparked the quest for decentralized, scalable, efficient and trustworthy

consensus schemes. Traditional blockchains rely on computationally expensive consensus

mechanisms with low throughput and high latency. This chapter conducts a performance

evaluation of several existing consensus protocols to illustrate blockchain’s shortcomings

in terms of consensus and proposes a new consensus algorithm: Reputation-based proof-

of cooperation (RPoC). The RPoC algorithm uses a layered architecture to segment the

nodes that participate in the consensus phase, in order to improve scalability and efficiency
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while maintaining trust among peers. The layered design addresses the issues of flexibil-

ity and scalability, as well as breaking down the extensive mining process into segments.

Rather than choosing a few nodes for mining, the proposed consensus process involves all

network nodes, thus making it more efficient, decentralized and scalable. Through exten-

sive theoretical analysis and experimentation, the suitability of the proposed algorithm is

shown to be well grounded in terms of scalability and efficiency.

5.1 Introduction

Blockchain has gained a lot of attention in the Supply Chain Management (SCM) domain

recently, mostly due to the emergence of digitization and the growth of the industry 4.0

context across industries. The emergence of Bitcoin [190] has further fueled this recog-

nition. Over time, blockchain technology has evolved to meet a variety of applications,

resulting in three types of blockchains.

• Public blockchains: Anyone can join and participate in the blockchain network.

Examples include Bitcoin [190] and Ethereum.

• Private blockchains: Only selected transactions from authorized participants are

allowed on a private blockchain, and the administrator has the authority to overrule,

alter or delete any entries.

• Consortium blockchains: Instead of being governed by a single organization, the

platform is governed by several organizations. An example is Hyperledger Fabric

[54].

Although cryptocurrencies have been the most well-known use of blockchain technology,

several researchers have also identified the usage of blockchain and cryptocurrencies in

different supply chain applications [184] [154] [239]. Private blockchains are ideal for

supply chains [240] due to the nature of how private blockchains work. The proposed

framework is based on a private blockchain solution. However integrating blockchain
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technology into traditional SCM is a significant challenge, particularly with the absence

of tailored consensus algorithms to tackle or embed within supply chain problems [241].

The blockchain architecture validates information through a consensus mechanism among

network nodes, removing the need for intermediaries. The consensus mechanism ensures

a tamper-proof environment and ensures that the information stored is reliable and valid

[209]. In a blockchain, all nodes must agree on the current state of the ledger, making

it difficult for adversaries to insert tampered blocks. Many challenges continue to affect

blockchain technology, including insufficient transactions per second (TPS), transaction

latency and decentralization [106]. The throughput of existing blockchains is relatively

low due to the complex consensus process; for instance, in a public blockchain with the

proof-of-work (PoW) consensus algorithm, all nodes must perform hash calculations and

are only allowed to broadcast their blocks after spending a great deal of energy for their

computation [100]. Consequently high consensus latency, low throughput and high energy

consumption makes it difficult to use existing algorithms in complex or large supply chain

systems.

Considering all those shortcomings in existing consensus algorithms, a proper and cus-

tomized consensus algorithm should be designed for typical SCM problems, particularly

to resolve the TPS, latency and centralization issues. Most current consensus algorithm

research focuses on improving mainstream consensus algorithms, even though only a few

are relevant to SCM, which are highlighted in the literature review section. While the

dynamic SC sector has enormous development potential, it is challenged by several other

SCM issues. The Bullwhip Effect (BWE) [242] is one of them and has been discussed in the

literature in recent years. BWE occurs by order oscillations at each SC stage. Blockchain

can mitigate BWE by providing real-time information and coordination among stakehold-

ers. Sharing appropriate demand data throughout an SC is crucial because it may help the

upstream echelons with resource and material scheduling. Furthermore, inventory require-

ments might be directly linked to inconsistencies between demand over time and actual

demand fulfillment. This research utilizes BC to offset the conventional SCM phenomenon

of BWE by providing total visibility and exchanging demand data across all stakeholders.

This keeps business transactions tamper-proof and available to stakeholders, without the
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need for a centralized control body, as long as business practices and negotiated data pro-

cessing contracts between firms are followed.

To address the aforementioned challenges, first, a few proof-based (PoW, DPOS) and

voting-based (PoI, PoC, Ripple, BPFT) algorithms are selected to examine how well they

perform in the proposed blockchain-based SCM architecture. Based on the performance of

those existing consensus algorithms, the second layer of this work proposes a reputation-

based consensus mechanism by redesigning some existing approaches while complementing

their strengths and eliminating some of their weaknesses. The proposed consensus algo-

rithm is known as: reputation-based Proof-of-Coordination (RPoC). It reaches consensus

by coordinating between two layers of nodes. The first layer consists of high authority

nodes that are chosen based on a combination of their reputation score and verified iden-

tity. In contrast, the second layer comprises subordinate nodes selected using a random

selection algorithm and grouped in clusters with a master node for each. By the perfor-

mance evaluation (see section 5.3), each of the six existing consensus algorithms decreases

blockchain efficiency, by limiting blockchain throughput and increasing transaction la-

tency. Whereas RPoC is made up of layers, each with its own set of nodes operating in

parallel, thus increasing efficiency, decreasing latency and eliminating the centralization

issue.

5.1.1 Problem Motivation

While having numerous benefits, traditional blockchains are not immediately relevant in

SCM. This is because they operate in a dynamic and unpredictable environment that

creates millions of transactions per second [243], whereas traditional blockchains have low

throughput.

In a blockchain, all nodes must agree on the current state of the ledger, making it difficult

for adversaries to insert tampered blocks. The consensus algorithm is the most significant

component of a blockchain system as its efficiency significantly influences each blockchain’s

overall efficiency [209]. Based on the diverse deployment types of blockchains, existing

blockchain consensus algorithms may be divided into two categories: Proof-of-X (PoX)
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and Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) consensus algorithms. PoX consensus algorithms,

such as PoW and PoS, are appropriate for public blockchains with low efficiency and high

processing power requirements. BFT consensus algorithms [114, 244] necessitate signifi-

cant communication resources and therefore have limited scalability. A further significant

disadvantage is that the PBFT consensus algorithm’s performance decreases drastically as

the number of nodes in a network grows [245]. Furthermore the entire consensus process

is disrupted if the principal node fails. To overcome these challenges, additional in-depth

research is required. On the other hand, private blockchains are highly centralized and

have fast processing speeds, making them ideal for adoption in SCM. Nevertheless the

consensus algorithms suggested in the literature are mostly intended for public crypto

blockchains and so cannot be deployed for private networks, particularly SCM. In SCM,

businesses can construct permissioned chains among themselves, and depending on their

degree of decentralization and context, they often prefer to compromise the degree of de-

centralization and use algorithms with higher operating speeds and scalability.

Honey- BadgerBFT [112] has a greater cryptographic overhead than PBFT. Ripple [116]

requires more than 80% of nodes for transaction verification, resulting in low throughput

and high latency. With the growing adoption of blockchain in the SCM domain, a number

of consensus algorithms have been developed to solve these issues. For example, [118],

however its shortcoming is that it compromises system decentralization by treating nodes

differently depending on their trust scores.

To solve these problems to boost blockchain adoption in SCM, a new scalable, decentral-

ized consensus method, known as RPoC, is developed for permissioned blockchains that

meets both performance and security criteria. For it a two-layer consensus protocol is es-

tablished using a sharding technique and nodes are assigned to different consensus layers.

Expanding the consensus groups allows both TPS and scalability to be linearly boosted,

while keeping the system decentralized.
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5.1.2 Chapter Contributions

This chapter provides a blockchain-enabled SCM framework to provide visibility and co-

ordination along with blockchain consensus processes. A two-layer consensus algorithm

that combines reputation and a random selection algorithm is proposed. The following

are the chapter’s key contributions:

• An information-sharing framework is implemented based on a permissioned blockchain

for a complex SC scenario. The use of BC technology in SCM is considered in terms

of mitigating BWE.

• A reputation-based consensus algorithm has been proposed by combining the ad-

vantages of existing algorithms and throughput, scalability and latency were verified

and validated for the improved algorithm.

• The proposed algorithm is compared to the existing consensus algorithms and sig-

nificantly improves TPS and scalability for SCM applications.

5.1.3 Chapter Organization

The rest of this chapter is laid out as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the RPoC framework

and the computational results and discussion along with different performance comparisons

are presented in 5.3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 5.4.

5.2 RPoC Framework

This section presents how to employ the proposed Reputation-based Proof-of-coordination

approach to build a supply chain architecture that minimizes the bullwhip effect. In

addition, the selection of consensus nodes and the block confirmation mechanism in the

proposed RPoC are detailed.
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5.2.1 Blockchain Enabled SCM Framework

This section describes two models: network and threat models. The first is a blockchain-

based information-sharing framework for a complex Supply Chain (SC) scenario that min-

imizes BWE and the second is a threat model that includes assumptions about the number

and behavior of adversaries. The proposed system architecture is depicted in Figure 5.1,

where any stakeholder who wishes to join the network must first register with a Certificate

Authority (CA) while using their original identity. After verification, the CA generates a

certificate for each stakeholder. Since a CA is registered in BC, all of its operations are

open to the public. A minimal trust score will be assigned to stakeholders joining the net-

work for the first time (without a prior reputation score). Upon receiving their certificates,

each stakeholder can start conducting transactions on BC. The detailed BC-coordinated

SCM framework can be found in [156].

Figure 5.1: Blockchain-based SCM architecture.

In the proposed model, manufacturing and non-manufacturing stakeholders are part of a

multi-tier supply network. In addition to vertical information sharing and cooperation,

this method requires horizontal communication between stakeholders on the same SC tier.

Suppliers and producers who use BC will collaborate by exchanging demand data and

stock levels. The collaboration can be done through a permissioned BC, so only those

members of the SC have access. It is easy to measure the effect of demand data because
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all supply chain layers share the same demand data and inventory policy. The system

model and assumptions are given below:

5.2.1.1 Assumptions

The following assumptions are provided in the SC model.

• The retailer tracks the demand of the end consumer and places orders at the top

tier (e.g., distributor or manufacturer) using the (Q, R) inventory policy.

• Any number demanded by the retailer can be generated indefinitely by the producer.

• Out-of-stock orders are not lost at any point; instead they become backlogs that will

be executed as soon as the inventory is replenished.

• The actual demand cannot be predicted ahead of time.

• Orders might be positive or negative and cancellations are permitted.

The credentials are obtained from a CA, consisting of a set of public and private keys and

a digital signature. If a situation occurs, a CA has access to individuals’ identities and

may disclose the true identities of the stakeholders and their relationships. The following

is an overview of the blockchain-coordinated SCM framework.

i Stakeholders will be assigned a minimum reputation score after receiving keys and

joining the network.

ii When an order arrives at the retailer, the stock inventory is initialized. The demand

quantity is reported in the blockchain to calculate the demand deviation. The sup-

plier then determines whether the demand quantity can be met based on the current

inventory level. If the inventory is greater than or equal to the demand quantity,

the demand quantity is then removed from the inventory. Alternatively, if demand

exceeds supply, the order will be sent to the upper echelon (e.g., distribution center

or manufacturer).
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iii When the relative inventory amount is less than or equal to the reorder point (ROP),

an order is placed at the next higher echelon. Request ID and order quantity are

among the details sent to the next higher echelon. The next upper echelon sends

back information on this order’s lead time and information about the order, including

order ID, date of release, lead time and order quantity, which are also documented

on the BC.

iv An order is shipped when the delivery date arrives. The upper echelon would also

receive information about the order ID and actual delivery date. The stock amount

is adjusted and the order is removed from the order receipt list.

v The replenishment quantity is added to the existing inventory as the lower echelon

receives order delivery information from the next upper layer. If the estimated lead

time differs from the order lead time, the estimated lead time is then updated.

vi The bullwhip effect (BWE) ratio is calculated by the difference between the order

placed and the demand received and recorded on the blockchain.

vii After every order is received/shipped; inventory analysis is conducted to see if the

relative amount of inventory is less than or equal to ROP.

viii All of the above steps are repeated when any stakeholders receive a demanded quan-

tity from their lower echelon.

This chapter proposes a new consensus method, known as RPoC, for improving the

throughput and scalability of a blockchain-based SCM architecture. A blockchain’s con-

sensus algorithm is at its core and significantly influences its security and efficiency. The

essential features required for SCM applications are scalability, security and efficiency.

RPoC utilizes a two-layer design that allows for quick consensus and scalability. By dis-

tributing the mining operations to all participating nodes, layering decreases the workload

on individual nodes and increases consensus performance.
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5.2.2 Network Model

This model Considers that the network is partially synchronous, which is the same as-

sumption as Bitcoin makes [190]. A distributed peer-to-peer network of authorized nodes

communicates via the network and maintains a shared state update. The connectivity

between the honest nodes is well established, and the transmission time t between them is

well-defined and minimal. Once a user broadcasts a message, the rest of the honest nodes

will receive the message within a specified delay, Δ. Byzantine faults are also considered,

as some network nodes may not be honest. The total number of nodes in the network is

denoted by n, while the number of faulty nodes is denoted by f. The adversary’s control

is restricted to a maximum of f faulty nodes, where 3f + 1 ≤ n. [246] and [247] provide

detailed proofs for interested readers.

5.2.3 Security Properties

The safety and liveness of the consensus algorithm must be demonstrated in order to

prove its security. To begin with, RPoC is completely safe. Forks cannot occur as long

as the number of Byzantine nodes is limited to f, even if no assumptions about network

synchrony are made (i.e., there will not be a situation in which different nodes commit

different blocks in the same round). The second point is that RPoC is live. RPoC achieves

(eventual) liveness in a partially synchronous network, which means that new blocks are

(eventually) added to the blockchain in a finite amount of time.

Given a blockchain network with a set of validators V = {V1 · · · Vn}, as defined pending

transaction T x ∈ T and a pending block B ∈ Ω subject to these properties are valid:

Integrity (safety): If a T x is confirmed to the blockchain, it has already been published

by a legitimate Vn and T x is only committed to the blockchain once, so there is no

duplication.

Finality (safety): If a valid B has been appended to the blockchain at time T, it becomes

definitive and transactions within it cannot be reversed.
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Validity (safety): If a valid B commits a transaction T x in a block B, then T x is commit-

ted, in the same block B, by every valid B.

Termination (liveness): For every transaction T x, if a valid Vn commits T x then all valid

V eventually commit T x.

5.2.3.1 Safety

Even with a slow and unstable communication network, RPoC is designed to offer safety.

Once a block has been published to the blockchain by an honest node V, no other honest

nodes V will ever append a different block for that round. The security of RPoC is

dependent on the security of its underlying PoR protocol [120].

Claim 1 (RPoC is safe): Assume that the nodes running RPoC are V = {V1 · · · Vn}. By
taking note of Rt, node {V}’s reputation score, which gives it decision-making authority.

Let B and B0 be blocks appended to blockchain by honest nodes I, j ∈ [n − 1], respectively,

in round k. Then B = B0 in this case.

Proof: RPoC guarantees consensus safety If:

1. the adversary controls no more than f validators

2. or the validators compromised by the attacker have a total reputation score of Rt.

R(t) =
∑|V |

i=1 R(ΔT)
3

(5.1)

Therefore an attacker cannot violate the safety requirement unless one of the conditions

is not true.

5.2.3.2 Liveness

Liveness is a key feature of a decentralized system that ensures that the algorithm runs

correctly in time and that valid and honest transactions are eventually complete. Even if
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a conflict sometimes occurs, a liveness-favoring network will continue to run.

Claim 2 (RPoC is live): RPoC continues to proceed among n nodes, implying that re-

gardless of the inner state of the nodes, some honest node will publish a new block to the

blockchain within a finite time

Proof: There is a guarantee that all honest nodes’ T x will appear in some rounds and that

all honest peers in the network will accept them. Assume that Vn has a high reputation

and publishes T to the network, one of two things can happen: T will either be, or not

be, received by peer nodes.

1. T has been received: because of the asynchronous environment, liveness is achieved

for the Vn node.

2. There has been no notification of T: This occurs when Vn is malicious or shut down

during the transmission.

5.2.4 Encryption Mechanism

Public key cryptography, such as elliptic curve cryptography, uses a public and a private

key for each user. The mathematical operations of ECC are dispersed over an elliptic

curve. A private key is a random number, whereas a public key is a point on the curve.

By multiplying the private key in the curve by a generator point G, the public key is

created. G is the starting point, also referred to as the generating point. The two parties

that want to communicate information must first agree on using a curve and its parameters,

such as the coefficients of a and b and the base point G to be used, before beginning the

ECC process. The elliptic curve equation can be written as:

Y 2 = X3 + AX + B (5.2)

where 4a3 + 27b2 �= 0.

Elliptic curve encryption algorithms are preferred because they demand fewer processing

resources and use smaller key sizes. ECC has a reduced growth rate and time complexity
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of (O√
X). It also has a higher resilience to attack, reduced CPU and content utilization,

lower network consumption and faster encryption[154].

5.2.5 Threat Model

The threat model describes the system’s resilience to Byzantine behavior. There are two

sorts of adversaries in a blockchain system developed for SCM applications. It could be

external: participants may attempt to join the network or mimic an existing authorized

entity. Or internal: malware or hacking can cause nodes that are correctly registered

and have valid signatures to go renegade. In either case, an attacker’s goal would be to

get an invalid transaction approved and broadcast to the ledger [248]. Any attempt to

prevent a legitimate transaction or block from being recorded in a blockchain is known

as a blockchain attack. The proposed protocol is anticipated to be utilized in permis-

sioned blockchains, where participants can communicate in a secure environment, but the

reputation-based protocol is itself vulnerable to exploitation [120]. The current public key

infrastructure is utilized for key management and as a state-of-the-art secure encryption

technique. A variety of threats can target the blockchain network, the following attacks

are considered in this framework:

Attack 1: The adversary attempts two simultaneous transactions with two different nodes

in the network.

Attack 2: An attacker repeatedly engages in byzantine behavior.

Attack 3: An attacker creates numerous identities, offering network redundancy while

lowering system security.

Attack 4: An attacker tries to destabilize the services of a targeted node by sending a

large number of fake transactions to thence make it unavailable.

Attack 5: An attacker tries to control the network nodes to influence the consensus

mechanism.

Attack 6: A malicious node pretends to be a legitimate node. It attacks the system only

once its reputation score reaches a high threshold.

The attacker is presumed to be computationally prevented from exploiting cryptographic
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protocols. Furthermore, the proposed system does not consider terminal attacks or key

hijacking.

5.2.6 Design of the Proposed RPoC Algorithm

The DPOS method is not decentralized, as the authority continues to be concentrated

in the hands of a small group of users. For scalability, DPoS foregoes decentralization.

Therefore executing an attack is easier because fewer individuals are in charge of maintain-

ing the network. Likewise, Ripple, PoC and PoI have decentralization issues. Therefore

they are not viable choices for SCM. On the other hand, the PBFT algorithm’s consen-

sus model only works efficiently when the number of nodes in the distributed network

is limited. PBFT does not scale efficiently because of its high communication cost that

grows exponentially with each extra node in the network. The PoC protocol, from the

proof-based consensus category, can be an adequate alternative for SCM because it does

not require any resources or coins to invest. However malware may have the ability to

disrupt mining operations.

Table 5.1: Frequently used notations.

Notion meaning

N i Participating nodes in blockchain

V ala Higher authority validators

V als Subordinate validators

Tnx Transaction generated by Ni

Hatn Total number of nodes in higher authority layer

Satn Total number of nodes in subordinate layer

Atk Malicious nodes

The algorithm has been designed considering the above evaluation. The acronyms used in

this work are listed in Table 5.1. The proposed blockchain consensus algorithm has two

steps, from the creation of a block to its confirmation: consensus node selection and trans-
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action confirmation (block confirmation). A rigorous identity verification process must be

completed before a node may join the network. If a node wishes to be a V ala, it must

confirm its true identity and agree to share it with the rest of the network. Second, the

system generates the node’s reputation value using a reputation algorithm and then anal-

yses the node’s credibility. Third, nodes that choose not to stake their real identification

are pushed to the pool of V als.

As a result of the fair node selection method, the block addition procedure is optimized,

and blocks can be added to the blockchain instantaneously after verification. Figure 5.2

depicts the algorithm’s overall structure. There are two layers of N i: V ala and V als.

To generate blocks, N i are operating in parallel. V als is in charge of generating micro

blocks and sending them to V ala. These small blocks will be received by V ala, who

will verify them before combining them into a single block. The algorithm’s fundamental

feature is the ability to accurately and efficiently pick consensus nodes to work in parallel.

Consensus nodes are chosen randomly from many nodes, based on: their reputation score,

their willingness to stake their identity and the random selection algorithm that selects a

subset of nodes for each cluster at random.

5.2.6.1 Consensus Node Selection

A Blockchain network is characterized as a peer-to-peer network made up of N i. This

algorithm divides validators into two layers: V ala and V als. In order to determine node

allocation into each layer, the layering setup requires the use of different methods. There-

fore to establish a consensus node selection mechanism, the algorithm combines a random

number-generating approach with the node’s reputation score system.

5.2.6.2 Transactions Broadcasting

The stakeholder who provides a particular service during a transaction is known as the

provider, whereas the stakeholder who assesses the service is known as the rater. Dur-
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Figure 5.2: Layer structure of the proposed mechanism.

ing the transmission, the provider sends the requested service, which is signed using the

provider’s private key. The rater checks the data’s integrity and prepares a transaction

with the reputation score, which is broadcast to the rest of the network using digital sig-

natures. The reputation score, denoted by R, can take values in the range Rj
i ∈ (0, 1). For

example, a manufacturer rates 1 to a supplier if it is satisfied with the service and 0 if it is

not. In RPoC V ala are chosen not only on the basis of their reputation (adopted from [120]

) but also based on their proven identity. When a stakeholder joins the network for the

very first time, it has no previous reputation score. So an initial reputation score Repmin

is assigned to the stakeholder, which is the minimal reputation score to continue operating
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in the network. H ∈ (0, 1) represents the stakeholder’s honesty, which is set to "1" for each

new joiner and to "0" if a stakeholder has misbehaved. When a stakeholder is selected

as a validator, it is considered to be misbehaving if it sends conflicting signed messages

to other consensus group members or commits mini blocks with conflicting transactions.

The stakeholder’s aggregate reputation R(ΔT) at time ΔT is calculated by combining the

stakeholder’s current and past reputation score.

R(ΔT) =
t=i∑
t=0

RepVAL(T ) (5.3)

where RepV AL(t0) is the initial reputation score of the stakeholder and RepV AL(ti) is the

current reputation score of the stakeholder, happening at ΔT . The stakeholder’s reputa-

tion can be calculated regularly, with the time determined by the system’s administration.

A stakeholder must stay in the system long enough and conduct themselves honestly to

build a high reputation score.

Nodes must be classified into different roles according to their reputation score. The node

selection procedure is shown in Algorithm 6. The execution flow of Algorithm 6 is to

select the nodes with the highest reputation scores (lines 2-8) for the higher authority

layer. Along with reputation, the proposed algorithm also considers the value of identities

in the algorithm, which implies that V ala stake their real identities rather than any other

resources. For V ala a small number of validators are taken into consideration to create a

scalable system. The Hatn layer contains N i with higher reputation scores and verified

identity. The remaining nodes are grouped into clusters using a separate random selection

procedure (lines 9-14). Each sub-layer cluster has a master node, which is chosen based

on its reputation score. The master node oversees validating transactions and forwards

them in a small block. In the case that the primary validator goes down or becomes

unresponsive, the cluster’s next highest reputation score node serves as a replacement. It

is important to remember that these node roles are not fixed. A higher authority node’s

status changes as its reputation score changes after its tenure. For example consider a

higher authority layer node, if its reputation score drops, it may become a validating or

propagating node . A validating or propagating node may also become a higher authority

node if its reputation score rises.
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Algorithm 6 Algorithm of Selecting Consensus Nodes
1: procedure ConsNodeSELT(NodesN, AuthSTD)

2: AuthNodeLst(len(n)) ← 0

3: ClusLst(len(n)) ← 0

4: MasterNodesLst(len(n)) ← 0

5: for all i, n ∈ N do

6: AuthState ← AuthProcess(n)

7: if (AuthState = T ∧ getRepScr(n) > Repmin) then

8: AuthNodesLst(i) ← n

9: else

10: ClusLst(i) = Random(n /∈ AuthNodeLst)

11: end if

12: end for

13: for all i, nC ∈ ClusterLst do

14: MasterNodesLst(i) = Random(nC)

15: end for

16: end procedure

5.2.6.3 Block Confirmation

The steps for block confirmation are as follows:

• A node initiates a transaction (Tnx, Sigc, T s), where Tnx is transaction, Sigc is the

client’s signature and T s indicates the timestamp.

• The cluster nodes receives and verifies Sigc and T s. If the verification is successful,

the transaction (Tnx, Sigc, T s) cls is forwarded to the master node in the cluster,

where cls is the signature of the cluster node.

• The transaction must be verified by the master node. It verifies that the clus-

ter node’s signature is correct and that the transaction has not been registered in

the blockchain. As soon as the verification is completed, the transaction is signed
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(Tnx, Sigc, T s) cls, m, where m is the master node signature.

• After signing, the transaction is pushed to the waiting pool. When there are a

specific number of transactions in the pool, the master node packs each of them into

a small block (SmallblockTX) m and broadcasts it to the same layer.

• After receiving (SmallblockT X)m, other cluster nodes verify the transactions in-

cluded in the block. Upon successful verification, the master node receives

CONSENT, (SmallblockT X)SL.

• The master node can send (CONSENT, SmallblockTX,Sig SL)m to the higher au-

thority consensus group. Where SigSL is all the signatures from subordinate nodes.

• There may still be some Tnx left in the pool after packing a small block; these Tnx

will be verified first in the new consensus round.

• After receiving a small block from V als, the nodes in the authority layer must validate

the signatures and transactions of the small block.

• Once its verified, the higher authority nodes send an acknowledgment transaction

ACKaccepted, SmallblockTXauth to the subordinate nodes. In some cases, if verifica-

tion fails, rejection ACKrejected, SmallblockTXauth is sent back to subordinates.

• The small blocks are put in chronological order after the verification is successful. A

large block will be packaged and added to the blockchain after receiving a minimum

of 10 small blocks.

Algorithm 7 presents the module for reaching a consensus on the verification of a block. N i

in the system are equally responsible for confirming Tnx throughout the entire blockchain

and work hand in hand to boost system throughput. By distributing the transaction veri-

fication process to every node in the network, the suggested approach enhances consensus

performance while lowering the workload on miners.
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Algorithm 7 Algorithm of Reaching a Consensus
1: procedure ReachCons(MasterNodesML, AuthNodeAN)

2: SmallLst(len(SL)) ← 0

3: AuthSmallLst(len(SL)) ← 0

4: BlockChain ← 0

5: Block ← 0

6: for all i, m ∈ SL do

7: SmallLst(i) ← generateSmallBlock(m)

8: AuthSmallLst(i) ← SmallLst(i)

9: if thenAuthState ← AuthProces(AuthSmallLst)

10: AuthNodeLst(i) ← m

11: Block ← AuthState

12: BlockChain ← Block

13: end if

14: end for

15: end procedure

5.3 Evaluation and Results

5.3.1 Experimental Setup

The development of the proposed framework and all the results were obtained using Python

3.9 on a Windows 10 computer with an Intel Core i7 processor running at 2.21 GHz and

16 GB of memory in Visual Studio Code. Traditional PoW, DPoS, Ripple, PBFT and PoI

consensus algorithms were also simulated and their experimental results are compared with

the RPoC algorithm in order to justify the experimental results. There are several options

available that can be taken into consideration for implementing private and permissioned

blockchains. An x86-64 CPU system is being used since high performance is a crucial

requirement for the use case. Although it is technically possible to mimic the network

using an i3 processor and 4GB of RAM, some components can be slower, but the ratio of
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benefits remains the same for the suggested approach.

5.3.2 Performance Evaluation

This section compares the experimental results of PoW, DPoS, Ripple, PBFT, PoI and

RPoC consensus algorithms. The provided results are an average of 10 simulation runs.

Three key factors: throughput efficiency, latency and scalability, are used to evaluate the

performance of the RPoC consensus method.

1. Throughput: Throughput efficiency is expressed by TPS (Transactions Per Second),

which can be measured by calculating how many transactions are completed w.r.t.

time. It is used to measure how much processing a blockchain network is doing and

how much scalability it has.

2. Latency: This measure is used to calculate the time it takes for a transaction to

go from being sent to the network to being written to the ledger. This metric is

calculated by comparing the time transactions take from when they were submitted

to the time they were validated and stored using their timestamps.

3. Scalability: This metric evaluates the algorithm’s capacity to continue to perform

properly when its size or volume is modified. The re-scaling is usually to a larger

size or volume.

5.3.2.1 Throughput

For measuring a system’s efficiency, throughput is an important performance indicator.

Starting with the initial transaction deployment time, throughput is defined as the number

of executed transactions per second, where the average throughput is the total throughput

divided by the execution time. In this set of experiments, the TPS value of all algorithms

were obtained and compared. The graph of the average throughput of the consensus

algorithms for various numbers of transactions is shown in Figure 5.3. As the number of
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Tnx grows from 1 to 100, the average throughput of all algorithms grows. PoI, DPOS

and the RPoC algorithms have the highest throughput under 100 Tnx, whereas PoW,

PoC, PBFT and Ripple had the lowest. The average throughput of all algorithms drops

after 1000 Tnx as the number of Tnx grows. Figure 5.4 presents a chart of the average

throughput for DPOS, PoI and RPoC with varying numbers of Tnx. As the number of

Tnx grows, RPoC’s average throughput always exceeds that of DPOS and PoI. The PoI

algorithm’s TPS ranged between 6500 and 7000, while the DPOS algorithm’s fluctuated

between 3000 and 5000 and the RPoC algorithm’s oscillated between 10400 and 95000.

Figure 5.3: Average throughput with a varying number of transactions.

Figure 5.4: Average throughput of PoI, DPOS and RPoC with a varying number of
transactions.
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5.3.2.2 Latency

Latency is a key metric for assessing a network’s performance and determining an algo-

rithm’s delays between nodes. A system with minimal latency is advantageous, since it

can return transaction processing results more quickly. For instance, the block processing

time frame for the PoW algorithm is around 10 minutes, which means that a transaction

is successfully written to the blockchain after an average waiting period of 5 minutes [249].

In this test, the average latency performance of all consensus algorithms is evaluated with

the same amount of Tnxs, ranging from 10 to 10000. When dealing with a limited number

of Tnx, all algorithms have low latency. For instance while there are 100 Tnx in the

system, all algorithms have a low transaction processing latency, but as the number of

Tnx grows, the latency increases, as shown in Figure 5.5. In comparison to all other

algorithms, PoW’s average latency dramatically increased after 100 Tnx. PoW’s average

latency when dealing with 10,000 Tnx is 1307.56s, which is 900 times higher than RPoC.

The RPoC algorithm offers a more consistent transaction processing latency that does not

vary significantly as the number of Tnx grows. The PoI, DOPS and RPoC algorithms

are compared in Figure 5.6 to gain a clearer understanding. DPOS has a lower latency

of 1.7s at 1000 Tnx, compared to 1.5s at the same Tnx for RPoC. In terms of latency

performance, the DPOS and RPoC algorithms are competitive. In conclusion, the PoW

and RPoC algorithms have significant latencies, whereas the DPOS and RPoC algorithms

have shorter latencies.

5.3.2.3 Scalability

Scalability allows a system to respond dynamically depending on the latest settings. The

scalability of a distributed system is determined by how the consensus mechanism allows

for flexible joining and removal of nodes. The impact of increasing or decreasing the

number of nodes during the operation of the consensus algorithm was investigated in the

scalability test. Each system’s TPS and transaction latency was investigated with various

numbers of nodes. This analysis was applied to the PoI, DPOS and RPoC algorithms.
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Figure 5.5: Impact of different numbers of transactions on latency.

Figure 5.6: Comparison of average latency among PoI, DPOS and RPoC.

Figure 5.7 shows the transaction processing performance of the system under varying

numbers of nodes. It is obvious from the plot that the performance of the DPOS and PoI

algorithms degrades with higher numbers of nodes. When there are 50 and 100 nodes in the

system, the TPS values of the DPOS algorithm are around 4500 and 3500, respectively.

PoI has a little better performance than DPOS. However with 50 and 100 nodes, the

proposed algorithm outperforms 8500 and 6900 TPS, respectively.

Figure 5.8 compares the average latency of the DPOS, PoI and RPoC algorithms with the

same number of nodes. It is apparent that as the number of nodes increases, the average

latency of each algorithm rapidly increases. The average latency for all three algorithms
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is identical for a set of 10 nodes. But as the number of nodes grows, the latency starts to

increase for both the DOPS and PoI algorithms. On the other hand, when the number of

nodes is increased from 50 to 100, the average latency of PoI and DPOS increases about 2

times faster than that of RPoC. In this set of experiments, PoI, DPOS and the proposed

algorithm all perform reasonably well. The performance of the consensus algorithms is not

greatly affected by the growth in the number of nodes. The DPOS algorithm was found to

have low scalability, but the other two algorithms have relatively high scalability. In some

cases, PoI and DPoS performance is close to RPoC. It should be noted that the PoI and

DPoS protocols are lottery-based Consensus algorithms that were designed to encourage

coin circulation. The two algorithms could be well suited for cryptocurrency use cases,

where it is crucial to maintain coin circulation, instead of keeping them in a hoarded state.

However in the use case of the supply chain, trust in the network is highly desired.

Figure 5.7: Average throughput with varying number of nodes.

5.3.3 Model Validation

In the previous section, the RPoC algorithm is compared with the conventional consen-

sus algorithm; however to evaluate against proof of reputation consensus algorithms, the

proposed RPoC is validated and tested against the Proof-of-X-Repute (PoXR) algorithm

[250]. PoXR proposes a consensus mechanism that relies on the reputation of a system’s
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Figure 5.8: Average latency with a varying number of nodes among PoI, DPOS and
RPoC.

nodes to lessen the difficulty of reaching PoX consensus in a public chain. In terms of

how they work, the proposed RPoC and PoXR are polar opposites. RPoC is purely based

on reputation scores, whereas POXR, like PoW, uses a mainstream protocol with a rep-

utation layer. In PoXR, the likelihood of receiving the next honest block rises with an

increase in reputation, making the process iterative. Furthermore, PoXR has issues with

privacy preservation as each user protects their identity, which allows them to avoid being

punished for malicious behavior.

In order to provide validation for the RPoC algorithm and an unbiased comparison, both

algorithms are evaluated in the same setting (public network). Both models are com-

pared in terms of throughput and security, and the average throughput performance of

both consensus algorithms is compared with the same number of Tnxs, ranging from 10

to 10000. Figure 5.9 shows the throughput performance comparison. Note that unlike

PoXR, RPoC does not require resources to mine a block. Table 5.2 summarizes the im-

portant conclusions from the comparison of PoXR and the proposed RPoC in terms of

attack resistance. In conclusion, the proposed approach works satisfactorily in terms of

security and outperforms PoXR considerably in terms of throughput efficiency.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of average latency with varying number of nodes among PoXR
and RPoC.

Table 5.2: Attack resilience.

Attacks POXR RPoC

Liveness � �

Selfish mining attack � �
Denial of services attack � �

Double spending attack � �
Sybil attack � �

51% attack � �

5.3.4 Security and Privacy Analysis

This section examines the security of the RPoC against a variety of malicious attacks as

described in section 5.2.5. State-of-the-art secure encryption mechanisms are presumably

in place and it is assumed that Atk will not be able to crack them. These threats are

examined below:
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5.3.5 Safety and Liveness

To demonstrate the consensus algorithm’s BFT characteristic, the algorithm’s safety and

liveness must first be proved. In RPoC, attackers cannot use their mining power to

break the system; instead they must develop a reputation and thereby contribute to the

blockchain.

An attacker could never be among the top reputed miners in a network where there are

trustworthy miners V ala. For example, if the number of trustworthy miners is great

enough, they all have a reputation score. However an outside attacker who does not have

a reputation score can never become a member of the consensus group. Therefore the

system’s safety and liveness are always assured.

5.3.5.1 Double Spending Attack:

When Atk tries to do a second Tnx with the same data that was already confirmed on

the network, this is known as a double-spend attack. It assumes that Atk uses a double

spending attack to transfer the same resource to two nodes in the network.

Defense: In RPoC, storing new blocks does not require solving a challenge or expending

resources, it is predicted that a large number of validators will work in parallel. Since

RPoC has two consensus layers, the network’s large number of participating nodes will

eventually recognize the double spending attack. Secondly, the blockchain’s distributed

nature itself prevents double spending attacks. Because all Tnx are broadcast, validators

will eventually receive blocks containing the double spend Tnx and will be able to detect

them during block verification. In this situation, Atk is removed from the validators list,

and node details are sent to CA, preventing them from rejoining the network.

5.3.5.2 Attacks in Consensus Groups

Assume those malicious nodes are present across both layers that control the block gen-

eration and validation processes.
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Defense: When the number of Atk in a cluster is less than 1/3, this consensus cluster has

no effect on the generation of correct blocks. When the proportion of Atk in a subordinate

cluster approaches 2/3, the Atk has the ability to package a fabricated mini-block. In this

case, the higher authority nodes will create the correct large block, and then the fabri-

cated mini-block will be recognized and excluded from large blocks and the subordinate

cluster will be eliminated from the cycle after a certain amount of time. Consider that

the ratio of Atk in the higher authority layer, which is responsible for appending blocks to

the blockchain, is greater than 1/3. No matter how many fake mini-blocks are received,

the proposed consensus protocol will only include correct mini-blocks. This is supported

by the fact that the proposed protocol takes reputation into account when selecting block

validators and creating blocks.

In addition to increasing liveness, RPoC is designed in such a way that it guarantees fair-

ness by default, owing to its randomized validator selection process. Furthermore, RPoC

distinguishes between safety, which is based on the reputation scores of the validators and

liveness, which is determined by the framework.

5.3.5.3 Sybil Attack:

Sybil Attack is a sort of threat in which a Atk in the network deliberately operates several

identities to compromise the legitimacy of reputation systems.

Defense: As previously stated, RPoC is a two-layer consensus mechanism in which N i

works together with a CA. Every node that wishes to join the network requires a unique

id issued by the CA. Furthermore, V ala are required to provide documents in order to

identify themselves, and their true identities are visible to the entire network and are at

stake; if they engage in any malicious conduct and are exposed, they will be unable to

rejoin the network and will lose their reputation in the business community. As a result,

RPoC defends against this attack. Furthermore, let’s assume that Atk has the ability to

generate several accounts. However each time the Atk starts a new account, it will be

given a low default reputation score. With a lower reputation score per account, the Atk

becomes non-competitive.
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5.3.5.4 Denial-of-Service Attacks:

In order to disrupt the operations of a targeted network node and make it unavailable,

Atk sends a high number of Tnx to block it.

Defense: It is feasible to protect against this attack using the RPoC mechanism: Block

generation rights can only be assigned to nodes that can withstand DoS attacks, since

network nodes are pre-authenticated. In the case of when a validator is offline for an

extended period of time, it can be removed from the validating node list. RPoC safeguards

against this attack while also taking advantage of the blockchain’s distributed nature.

5.3.5.5 Under 51% Attack

The 51% attack demands that Atk gains control of 51% of nodes in the network.

Defense: Getting control of the nodes in a permissioned blockchain network is far more

challenging than controlling nodes in a public blockchain network. In a permissioned

setting, the adversary cannot control the majority of nodes. Hence the honest majority

assumption holds.

To further evaluate the proposed algorithm and analyze the behavior of existing protocols,

a series of experiments were conducted with a proportion of malicious nodes in the network.

Two scenarios were used in the experiments: one with 20% malicious nodes and the other

with 45% malicious nodes in the network. 51% proportion has not been taken into account

due to the fact that, in a permissioned ledger, malicious nodes can’t control the majority

of nodes, as described above. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 depict the presence of malicious nodes

in the network. Existing consensus protocols focus on computational capacity, simple

selection algorithms or voting, for selecting a validator node without taking reputation

into account. Therefore if a malicious node is chosen as a validator, it will generate a

block, solve the cryptographic puzzle and broadcast the block for validation to others.

Other nodes will validate the hash values and keys of the produced block and validate

the blocks, disregarding the block creator’s reliability. These findings demonstrate that as

the number of malicious nodes increases, all existing algorithms’ resiliency declines. On
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the other hand, the results show that no matter how many malicious nodes are present in

the network, the proposed PRoC will only publish valid blocks to the ledger. This occurs

because PRoC takes reputation into account when selecting validators for both layers.

Along with that, the generation of blocks in the proposed protocol does not rely solely on

a single validator. Consider the scenario where a malicious node gains a high reputation

score by remaining honest for a long time and so is then able to become a master node in

a subordinate layer. Further, assume that that node then generated incorrect/fake mini

blocks; the higher authority layer’ validators would then not allow that mini block to be

included in the ledger.

Figure 5.10: Block creation with 20% malicious nodes.

Fault tolerance The capability of a design to resist the failure of one of its nodes, is a

part of what is referred to as fault tolerance. Since validators are in charge of storing new

blocks, their failure might compromise an algorithm’s fault tolerance. Multiple validators

work together in the proposed approach to append blocks at the higher authority node

layer, increasing the process’s fault tolerance. These validators are chosen at random,

based on their reputation scores and willingness to put their identities at stake and they

change over time to maintain the system’s fairness. For the subordinate node layer, if any

master node in a cluster fails, the algorithm chooses a high-reputation node in the same

cluster to immediately resume the verification process, as mentioned in Section 5.2.6.1. As
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Figure 5.11: Block creation with 45% malicious nodes.

a result, a master node’s failure has little influence on the transactions in that consensus

cluster. This consistency, in terms of safety and liveness across the layers, leads to network

reliability.

5.4 Chapter Summary

Blockchain technology has the potential to help stakeholders manage SCM more success-

fully with the right consensus algorithm. Scalability, low latency, high throughput and

decentralization are desirable characteristics of a successful consensus algorithm and di-

rectly impact a blockchain’s performance. However many existing blockchain consensus

protocols are incompatible with SCMs. In this chapter, a new consensus algorithm, namely

Reputation based proof of cooperation (RPoC), is proposed for blockchain-based SCM that

does not involve validators to solve any mathematical puzzle, before storing a new block.

The RPoC algorithm is an efficient and scalable consensus algorithm that dynamically se-

lects the consensus node and permits many nodes to participate in the consensus process.

The algorithm decreases the workload on individual nodes while increasing consensus per-

formance by distributing the transaction verification process to every node. Furthermore,
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this work highlights some current blockchain consensus algorithms and compares them to

the proposed algorithm. Rigorous experiments against those existing consensus algorithms

show the efficacy of the RPoC consensus algorithm in terms of TPS, latency and scalability.

However, the proposed methodology has the following limitations: According to the well-

known "blockchain scalability trilemma," it is impossible to create consensus algorithms

that simultaneously accomplish security, scalability and decentralization. Due to the fact

that we treat nodes differently based on their trust values, we cannot ensure complete

decentralization. Our proposed framework also lacks detailed access control and identity

management components, which are necessary to implement a practical reputation-based

system effectively.
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Chapter 6

Secure Online Blockchain Bidding

System

This chapter presents a blockchain-based framework for an open-bid auction system, to

address the privacy, security and scalability issues with blockchain that are discussed in

Sections 1.2.1 and 2.3. The proposed blockchain architecture addresses privacy and secu-

rity requirements by considering different cryptographic primitives. The novelty of this

framework derives from an enhanced approach for integrating blockchain structures, by

replacing the original chain structure with a tree structure. Throughout the online world

user privacy is a primary concern because the electronic environment enables the collec-

tion of personal data. Hence this work proposes a suitable cryptographic protocol for an

open-bid auction atop a blockchain. Here, the primary aim is to achieve security and

privacy with greater efficiency, which largely depends on the effectiveness of the encryp-

tion algorithms used by blockchain. Essentially this approach considers Elliptic Curve

Cryptography (ECC) and a dynamic cryptographic accumulator encryption algorithm to

enhance security between auctioneer and bidder. The proposed e-bidding scheme and the

findings from this study, should foster further growth of blockchain strategies.
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6.1 Introduction

An auction is a method of selling products where a seller offers goods or services for sale,

and bidders present the amount they are prepared to pay for them. Several types of

auctions have been invented over the years. A Dutch auction is a technique where an

initial price is set mostly by a seller and the price is reduced until a bidder accepts the

current price [251]. Auction by sealed bid is a type of auction where bids are not open

[252]. For it, all bidders send sealed bids that are simultaneously opened, and the highest

bid wins the auction [253]. A Vickery auction is an auction where the highest bid wins, but

the winner needs to pay only the second highest bids value [254]. The most well-known

auction is English Auction, where the auction is won by the bidder who offers the highest

price Birulin and Izmalkov [255]. The English auction protocol is more efficient to get

a higher price for auctioned goods [256]. The estimated return on the auctioned goods

using the English auction protocol is therefore usually higher than that of other protocols.

Therefore most auction websites, such as eBay and Yahoo!, use an English auction and

this has been reviewed and analyzed extensively in the literature [257]. Meanwhile, open

bidding, as opposed to sealed bidding, can be a competitive method for vendors and

may have many benefits [258]. In a sealed-bid auction a bidder can only submit one

sealed bid and hence cannot change their bids based on competing bids. On the contrary,

for the traditional English auction, participants can make several bids based on their

competitor’s bids. In recent years the technical development of the Internet has often

succeeded in replacing offline auctions with online auctions, which are more far-reaching,

more convenient, more efficient and more effective than the traditional way of conducting

an auction [259]. Online auction systems use cryptographic mechanisms to be secure,

but use a decentralized authority to handle seller-bidder transactions. This is because

implementing a fully protected e-auction system that meets all security criteria involves

very complex efforts in conventional design.

A major obstacle to the creation of a stable e-auction is fairness between bidders and

auction servers. This is because it must provide a means to protect the exchange of

information and to make electronic payments. Secure electronic payments must ensure
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the process and provide convenience for all interested parties, much as traditional payment

systems do [133]. The lack of confidence between parties is another critical problem within

an e-auction network. The coalition, anonymity and link-ability of the online environment

can lead to transactional misconduct. Another big problem with e-auctions is corruption

by auctioneers [260]. A malicious auctioneer can manipulate auction procedures in a

manner that is inconsistent with the rules of their auction. For instance, an auctioneer can

opt to block offers, insert false bids, steal payments, profile bidders, open sealed bids before

the winner selection process, or give the item to someone other than the actual winner.

To solve these problems, many online auction schemes need assistance from trusted third

parties (TTP) [261]. For such schemes, the agency’s main role is to prevent possible

threats to an electronic auction. For example, a third-party agency may effectively avoid

any bidder coordinating with an auctioneer and maintain bidder anonymity and hidden bid

prices. A TTP can be called upon to settle occasions when there is a conflict between an

auctioneer and bidders. Yet such a configuration requires both parties to trust the TTP,

which is a vulnerable security element and a bottleneck [262]. Wang et al. [263] used

homomorphic encryption to propose an auction system that protects anonymity. It just

reveals the group bid, and the auctioneer and agent all mask the bids of the users. They

presume that the auctioneer and the agent are untrustworthy but are also not in collusion

with each other and the scheme ensures that the auction will be safely carried out. TTP is

commonly used, regardless of whether it is a trustworthy third party or a semi-trusted third

party [264] [265]. It is unclear whether these conclusions are valid or not as extensive as for

an actual situation. The third-party agent can be concerned about and reveal the bidders’

details on the bids. The auctioneer and the agent may work with each other to make

greater profit by rigging the auction results by maliciously interfering with the records,

and the auctioneer or agent can be bribed by a bidder. In many online auction schemes, a

not completely and trustworthy group exists. For instance, if the government is perceived

as a potentially completely trustworthy party, then the issue of bribery arises. To solve

the problem of protection needing a TTP, certain stable online auction protocols, without

a TTP, have therefore been proposed. However certain entities in their networks can do

certain unethical activities to make undeserved profit. TTP involves a lot of problems and
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complex procedures, it is hard to establish a completely reliable third-party institution.

So how can confidence, privacy and evaluation be maintained without a trusted authority,

becomes an important question.

Blockchain technology is an integral part of today’s digital economy. A blockchain is a

distributed and decentralized ledger that does not allow the data stored in it to be changed

without its peers’ consensus. This property is commonly referred to as immutability,

which is a core function of blockchain-based auctions [266]. Peers agree on the state of a

ledger through a consensus protocol based on incentives. Many researchers have started

looking at decentralized blockchains [267], as they have the potential to safeguard bid

confidentiality, control leaks and prevent unethical practices [268]. Due to its decentralized

nature, it could improve data validity with a lower cost in comparison to a typical e-

bidding system. As well as maintaining a transparent and trusted application. Once a bid

has been submitted to the auctioneer on a blockchain, the bid cannot be retracted and

everybody can verify the winning bid. Many bid protocols have recently been added on

top of blockchain . They take advantage of blockchain’s decentralization and transparency

properties to get rid of the weaknesses brought by a third party so that the information

on the ledger can be checked and verified by all parties. In the bidding applications,

there has been a growing trend towards blockchain adoption. Thus blockchain can resolve

issues related to lack of trust or insufficient knowledge about a trading group, that would

usually involve a mediator as the trusted party [269]. Adopting blockchain in the design

of a stable e-auction system would save some of the efforts in this area. Nonetheless,

previous research found that these protocols would make the scheme more complicated

and complex. Despite cryptocurrency’s ability and power, performance is lacking in the

present form of blockchain technologies [210]. Typically each series of actions performed

in a blockchain is propagated across the network and ends up being reported linearly on

a blockchain. As a result, a lack of scalability is seen as a major challenge to the adoption

of blockchain.

In this chapter, the lack of scalability of blockchain is argued to be problematic, despite

blockchain being an efficient technology for managing auction systems, and this raises
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concern about the acceptance of blockchain as a decentralized ledger operated by dis-

tributed nodes. These nodes generate transactions that are broadcast to the network,

collected into blocks and, after a mining process, each block is added to its blockchain (by

solving a cryptographic puzzle such as Proof-of-Work (PoW)). The current block hash is

recorded in the subsequent block to thereby provide immutability of the stored data. Al-

though blockchain has attractive features for e-bidding, its adoption in these applications

requires careful consideration of scalability, security and privacy factors. For security and

competitive reasons, data about bidders and their bids must remain private from other

parties. However a scalable network architecture is required, given that the transaction

load in e-bidding may increase significantly. Since the proposed architecture uses a pri-

vate blockchain, it does not require high-overhead computations. In private blockchains

the identities of its users are set up and the immutability cost conditions are smaller,

because applicants are not anonymous and networks are usually not exposed to hostile

public internet environments. Usually there is no native token or reward to encourage

participants to participate and execute mining. Hence the blockchain would not have to

offset the enormous cost of electricity that is required to avoid inflation in cryptocurrencies

[270]. The prestige of the hash chain and replicas kept by multiple parties is generally

adequate for immutability.

An open question in asymmetric encryption is the choice of which algorithm should be

used when implementing a security system. Two of the most significant asymmetric cryp-

tographic encryption algorithms are RSA and ECC encryption. RSA encryption was first

described by Rivest et al. [35] when they introduced the concept of a public-key cryptosys-

tem. The ECC algorithm was introduced by Chandel et al. [36] and uses elliptic curve

operations, instead of modular exponentiation, as the basis for encrypting data. While

there are some theoretical differences between these algorithms, they have largely the same

capabilities. It then becomes important to consider which one provides faster performance

when implemented, since the choice of a slow encryption algorithm could make a system

inefficient and impractical for use in real life.

The goal of this chapter is to design a secure e-auction, based on an improved blockchain
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for open-bid auctions. Although open-bid auctions have good theoretical characteristics,

they have not yet been widely studied in terms of privacy and security. During the

last decade, sealed-bid auction mechanisms have been studied and analyzed in different

literature [271] [266] [149]. The privacy and security of open-bid auctions are important.

In open-bid auctions, the identities of bidders should be protected, thus bidder privacy

is desirable. Many auction protocols have recently been deployed on top of a blockchain.

However there are conflicts in preserving the privacy of bidders and trusting the auctioneer

to privately calculate the highest bid on the blockchain. Online auction systems use

cryptographic mechanisms to be secure but use a decentralized authority to handle seller-

bidder transactions. To solve these challenges, different cryptographic tools must be used

to ensure the privacy of the bidders and the security of each bid, such as encryption

algorithms and accumulators.

Most existing works describe security algorithms that use accumulators, however the effi-

ciency of those algorithms has only been regarded in the theoretical context, rather than

being implemented for a real use case. An accumulator is a binding commitment to a set

of elements. A dynamic accumulator can change this set over time, as elements are added

and deleted [272]. A dynamic accumulator can be used as both an authenticated data

structure and a revocation authority. Most recent work on accumulators for blockchain

has been introduced to reduce storage space and disk seek times [273] [274].

From an auction perspective, blockchain has been widely regarded by the community.

However current studies have mostly been carried out from the perspective of sealed-bid

auctions. There are only a few studies focusing on how to efficiently design a blockchain

system for practical open-bid auctions. Meanwhile, among them, only a few have consid-

ered certain problems, for instance, security and privacy issues in the technical design of

open-bid auctions. To this end, the scalability, security and privacy of open-bid auctions

are the main focus of this chapter. This work combines blockchain with a new data struc-

ture, along with privacy-protection cryptography, to produce a distributed open bidding

system that boosts bidding efficiency by allowing bidders to engage in the opening phase.

Since the information on the blockchain is completely transparent and public, the bidders’
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bidding documents must be completely confidential before the opening phase begins. The

research focuses on the key issues of bidder anonymity, bid confidentiality and end-to-end

verification. All these challenges provide the foundation of an effective open-bid system

that preserves the integrity of the auction process. To do this the bids should be untrace-

able, to achieve strong relative privacy. The scheme must also have non-repudiation, so

the winner must not be able to refuse their bid as they are obliged to claim it after the

winning bid is determined. Therefore the relative privacy of each bid must be strong and

at the same time recoverable.

6.1.1 Chapter Contributions

To address these challenges, an open-bid auction system is proposed using blockchain

technology that makes the following novel contributions:

• A blockchain-based open-bid system architecture with a new design giving high

throughput and search performance. The architecture uses a tree-based data struc-

ture to mitigate the scalability problem.

• A complete implementation of an e-bidding application without a reliable third

party is established. The assessments reveal that the proposed framework has high

throughput and search efficiency, compared to a blockchain framework that incor-

porates a linear structure.

• The platform focuses on bench-marking the performance of a concrete implemen-

tation of ECC encryption. Moreover, the ECC and RSA algorithms are compared

to determine which encryption algorithm performs faster and provides better secu-

rity. Furthermore, the use of an accumulator for authentication and revocation in

an open-bid auction is highlighted.
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6.1.2 Chapter Organization

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses relevant background

knowledge. Section 6.3 introduces the proposed blockchain framework for a bidding system

and related components. The performance evaluation and security analysis are outlined

in Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.

6.2 Preliminaries

Some preliminary concepts used in this chapter (RSA and ECC), have already been covered

in Chapter 2, while the rest will be covered in greater detail here.

6.2.1 Cryptographic Accumulator

One-way accumulators are an important cryptographic primitive that form the basis for

many security systems. They provide a fixed-size digest, like a one-way hash function,

representing an arbitrarily large set of inputs [275]. Moreover for any element of a set, a

one-way accumulator can provide a fixed-size witness, which may be used in conjunction

with the accumulated digest to verify the membership of that element in the set. As

a result, cryptographic accumulators are often used in security applications that require

some form of authentication as an alternative to digital signatures [276]. Dynamic RSA

accumulator is based on modular RSA modulus exponentiation. The accumulator key is an

RSA modulus, N = pq, where p and q are strong primes and a base x ∈ ZN . The modulus

should be at least k bits, where k is the number of bits in the largest element that will

be accumulated [276]. Technically four polynomial-time algorithms form an accumulator

scheme:

• Gen (1k) → a generates the initial value of the empty accumulator, as well as any

additional parameters, given the security parameter k.
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• Add (a, y) → (a′, w) takes in the current state of the accumulator and the value

to be added, y and returns the new state of the accumulator, a0, as well as the

corresponding witness, w.

• WitAdd (w, y) → w′ takes in the current state of a witness, w and the new value, y,

is added to the accumulator and returns an updated witness, w’.

• Ver (a, y, w) → (0; 1) takes in the current state of the accumulator, a, the value,

y, whose membership in a is being checked and the witness, w and returns 1 if y

appears to be in a and 0 otherwise.

Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [277] gave the RSA accumulator a way of being dynamic.

They define as follows the deletion algorithm Del and an additional WitDel witness update

algorithm,

• Del(a, y): compute y′ = y−1 mod φ(n), where φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1)

set a′ = ay′

return a′

• WitDel(w, y): compute y′ = y−1 mod φ(n), whereφ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1)

set w′ = wy′

return w′

6.3 Blockchain Framework for a Bidding System

The use of e-bidding can make a procurement process fair and legitimate [278]. Currently

they require a third party to manage the bidding procedure. Blockchain technology is used

in this work to replace the third party. Figure 6.1 shows the use of blockchain technology

in the bidding process, as discussed below.

1. Any authorized node can set up a tender and position it on the blockchain. The
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Figure 6.1: Blockchain based bidding architecture.

tender would include the terms and conditions of the offer, the information necessary

for an appropriate bid and the requirements for the evaluation of any offers.

2. A prospective bidder will access the tender from the blockchain and after finding the

tender requirements, make a proposal for an offer.

3. The prepared bid is published to the blockchain within a specified duration.

4. After the deadline expires, no one can submit a new or updated bid to the blockchain.

5. Once the tender is closed, the tender authority collects all the bids and starts eval-

uations to choose the best price.

6. The tender authority publishes the result on the blockchain and everyone who par-

ticipated in bidding gets all the information about the winning bid.

6.3.1 Business Model

In this section, the open-bid auction system model is primarily discussed, which is realized

by the blockchain technology’s decentralization, data immutability and time irreversibility.

Furthermore, all the interactions between the auctioneer and bidders are illustrated. There
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are four phases from the initial deployment of the bidding system to the notification of

the winner, as shown in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: The flow chart of bidding system.

Phase 1:Placing Tender on blockchain

The invitation to bid includes what is needed, the criteria of the bid and how a bidder

should respond. This is an opportunity for suppliers to make a reasonable offer to win

a bid for the supply of their products or services, as highlighted in Algorithm 8. Even

though the documents may vary from one organization to another, the basic elements of

the bidding application documents involve:

• Definition of the goods and services to be obtained: this involves what the job will

entail, any technical requirements and anything relevant to the conditions, deliver-

ables or results of the project.

• Terms of bidding: These consist of the contract terms that must be met to qualify

for the project.

• Criteria for evaluation: This specifies how the submission will be judged and assessed.

This is then used as a guide when planning a submission.

• Content and format of submission: includes details on how to submit the request,

which may refer to the duration of the submission, its layout, presentation, etc.

Templates or types of response may also be issued.

• Application rules and data: the time limit for submitting, the place and time for

application, what submissions must include, etc.
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• Terms of contract: contains the general terms and conditions of the contract with

additions and modifications made during the announcement of the successful bid.

Flexibility in the proposed system has been offered by providing a limit that controls

the number of bids a bidder can place for a particular demand.

Algorithm 8 Initiating a tender
1: procedure TENDER(_length,_limit)

2: biddingT imeOut ← Time() + _length

3: limit ← _limit

4: end procedure

Phase 2: Depositing Bids

In the second step, after getting the invitation, the demand is public to all the invited

nodes. Any bidder’s node who wishes to submit a bid can submit their bid price to the

bidding authority as shown in Algorithm 9. This section describes the three variants of

the open bidding system:

• To offload some of the computational complexity, bidders are authorized to place

only one bid price against demand and they are not able to change it at any stage

during the process.

• In this scheme, the system has flexibility in terms of changing bid prices. Once a

bidder places their price, they can change it and the latest updated price will be

considered for the demand. This would imply that it is no longer required to keep

track of previously submitted bids. It would just consider and store the last updated

bid price.

• An alternative scheme to make the system more open is presented. As in the previous

scheme, bidders have the flexibility to update their bid prices. However every time

when they change the bid price, it will be recorded. So the system keeps a record of

all the changes made during the bidding period.
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Algorithm 9 Depositing bids
1: procedure DepositBid(id, data )

2: bidCount[id] = +1

3: bid ← newBid(id, data, bitDeposited, biddingClose)

4: bidDeposited.add(bid)

5: return bid

6: end procedure

7: procedure BID(_id,_data,_bidDeposited,_biddingClose)

8: id ← _id

9: data ← _data

10: bitDeposited ← _bidDeposited

11: biddingClosed ← _biddingClose

12: end procedure

Phase 3: Finalizing the Bid

Algorithm 10 is a retrieval algorithm when the specified time is up for the bidding ap-

plication. Each bid will be scanned for compliance and evaluated in accordance with the

criteria set out in the bidding documentation. If a bidder fails to comply with this initial

screening, it will be disqualified. Once the assessment process has been finished, the bidder

will be chosen and informed of their successful bid and other failed applications will also

be notified.

Algorithm 10 Finalizing the bids
1: procedure BIDS(_length,_limit)

2: AfterBidding ← Time() > biddingClose

3: if AfterBidding then

4: return bidsDeposited

5: end procedure
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Phase 4: Notifying the Winner

This phase determines who the winner is. Upon choosing the winning bid, the result will

be written on the ledger and broadcast across the network. Key steps for broadcasting

this are highlighted in Algorithm 11.

Algorithm 11 Broadcasting Winner
1: procedure Winner(bidsDeposited)

2: foreach bidsDeposited ∈ BIDS

3: winner ⇐ Compare(bidsDeposited)

4: B ← AddBlock(winner)

5: Foreach n ∈ N

6: Broadcast(n)

7: end procedure

6.3.2 Tree Structure Blockchain

Considering the importance of high performance, a new blockchain protocol has been

introduced, which ensures high efficiency in search and throughput. Blockchain’s data

structure has been modified, as the linear data structure makes it more appropriate for a

single-user or sequential process. So instead of using the traditional linear data structure,

a tree-based data structure is proposed. The purpose of changing the data structure is to

find a way to enhance the efficiency of searches. In the suggested approach, every block

is related in a tree-like way to several other blocks, where the bids are sorted against a

given tender. That makes the search system more convenient. For linear search, it takes

approximately the same number of steps as the number of elements used to perform an

operation of dimension N. When there are 1,000 elements, for instance, it takes about

1,000 steps. This is because, in the absolute worst case, every item must be visited once

by the search. Unlike a chain, in a tree structure bids can be inserted in parallel. Parallel

bidding enables the simultaneous occurrence of multiple tenders. Thus a tree structure

changes the operation from a single-user to a multi-user system. The new data structure
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supports the framework’s dynamic nature and improves overall efficiency. In general tree

structures are inherently quicker to edit and traverse if some logical branching structure

is used. Admittedly there is a slight increase in size due to the links used by the tree.

The motivation behind changing the data structure is to find a way to improve the per-

formance of searches by using a tree data structure instead of a linear one. So, in this

approach each block is related to many other blocks in a tree-like manner, as shown in

Figure 6.3. It can be interpreted from the Figure 6.3 that the number of bids for each

tenders are different, whereas N=0,1,2,3,...., as shown in equation below:

T N
2 �= T N

3 �= T N
N (6.1)

where T2, T3 and TN is the number of tenders and N is the number of bids in each tender.

Figure 6.3: The tree structure of the bidding system.

Where the bids against a tender are sorted. That makes the system more convenient for
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searching. For a linear search, in the absolute worst case, the search must visit every

element once. This happens when the value being searched for is either the last element

in the list or is not in the list. Nonetheless, on average, if the value sought is in the list

and that each list element is equally likely to be the value searched, the search visits only

n/2 elements. For the sake of simplicity let us assume that there were N offers, B bidders

and b bids. The linear search structure is

N ∗ B ∗ b (6.2)

while for the tree structure, it would be

N + B + b (6.3)

The first research experiment was to calculate and compare asymmetric encryption algo-

rithms, with and without using an accumulator. To achieve the best possible results, both

the encryption algorithms and the accumulator were developed in Java and implemented

with the fastest libraries available, which were also secure for threads. The whole process

model is depicted in Figure 6.4.

If a bidder is participating in the bidding, the bidder generates a key pair and the key

accumulator accumulates the keys for authentication and verification. The bidder sub-

mits the encrypted bid and the Key accumulator verifies the identity of the bidder. The

auctioneer scans the signature, decrypts the bid and seeks to verify the tender. The Key

accumulator at that stage verifies the auctioneer’s identity. If no authentication error oc-

curs the bid is accepted by the auctioneer and is posted on the blockchain. The generic

requirements for a typical e-bidding system have been defined in Section 6.4.9 and the pro-

posed blockchain-based open-bid system meets all of those security requirements. Since

the bidder is registered in the system, the signature is created so that it is the unique iden-

tifier of a bidder and is protected from misuse due to the cryptographic hash’s collision

resistance property. Furthermore the proposed approach utilizes dynamic accumulators

to enforce strong authentication mechanisms so that only authorized bidders can access

the system.

ECC is suggested here because of its many advantages over other cryptographic algo-

rithms. In order to evaluate the ECC output, the elliptic curve over a finite field with a
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Figure 6.4: Data flow model of system architecture.

large prime number is considered, and measurements are taken in terms of the calculation

time required to perform point multiplication on the curve and the computation time it

takes to encrypt and decrypt a secret message. A cryptographic technique’s security is

largely based on the size of its key. Compared to other cryptographic techniques, ECC-

based algorithms can use a smaller key size and still carry a high level of security. ECC

is performed by considering various key sizes, namely 163-bit, 233-bit, 283-bit, 409-bit

and 571-bit. In ECC a 163-bit key size means that the elliptic curve over a finite field is

considered to have a 163-bit prime field size (prime number p is 163-bits long). For dif-

ferent prime field sizes, the same algorithm is then repeated. Table 6.2 provides details of

the calculation time needed by ECC during the encryption process for different key sizes,

which is the point multiplication method on the elliptic curve, decryption time, key gen-

eration time and signature verification time. The objective of the investigation presented

in this chapter is to achieve security and privacy with the aim of achieving an efficient
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performance level. Two distinct scenarios have been implemented, each corresponding to

different settings, based on the type of encryption algorithm and with and without an

accumulator. The first scenario was implemented using a dynamic accumulator with RSA

and ECC, while the other scenario was implemented with RSA and ECC without an ac-

cumulator. The parameters monitored through these experiments were: key generation,

signature verification, encryption and decryption, with respect to different key lengths.

Finally, transactions were carried out in each of these scenarios to transfer a bid from a

bidder to the auctioneer. The blockchain response was recorded and analyzed in the form

of graphs based on the output data of these scenarios.

Scenario A: Assume that Bi is the ith bidder, bidi be the bid price that is placed by Bi in

an auction and SKi and PKi are Bi’s private and public keys respectively. Assume also if

one is needed, then V denotes the Dynamic Accumulator for the bid. For the first scenario

with the accumulator set, the key pair SKi and PKi are generated by BCSytemKeyHndler

for all the bidders Bi (which will be used for bidders to encrypt bids) for an open-bid

auction. Algorithm 12 describes the process of accumulating keys. In the case of this

experiment, the public keys have been accumulated to V for verification. For RSA en-

cryption, the bidder encrypts the bid value using the RSA encryption algorithm described

in section 6.3 and sends it to the auctioneer. The bidder will encrypt the message using

the auctioneer’s public key, and the auctioneer will decrypt it using their private key.

Algorithm 13 describes the process of encrypting data. Moreover the bid can only be

retrieved by the intended auctioneer holding the correct private key. So the encryption

scheme is both private and secure (i.e., it authenticates and encrypts the data). The auc-

tioneer collects the cipher text of bids and can decrypt them and verify the validity of their

signature. Algorithm 14 describes the process of decrypting data. Thus the auctioneer

computes the auction result. The user with the best bid is the winner. Finally the results

will be written into the ledgers and published. The same series of steps are repeated with

accumulator settings for the ECC algorithm. For this, the bidding value is encrypted and

decrypted by using the ECC encryption and decryption algorithms described in section 6.3.
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Scenario B: This scenario was used to perform further experiments to see the differ-

ence in both algorithms’ efficiency, by removing the accumulator setting, while following

the initial experiments described in scenario A. So this time the accumulator is disabled,

thus keys are generated each time instead of being stored. This variation significantly

influences the overall behavior of the system. Whenever a bidder wants to place a bid, in

the first scenario the accumulator simply checks the signature because the keys are only

generated once and stored there. Therefore not using the accumulator results in increased

time and energy costs. Both the RSA and ECC encryption techniques are compared in

this set of experiments.

6.4 Evaluation and Results

6.4.1 Performance Evaluation

A system prototype was developed that incorporates the proposed Tree data structure,

the encryption technique and the authentication of the dynamic accumulator. The imple-

mentation was developed using Java 8 and the tests were carried out on an Intel Core i7

64-bit, 3.4 GHz machine, with an 8 MB cache and 16 GB of RAM, running windows. The

timing of all the experiments was carried out using the computer’s system clock. The Java

Cryptography Extension (JCE) has been used for different hash and encryption features.

For the performance evaluations, the proposed implementation was compared with an al-

ternative implementation of a traditional blockchain which did not use a tree structure. A

baseline traditional blockchain was taken into consideration for the alternative implemen-

tation and named linear structure blockchain, where the standard linear data structure

was used. For a fair comparison, both linear and tree structures were incorporated in the

same environment. By considering the number of transactions, a performance comparison

of the tree structure blockchain with the linear blockchain system is provided. Next per-

formance measurements of the throughput and searching complexity are presented, where

the number of transactions varies from 1 to 100 transactions per second (tps) for a simu-

lation interval of 100 seconds. In this section, the experimental results are analyzed and
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Algorithm 12 Keys Accumulation/Generation
L(keys) = List of user keys pairs

AlgoType = ECC|RSA

KeyPair(User) = (public, private) ∈ L

KeyFile(Location = SY S) = KeysData.csv

1: procedure SystemInit(L, AlgoType, KeyPair, KeyF ile)

2: KA ← KeysAccumulatorAndEncrypter()

3: Read Secure.properties

4: if AlgoType == ECC then

5: init EccAcuumulator

6: init EccKeyGenarator

7: else

8: init RSAAcuumulator

9: init RSAKeyGenarator

10: end if

11: for entry ∈ KeyFile do

12: if AlgoType == RSA then

13: kpair ← RSAKeyGenarator

14: L ← kpair

15: else

16: kpair ← ECCKeyGenarator

17: L ← kpair

18: end if

19: end for

20: end procedure

evaluated. it also provides a qualitative security and privacy analysis, a proof of concept

implementation and a quantitative performance evaluation of the framework.
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Algorithm 13 Data Encryption
1: procedure CreateDemandandEncryptData(L,KeyPair,KeyFile)

2: if UserKey �= RSA ∧ UserKey ∈ L then

3: PublicKey ← UserKey

4: else

5: kpair ← UserKey

6: L ← kpair

7: KeyFile ← kpair

8: EncryptData

9: end if

10: end procedure

Algorithm 14 Data Decryption
1: procedure BidConfirmationAndDecryptData( )

2: if Prikey(user) �= null ∧ checkUserV erification == true then

3: decryptData

4: else

5: AuthenticationError

6: end if

7: end procedure

6.4.2 System Throughput

In blockchain technology, performance can be set in terms of transactions per second.

Traditionally, public blockchain struggles with restricted scalability in terms of transac-

tion throughput, transaction latency and requirements for storage. For example, standard

cryptocurrencies have a fixed throughput (e.g. the bitcoin blockchain has a fixed band-

width of 7 transactions per second [106]) whereas most advanced payment processing

systems such as Visa have an average transaction rate of 2000 transactions per second.

Parallel systems allow for different transactions to occur concurrently. In the proposed

framework, several simultaneous bidding operations have been conducted, which increases
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the system throughput. The number of tenders is increased in the proposed implementa-

tions to test system throughput. The different cases are illustrated in Figure 6.6. Each

case was tested for a different number of tenders with varying numbers of bids. Note

that even with 25 tenders and 50 bids, the computation cost is only 50.263 ms. These

preliminary results suggest that the introduction of a tree data structure significantly de-

creases the computation cost, thus implying that the proposed framework can achieve high

performance. To support the above statement, the performance of linear blockchain and

tree-based blockchain were compared in terms of average throughput. Figure 6.5 shows a

comparison of the average throughput for each system in five different sets of experiments.

Tree blockchain’s average throughput is significantly greater than linear blockchain’s. Fig-

ure 6.5 also shows that the throughput increases linearly, as anticipated, until it reaches

the limit at about 40 tps and then begins to decline beyond this point. So there is no

point in preferring a 10 to 1000 shift. For any blockchain, the number of transactions is

different and both are simulated in a similar way for consistency. The same pattern is

noted in the linear blockchain method, where the throughput begins to decrease at about

40-50 tps. It can be observed that tree-based blockchain can process up to 27 transactions

per second, compared to around 20 transactions per second by linear blockchain. From

Figure 6.5: Average throughput comparison between linear and tree based blockchain.

the experiments, it was observed that the more tenders it has, the more bidders could be

accommodated in parallel (as illustrated in diagram 6.3 that it can have N number of bids
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Figure 6.6: Computation cost of the tree-structure blockchain.

against a tender and bidders can submit as many bids as they want against any tender).

The system has been tested at an acceptable computational cost with 25 tenders. In view

of the experimental results, the proposed framework achieves the quality needed to be

implemented in a real-world environment.

6.4.3 Searching Complexity

Search complexity is a rough approximation of the number of visits to be taken, for finding

a given value in a list of values, depending on the size of the input data. Specifically the

effect of the number of multiple tenders on searching complexity was analyzed. For set-

tings, the system starts with 5 tenders along with 10 bids. Then the number of tenders was

increased gradually from 5 to 25 and the number of bids rose from 10 to 50. Investigating

the searching complexity for both linear and tree data structure blockchains indicates that

the proposed protocol reduces the number of searches. When using a linear search on a list

of N items, one must first browse through half the list before finding the item. Therefore

It will need to perform N/2 operations. The most significant thing, however, is that the

algorithm scales linearly, as N increases, the algorithm’s cost increases proportionally to
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N, not N2 or N3. On the other hand, the tree search algorithm finds solutions by crossing

the tree structure starting from the root node and systematically inspecting (expanding)

the child nodes. In Table 6.1 and Figure 6.7, one can observe the difference between linear

and tree searching time. For case 1 where it has 5 tenders along with 10 offers, the com-

plexity of the tree search is five times less than the complexity of the linear search. From

Table 6.1 the number of searches for the proposed protocol is much less than the number

of searches for the linear data structure blockchain.

Table 6.1: Comparison of searching complexity.

Case No. Tenders No.of Bids Linear time [s] Tree time [s]

1 5 10 100 16

2 7 15 210 23

3 11 22 484 34

4 16 33 1056 50

5 25 50 2500 76

Figure 6.7: Searching complexity.
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6.4.4 Public Verifiable Accuracy

The results of the bidding process with each user’s bid message will be announced without

revealing their identity. The bidder can verify that their offer has been registered on the

chain. If the tender results are official, everyone can check its accuracy. Subsequently the

winner will privately contact the auctioneer for any follow-up transactions.

6.4.5 Fairness and Correctness

This property guarantees that no internal or external hackers will be able to know the

bidding patterns and outcomes, thus ensuring the fairness of the bidding process. It is

obvious that after a certain time, that the bidders will get the result. It is possible to

design the blockchain as an ideal public ledger, authentication is reliable and confidential

and signature with high accuracy. Furthermore by evaluating the data, bidders can confirm

that their prices have been correctly reported. If the result is inaccurate, it can be reported

for further confirmation.

6.4.6 Rationality

This property means that no internal or external hackers have the ability to maliciously

tamper with other people’s prices, thus ensuring the integrity of the bidding process. No

one can tamper with the data on the bidding price because the blockchain is inherently

restricted in how it may be manipulated, thus ensuring that the bidding process remains

fair.

6.4.7 Accumulators for Key Verification

Cryptographic accumulators solve the issue of verifying a public key without also having

to incur significant overhead storage [279] and computational cost. An accumulator is

a digital object which is used to test membership in a set. The accumulator will store
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type tuples (PKi, expT), where PKi is a public key and expT is an optional closing time.

The accumulator can then be used to determine whether pk has been registered or not.

There are two ways in which accumulators can be integrated into a system: either each

bidder can maintain their own accumulator, or a single accumulator can be maintained in

the blockchain. In the proposed approach, one global accumulator will be stored on the

blockchain. The tuple to be added to the accumulator is broadcast each time a public

key is created or updated, much like a transaction in bitcoin. A single accumulator can

be stored and maintained in the blockchain; all users can check that the new values are

correctly incorporated in the updated accumulator and individuals who express the values

will then determine their own witnesses, as all modifications are public and therefore

locally reproducible. The experiments were run with and without an accumulator to see

any differences. Figure 6.8 displays the time difference for RSA by using or not using

the accumulator and and it is obvious from the graph that encryption and decryption are

much quicker when using an accumulator. Figure 6.9 shows the comparison for ECC, with

and without, an accumulator. Signature verification, encryption and decryption are much

faster with an accumulator and show that using an accumulator improves the performance

of the system. These preliminary findings indicate that the addition of an accumulator

does not substantially increase authentication time, thus suggesting that the system can

achieve scalability with minimal penalty.

Table 6.2: RSA dynamic accumulator average time per element in seconds, for each
operation performed.

Accumulation
with PK

Accumulation
with PK

Witness gen.
with PK

Witness gen.
with PK Verification

RSA
Accumulator 1.533 0.0026 0.0059 5.4446 0.0049

Table 6.2 shows the average time per element, in seconds, for each operation in the dy-

namic accumulator. The first and second columns show the time taken respectively to

accumulate the private and public keys. The execution time for public and private key
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witness generation is given in columns three and four, respectively. And the last col-

umn contains the times it takes to verify them. The table shows significant variations in

the times for accumulation and witness generation using the private and public keys, the

round-trip time per element is 10.2 ms and 5.4 seconds, respectively.

Figure 6.8: Performance comparison of RSA with and without accumulator in terms of
signature verification, encryption and decryption.

6.4.8 Comparison of RSA and ECC

The widely used encryption algorithms RSA and ECC are compared in terms of their key

generation time, encryption and decryption time and signature verification time. For RSA,

1024-bit, 2240-bit, 3072-bit, 7680-bit and 15,360-bit key sizes are used. In RSA, 1024-bit

means that the modulus has a length of 1024-bits, i.e. is an integer greater than 21023

but lower than 21024. Such an integer can be encoded as a sequence of 1024 bits. Table

6.3 shows the average time for the ECC and RSA encryption algorithms. Note that the

key size varies for both algorithms. For ECC, it is evident that the signature verification

time increases linearly with the key length size. Also observe that the encryption time

increases with key length size, which is also expected. For RSA, the key lengths do not

have an impact on signature verification and encryption time. However observe that the

rate of increase is greater with decryption time. Moreover, ECC outperformed RSA in

both key and signature generation. RSA began by executing faster than ECC. Neverthe-
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less, as the bit sizes for each increased, RSA slowed down relative to ECC and so ECC

eventually surpassed its counterpart on the largest key length size. Lastly, ECC’s times

are considerably faster than RSA’s with signature verification times and barely increased

as key lengths rose.

Figure 6.9: Performance comparison of ECC, with and without accumulator, in terms of
signature verification, encryption and decryption.

6.4.9 Security and Privacy Analysis

The records stored in the proposed system are secured by means of public key cryptog-

raphy, whereas network users are assigned private keys for signing and validating trans-

actions. Encryption and digital signatures are used in the network to provide security,

privacy and control of access to the stored records. Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) has

been used in the proposed approach to implementing encryption and digital signing, and

it has also been compared to the RSA encryption algorithm. Note that ECC and RSA

have a similar degree of protection but ECC uses far fewer bits. A 160-bit key in ECC,

for example, offers the same level of security as one provided by RSA using a 1024-bit key

length. Usually a shorter key means lower CPU consumption, lower memory utilization

and faster key generation. These gains also benefit the proposed framework by facilitating

rapid transactions when creating and sealing blocks. A comparison of RSA and ECC key
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length, key generation performance, encryption, decryption and verification is provided in

Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Performance comparison of RSA and ECC in terms of key generation and
performance, signature verification, encryption and decryption time.

Key Length key Gen Time Sign Ver time Encryption time Decryption time

ECC RSA ECC RSA ECC RSA ECC RSA ECC RSA

163 1024 0.10 0.20 0.23 0.01 8.90 0.55 22.88 19.31

233 2240 0.21 8.74 0.51 0.01 49.80 0.56 26.33 102.03

283 3072 0.29 10.80 0.86 0.01 67.40 0.57 27.40 209.60

409 7680 0.71 130.90 1.8 0.01 87.50 0.58 32.15 311.06

571 15,360 1.39 610.06 4.53 0.03 104.40 0.59 37.55 408.78

It is immediately clear from Figure 6.10 that as the key size increases, the difference

between ECC and RSA becomes increasingly visible. It is clear that under the same

degree of security, that ECC requires smaller key sizes than RSA. The minimum required

key size for a stable ECC cryptosystem is 160 bits. Consequently the key size is chosen as

160 bits for ECC and 1024-bit for RSA as the starting point. The difference between the

two algorithms is most noticeable at the 5th key size value.

Figure 6.10: Overall comparison of ECC and RSA in terms of key size, key generation
performance, encryption, decryption and signature verification.
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Figure 6.11 confirms that ECC as the encryption algorithm, performs better than RSA.

This also explains why when designing blockchain, ECC is preferred over RSA. This result

is important because blockchain relies heavily on its encryption algorithms. According to

the research findings, ECC meets all the features that are required to satisfy blockchain’s

security needs, better than RSA. Thus for the bidding protocol, ECC is preferred for data

security.

Figure 6.11: Algorithm’s time complexity comparison.

Moreover the proposed framework is a decentralized p2p network where the user’s data

are stored in various nodes, thus ensuring the system’s stability and preventing any single

point of failure. Any opponent will have difficulty launching DDoS or DoS attacks [280]

against the system, as every bidder is required to have a public key which will be verified

by the accumulator. Thus DoS or DDoS attacks, where the attacker is motivated by

exogenous incentives to stop a blockchain, would be prohibitively costly, as they require the

attacker’s mining resources to be at least equal to those of all other miners combined [281].

In addition to preserving security and privacy, the blockchain-based e-bidding system also

offers several other benefits, such as scalability, verifiability and improved efficiency and

speed. These features make blockchain technology useful in implementing an e-bidding

system that can provide a convenient, safe and fault-tolerant channel of communication

between auctioneers and bidders. Continuous implementation of different transactions
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in a blockchain is increasingly required to handle smaller transaction sizes and greater

consistency in transactions. All these specifications are closely related to the transactional

encryption algorithms used. The small size of a key will also require less memory. The

good key performance uses less time and provides a higher rate of transaction production.

Good key verification performance will take less time to verify each transaction and thence

provide higher speed [282]. Security requirements for the online auction protocol[283] are

as follows:

1. Verifiability: Anyone can confirm the validity of Bi, the validity of a bidi and the

winning bidder’s real identity. The algorithm is assumed to verify each bid for the

authenticity of the signature. Through each user’s bid request, the auction outcome

will be accessible without exposing their identity. For Bi, they will verify that their

bid on the chain has been registered. As the auction results are public, everyone can

verify the correctness.

2. Non-repudiation: Signatures are hidden inside the bidding information and it has the

characteristics of no framing. Therefore the winning Bi of the auction shall not be

able to deny their signature. The blockchain itself has the features of non-repudiation

and blockchain technology is the foundation for the proposed framework.

3. Robustness: The Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem can reduce the computation loads that

are generated by bidding operations. By adding ECC, the amount of computation

in the scheme is significantly reduced. The algorithm must verify whether or not

each signature is valid and whether or not a ledger auction occurs when each Bi

places a bid. There are no complex calculations for the proposed scheme, only a

limited computational effort is needed in the framework and this is the strength of

ECC itself.

4. No framing: The system achieves protection against framing threats in such a way

that an entity cannot impersonate another legitimate Bi. In the protocol, Bi must

prove that they know the SKi of Bi in order to impersonate them. So unless an

attacker gets Bi’s SKi, Bi’s signature cannot be forged. It is difficult for an attacker to
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obtain SKi because of the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP)[284].

5. Unforgeability: Attackers will be unable to forge any valid bidding information be-

cause they must spend a great deal of time trying to solve ECDLP. The SKi of any Bi

cannot be obtained by other bidders, so their bid cannot be forged by anyone. Even

if some Bi conspires with the auctioneer, and gets the winning Bi, if SKi, attempts

to claim to be the winning bidder, their scam will be revealed. If bidders have an

altercation over the outcome of the auction, the actual winning Bi can demonstrate

their signature to show their identity as the winner.

6. Unlink ability: The keys generated by BCSytemKeyHndler are different for each

auction. No one else can know Bi’s relationship with the various auction rounds.

7. Revocation: A revocation of Bi can also be carried out frequently in an electronic

auction. It should then be quick and convenient if a Bi wishes to withdraw from an

auction or an auctioneer wants to cancel a certain Bi. In the protocol, it is easy for

an auctioneer to delete Bi’sPKi from V. Once the information is removed from V,

the bidder loses the right to participate in an auction.

6.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, an open-bid management system has been developed in a private blockchain

environment, to provide a secure bidding scheme. The framework also contributes to

providing a new protocol, by replacing its usual linear data structure with a tree data

structure. This new protocol is proposed to improve the performance of the blockchain-

based bidding framework. Additionally a dynamic accumulator design has been employed

in conjunction with the ECC encryption algorithm for the open bid auction system to

achieve security and privacy. A formal analysis and experimental findings of the proposed

approach are provided, together with the details of the utilized protocols and models.

Security analysis has demonstrated how the suggested approach is resistant to a variety

of threats.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Research

Directions

This chapter in Section 7.1 presents a summary of the research carried out for this thesis

and discusses its potential future study avenues for each of these contributions in Section

7.2.

7.1 Summary of Research Conducted

The specific contributions of this thesis are summarized below:

• AccessChain 3 was developed, it is a blockchain network coupled with the ABAC

model to assure data privacy by adopting a distributed framework to enable fine-

grained, dynamic access control management for supply chains. In order to solve

the scalability issue, the framework helps by offering a two-tiered network design.

A global ledger is used to record transactions, while access policies and business

contracts are kept in multiple local ledgers. The framework enables a systematic

approach that advantages the supply chain, and the experiments yield convincing
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results.

A comprehensive analysis was done using Proof-of-Concept (PoC) implementation

which demonstrated minimal overheads for AccessChain. Security analysis depicts

how resilient the proposed framework is against a broad range of network attacks.

AccessChain has distinct attributes that make it particularly suited for supply chains,

including network scalability, security and privacy. Simulation results of performance

monitoring show that AccessChain’s response time with four local ledgers is accept-

able, and therefore it provides significantly greater scalability.

• While exploring the application of blockchain technology to lessen the bullwhip im-

pact in supply chains, a private blockchain-based architecture was presented, which

focused on combining data visibility with trust 4. Full sharing of demand data has

been shown to help improve the robustness of overall performance in a multi-echelon

supply chain environment, especially for bullwhip effect mitigation and cumulative

cost reduction. It is observed that when it comes to providing access to data, in-

formation sharing using a blockchain has some obvious benefits in a supply chain.

Furthermore, when data sharing is distributed, stakeholders in a supply chain will

have fair access to other parties’ data, even though they are farther downstream.

Sharing customer demand is important in an SC to enhance decision-making, re-

duce costs and promote the final end product. This work also explored the ability

of blockchain technology as a solution in a distributed ledger approach to creating

a trust-enhanced environment where trust is established so that stakeholders can

share their information effectively. The findings have managerial implications, as

they can allow businesses to exchange real-time data through BCT. Regardless of

the consistency of existing coordination and communication in Supply Chain Man-

agement (SCM), managers should look more closely at BCT. The findings suggest

that information lead time can be eliminated with a blockchain and thereby also

decrease physical lead times. The proposed framework provides insights into the

significance of SC information collaboration in reducing the bullwhip effect. In the

event of a disruption in an SC, SC coordination helps to minimize the bullwhip

effect. The inventory level in the proposed framework stays below Reorder point
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(ROP) throughout the period, avoiding queues and lowering inventory costs. Fur-

thermore the trust component gives stakeholders the confidence that they can safely

share their data. Security analysis showed the robustness of the framework against

several attacks. Extensive experiments were carried out to demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of information sharing in a supply chain via blockchain, as well as that trust

between partners tends to increase overall supply chain efficiency and reduce the

bullwhip effect.

• A new consensus algorithm, called Reputation-based proof-of cooperation (RPoC),

for blockchain-based supply chains was proposed 5, which does not involve validators

to solve any mathematical puzzle before appending a new block to the blockchain.

The RPoC algorithm is an efficient and scalable consensus algorithm that selects

consensus nodes dynamically and permits a large number of nodes to participate in

the consensus process. The RPoC algorithm uses a layered architecture to segment

the nodes that participate in the consensus phase, in order to improve scalability

and efficiency while maintaining trust among peers. The layered design addresses

the issues of flexibility and scalability, as well as breaking down the extensive mining

process into segments. Rather than choosing a few nodes for mining, the proposed

consensus process involves all network nodes, making it more efficient, decentralized

and scalable. The RPoC algorithm is an efficient and scalable consensus algorithm

that dynamically selects the consensus node and permits many nodes to participate

in the consensus process. Furthermore this work highlighted some current blockchain

consensus algorithms and compared them to the proposed algorithm. Rigorous ex-

periments against those existing consensus algorithms showed the efficacy of the

RPoC consensus algorithm in terms of TPS, latency and scalability. Through exten-

sive theoretical analysis and experimentation, the suitability of the proposed algo-

rithm was shown to be well grounded in terms of scalability and efficiency. Security

analysis showed the resilience of the security of RPoC against a variety of malicious

attacks.

• A open-bid management system 6 was developed for a private blockchain environ-
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ment to provide a secure bidding scheme. The novelty of this framework derived

from an enhanced approach for integrating blockchain structures by replacing the

original chain structure with a tree structure. This new protocol was proposed to

improve the performance of the proposed blockchain-based bidding framework. Fur-

thermore a dynamic accumulator architecture was utilized for the proposed open bid

auction system with the Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) encryption algorithm

to achieve security and privacy. A formal analysis and experimental findings of the

proposed approach was provided, together with the details of the utilized protocols

and models. Security analysis demonstrated how the suggested approach is resistant

to a variety of threats.

7.1.1 Significance of the Thesis

This thesis adds to the body of scientific literature, since it gives state-of-the-art data

on blockchain solutions. The research’s findings also present numerous avenues for future

study and offer practical implications for managers and business owners. Besides answering

the primary research questions, the thesis has also provided additional information related

to the scope of the projects and future development.

7.1.2 Limitations of the Thesis

The proposed research in this thesis facilitates the development of blockchain-based sys-

tems for SCM. Although this thesis is representative of many frameworks for blockchain-

enabled supply chains, it comes with a number of limitations.

• The Proof-of-Work (PoW) consensus algorithm has been used for the access point

ledger in Chapter 3, but no comparison or evaluation of the PoW mining cost has

been made.

• Second, this study’s focus in Chapter 3 is solely on assessing the time-cost trade-off,

latency, throughput and scalability matrix. Access control and ledger maintenance
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costs are not taken into account.

• In Chapter 4, only information lead time is considered, whereas production and

transportation lead time are neglected.

• The well-known "blockchain scalability trilemma" states that it is impossible to de-

sign consensus algorithms that provide security, scalability and decentralization at

the same time. Due to the fact that in Chapter 5, nodes are treated differently based

on their trust values, complete decentralization cannot be achieved.

• Chapter 5 also lacks detailed access control and identity management components,

which are necessary to implement a practical reputation-based system effectively.

• Chapter 6 is focused on e-auctions, however no storage management system exists

to manage extensive auction activities.

• This thesis takes a broad view of the blockchain and makes no distinctions between

various blockchain technical configurations. The outcomes would have been more

accurate as a result. Therefore, it is suggested that future research might focus on

application software (Hyper-ledger Fabric, Ethereum etc.).

7.2 Future Research Directions

The research that is presented in this thesis contributes novel dimensions to the use of

blockchain technology in supply chains. Solutions for data security, scalability and trust

were provided. By developing PoC implementations, the scalability, security and compu-

tational overheads of each framework were evaluated. The following sections explore the

prospective areas of further investigation for each main chapter of this thesis.

7.2.1 AccessChain

The AccessChain framework offers scalability by maintaining several parallel functioning

local ledgers for the purpose of enforcing data access policies.
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• Although the time-cost trade-off, latency, throughput and scalability matrix were

calculated in this proposed model, it would be interesting to compute the cost mea-

sures of access control and ledger maintenance.

• One of the potential avenues for future research, is to implement the suggested solu-

tions on an enterprise platform network in order to do additional real-time testing.

• PoW is utilized for the access point ledger, it would be interesting to compare and

contrast the mining costs of PoW with other known consensus algorithms.

• Utilizing high-performance hash algorithms to improve the efficiency of data pro-

cessing is another topic for investigation.

7.2.2 Blockchain-coordination for SCM

This thesis investigated how blockchain technology enables information sharing along a

supply chain and equips each stakeholder to quickly assess the relevant situation. And,

as a result of the ability to share real-time information, the supply chain became more

productive and efficient.

• The models that were proposed for this thesis only took into account information

lead time; a more realistic model may additionally take into account production and

transportation lead times.

• The generalized model used in this thesis was specifically applied to a use case of

retail supply networks. By adding additional variables, the model can be expanded to

be adapted to a variety of decentralized applications where data sharing is crucial,

such as perishable product supply chains, automobile supply chains and complex

supply chains.

• As a future work, blockchain data can be utilized for new business and logistical

models, like carbon trading and supply chain decarbonization. Different digital
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value-added services may be offered by providing this kind of information. There-

fore the creation of production economics models that might assess the costs and

advantages of new information services and related business models can prove to be

a very worthwhile endeavor.

• Another area for investigation is the post-pandemic problems that manufacturing,

operations and SCM are now dealing with. For instance, new business and gover-

nance models brought about by changing consumer consumption patterns may be

mostly irreversible in the near future, compelling businesses to create new business

platforms using blockchain to replace their prior business models.

7.2.3 Scalable Blockchain for SCM

Integration of blockchain technology with SCM will result in new challenges and concerns.

RPoC increases blockchain scalability by organizing a network into layers, where the higher

authority nodes and subordinate nodes work together to manage transactions and blocks.

• In terms of economics, incentive design is a component that builds on the value

proposition of a platform and constructs the system for which a platform’s to-

kens will be built. Another research direction can be working on the economics

of blockchain-based SCM to add a credit incentive mechanism to consensus nodes.

Since cooperative behavior is more important in the design of supply chains, ac-

ceptable management mechanisms, like incentive and value-sharing mechanisms, are

needed to enable the system to set monitoring, reward and penalty regulations.

• RPoC performance was examined using simulation-based PoC implementation. In

future, an RPoC prototype implementation could demonstrate how well it performs

in practical situations.
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7.2.4 Secure online Blockchain Bidding System

A solution for an open-bid auction system is offered to address the security and privacy

concerns in e-auction. In order to develop a general solution that can be used on top of

any existing blockchain instantiation, the original chain structure was replaced with a tree

structure.

• As the value of privacy protection continues to rise, one of the future research direc-

tions could be to investigate the use of cryptographic algorithms to ensure privacy

protection methods at the network level, transaction level and application level.

• The focus of this thesis was the security of e-auctions, however it is possible to

consider about employing new storage technologies or combining off-chain storage,

to accommodate larger auction activities in the future.

• Blockchain-based supply chains and the integration of digital currencies are relatively

new subjects, and there has not been much research done on them. A cryptocurrency

could be adopted in the future to provide swift payments to stakeholders.

It is important to acknowledge that although our model may seem well-developed, it has

not yet been tested in the practical context of supply chains. Implementing a blockchain-

enabled supply chain model in practice can face several challenges and limitations. Here

are some potential ones to consider:

1. Technical complexity: Blockchain technology can be complex and require signifi-

cant technical expertise to implement and maintain. This can pose a challenge for

companies that lack the necessary resources or expertise.

2. Resistance to change: Implementing a new technology like blockchain can require

changes to existing processes and systems. This can be met with resistance from

stakeholders who are comfortable with existing processes and may be reluctant to

adopt new approaches.
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3. Integration with existing systems: Integrating blockchain technology with existing

systems can be a challenge, particularly if there are compatibility issues between

different systems.

4. Regulatory compliance: The regulatory landscape surrounding blockchain technol-

ogy is still evolving and can vary across different jurisdictions. Ensuring compliance

with relevant regulations can be a challenge for companies looking to implement

blockchain-based supply chain solutions.

5. Cost: Implementing a blockchain-enabled supply chain model can be expensive,

particularly for small and medium-sized enterprises. The cost of hardware, software,

and ongoing maintenance can be a barrier to adoption.

6. Interoperability: Ensuring interoperability between different blockchain networks

and systems can be a challenge, particularly in complex supply chain networks that

involve multiple stakeholders.

Collaboration and stakeholder engagement are essential to the successful implementation

of blockchain-based supply chain solutions, particularly in complex supply chain networks

with numerous stakeholders. Future studies can investigate various strategies for en-

couraging cooperation and involvement among various stakeholders, such as the use of

participatory design techniques or stakeholder training/workshops. Future research that

focuses on these topics can aid in addressing the difficulties and constraints associated with

putting blockchain-enabled supply chain models into practice and encourage the successful

adoption of these solutions in realistic supply chain environments.
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